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ABSTRACT
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pedagogic technique.) A transdisciplinary approach, based upon a
strong foundation in the separate 'disciplines, is most likely to be
effective in achieving goals fors- the environment. The arguments are
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an example .of the possible nature' of a curriculum based, upon the
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INTRODUCTION

Definitions of "environment", and "environmental education"

abound. Many are, in Scheffler's terminology, "environ7
4 F

Illent" is defined in a particular way by an author, who may say that

within a- particular context the term is to 4 understood, to be 41i.V-

,1

alent to another term or short description( For example, a geneticist

may state that for-hts'purposes, "'environment' refers to .the source.

of all influences on an organism's phenotype other.than those derived
u

.

directly from the inherited material." This definition then allows'

his readers or students to interpret his references to "heredity and

'environment," but does not necessarily imply that when an ecologist .

'sociologist uses the term he ought to mean exactly the same thing.

Tim stipulation only.applies under-the specified circumstances.

----Stipulative definitions are not offered in'this volume. No

useful purpose would be served by etipulatingiyet another meaning of

0 0 0
4

"environmental education," for such'a step does _not clarify the exist-:

ing usage of the term: Instead, some "descriptive definitione'are-
.3

provided /o+explain the usage of the terms; 2 for example two Chapters

are used to explain the meaning of 'the environment' in normal 'and

..-

1
Israeld.Sclieffler, The Language of Education (Springfield,

Illinois: Thomas, 1960), p. 13.

2
Ibid., pp. 15-18.

1

10
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.
professional. language. This study attempts to-explain 'environment'

and 'environmental education' by mirroring current usage, and to ex-

tract from `the' explanation the keneKal principles that are used to de-
.

4P
termfne the appropriateness of applying the terms to particular cases.

The explanations lead to a number of questions that must be an-.

swered when considering 'environment' or 'environmental education'. A

particular educator's answer to these questions, some of'which are val-

ue questions, determines the type of program implied by his use of the

terms. To illustrate.tbe argument one particular set of answers is

given and justified from my ownralue position. 'That as,_as_ well as

,

providing a general descriptive'definition-of-"'environmental educa-

tion," I also supply ,one of many-possible "programtatic definitions"3
. .---- .. .

--
,that are cOnsistent-with my analysis of 'environment' and of senviron-\

\

_.-: .

mental education'.ion'.
.

1

The particular program of education implied by the position I

'take is One suitable for general education. That is, for education
. /

providing the knowledge and skill's that citizens could reasonably be

expected to have. This need not be confined to any particular level of

a person's formal school experience, for education of a fmilaf-type4
.

can be provided for adults, via the mass media and thrOugh specific

adult education agencies. I'Would recommend a different programmatic

definition consistent with my analysis if asked.to propose an educa-

tional program for specialists concerned with environmental control,
a

3lbid., p. 19: "A programmatic definition . . . may perhaps be
said.to convey the prgctical consequence itself, rathft than merely to
express a premise capable of yielding it L the practical consequence/
under,suitable.conditiOns." l # .

$
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regutation, or investigation.

My personal positions are identifiable in the text by the use

of the first person singular "I." Elsewhere in the text-the editorial

"we" is used.

One ither convention used requires some explanation. When

discussing the'literal sense of 'environment' it is necessary to indi-

cate whose environment is being considered. That is, which entity in

the Universe is being used as the reference point for 'environment'?

If we are speaking of the environment of Lake Superior, 'Lake Superior'

is the entity being used as the referent for 'environment'. The use

of the word "referent" is not intended to ir*1y_that the reference

theory of meaning is necessarily accepted.4

In this study-a number of-examples from the literature are

used to illustrate points. However, no claim to exhaustive citation

is made. The literature is voluminous, with many authorg reflecting
It

the same usage of the terms. In most cases only one or two examples

of each position are cited, but there is no intent to imply that these

are the major advocates of that position, or indeed, that the author

still holds the viewpoint expressed.in the source cited. For example,

Roth (personal communication) no longer holds the view discussed in

Chapter IV. Similarly, the frequency of citation of a particular

position does not reflect its frequency in the literature: the rarest

4
L.M. Brown, General Philosophy in Education (New York:

McGraw-Hill, 1966), p. 3-3, discusses this theory and its limitations
"Referent" in this study does not necessarily mean a "thing symbolized
by / a Tword."

1%!



usage may be cited as many times as representative positions of more

prevalent interpretations.
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CHAPTER I.

BACKGROUND AND. OVERVIEW

The 1970's have been. called the "Environmental Decade "-during

which a number of ills must be cured if environmental resources are to

be preserved.' The United States Congress has re uired agencies of the.

Federal Government to use "all practicable means"

. encourage productive and enjoy rmony between
man and.his.envitoninentl to promote efforts which
will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment
and'biosphere aqd stimulate'the health and welfare
of man; / and/ to.enrich the understanding of the
ecological systems and natural resources important
to the Nation.2

The United States is net alone in reflecting developing public
.,,

concern with problems of environmental deterioration. A number of

countries (e.g., Great Brain, France, Australia) have established

government departments concerned with the environment,, and the United

4.

Nations sponsored the Conference on the 'Human. Emiironmelt during

1
U.S.,:Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on Govern-

ment Operatio s, The Environmental Decade (Action Proposals for the
1970's): Hear'ngd,Before the CoAservation and Natural Resources Sub-
committee, 9yst Congress, 2d SesOon, 1970.

1.1-.S., National Environmental policy Act of 1969, Public Law
91-190, January 1, 1970.

VA.
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1972.3

Pressures for Environmental Education

During periods such as this when long-term national difficul-

ties are forseen, public education, is expected to play an important

role in solving or ameliorating the problems. Sometimes, as.in the ex-
,

tensive government support for United States science and mathematics

education catalyzed by Russian as onautical prowess, education is ex-

' pectea to produce specific cognitive results. In the exa.nple-.cited,

education was expected to provide the cognitive skills necessary to

create the "greater pool._af-se-i-en-t-i-fioallyminded citizens and of sci-

Itists ithat7 is needed to enable the free world to regain and then

maintain a position of scientific superiority."4 In other cases there

are less urgent, more indirect outcomes that education is expected to

ensure.

Changes iri the Organization of education as well.as.in the

overt curriculum are sometimes expected to assist the development of

more desirable social attitudes, especially -where the, existing school

milieu is held to be contrary to the national interest. Typically such
%

attempted changes occur in the-industrialized nations, but they are-not

restricted to them. Three examples illustrate the reliance on

3
See The Human Environment. Vol. II: Summaries Of National

Reports Submitted in Preparation for the United Nations.Conference on
athe Human Environment. Environment Series 201 (Washington D.C,:Woodrow
Wilson International Center for Scholars,1972), pp. 94, 25, 3. '

4
Joseph F. Roucek, (ed.),.the Challenge of Science Education

(Net, York: Philosophical Library, 1959). Editor preface, p.
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educatiOn for socialNhange: 'the movement toward abolition of the

so- called "elitist" British grammar schools by "comprehensil4zatioe

of secondary ec.:cation; the denial of the doctrine 'of "separate.but

equal" racially segregated sichooling in the United States; and the

mergirit of education, research, and produCtion in China to emphasize.

egalitarianism and make all three responsive to the needs of the every-

,day world.

Itis not exceptional, therefore, that when much attention is ,

directed toward perceived dangers to -"the ecology" and "the eniiron .

ment" strongpressures toward using education to help restore and main-

tain a viable life-support system have developed% The pressures come

from government and from advocates of a variety of 'disparate positions

concerning' environmental needs. The United States Congress, for exam-

ple, stated that

the deterioration of the quality of the Nation's
environment and its ecological balance . . . is
in part due to poor understanding of.the Nation's
environment and the need for ecological balance;
rand7 that presently there do.not exist adequate
resources for educating and informing citizens An
these areas, and that concerted efforts in educating
citizens about environmental quality and ecological,/
balance are therefore ecessau.5

Ehrlich and Commoner, although the have carried on a sometimes acrimo-
.

' nious debate concerning the causes and remedies of the "environmental

crises" both see education as a necessary cotponent of any solution.-6

.S,, Environmental Education Act, Public Law 91-516, October
. -

30, 19211 -
.

6
Paul R. Ehrlich, The Population Bomb, (New York; Ballantine,

1971), p. 127; Barry Commoner, The Science Teacher 39(5):18-24, 1972,
O. 24. 4

16
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Sojue writers give education an even more important role than

that- implied by. the extract eluotCd from the Environmental' Educatlion,
.

. %

Act. Boyden, for example, states that

because so much depends on a rapidly widening understanding
of the nature of t4 environmental predicament and of the
socio-biological processes it is clear that our educational

lb
institutions must be placed at- the top of the list of key
groups with special responsibilities / for providing sou-

. tions to the problems resulting from the intensified
'actionssZetween cultural and natural proceskes/.7

With such.widespread support.environmental educatfbn is clearly

r--

iP\
an established concern,. even though there isisonle evidence that the en-

vironmental awareness upon which.the movement is based is notas all-
,

pervasive as many commentators would have us believe. Tognacci et-al.

have found that "the ability of the'ecology movement for unifying a

'diverse constituency has perhaps been overrated."8

Despitethe possible lack of concern by all'parts of Uriited
.

1 States society for the preservation and restoration of the.envirpnment,

there has.been'sufficient pretsure for "environmental 'education" to

have become a common label for activities in & majority of the U.S.

public sphools. For example, in a survey of a sample of public elemen-

tary schools,' proportionally stratified,on enrollment, in the Far West

and Great Lakes regions of the United States, 82% of the principals who

-responded reported that environmental or conservation education'was

taught in their schools in 19g0-71. It was rarely taught as a separate

7Stephen Boyden, Education and the Environmental Crisis, ed.
Jeremy Evans and Stephen Boyden (Canberra: Australian Academy of Sci-
ence, 1970), p. 18.

8
Louis N. Tognacci et al., EnVIAnnient and Behavior 4:73-86,

1972.

17
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su ject: the highest frequency was.in the state of Washington, where

a

a separate "course"9.was reported in 10:8% of the grade six asses.

In a companion suri,Tey'of secondary schools in the same region princi-
'

9

pals reported thag,,in tenth &ado, 9.4% of the schools offered a sep-
.,

arate aourse; 44.6% taught environmental/conservation education with

science; 13.5% taught it with social science; and 11 %_ reported includ-

ing environmental/conservation education in two or more subjects, in-.

cluding science. 10

Educators' Difficulties .

The presence of environmental

guarantee that any change will occur

went. There is little evidente that

and matheMatics education has made a

the symbolic restoration of American

education in the schools is no '

in'the condition of the environ-

the post-Sputnik surge in science

direct contribution to achieving

technology to world leadership by

landing man on the ninon; early childhood "compensatory education" in

the United States has ha4d equivocal results; and Chinese educational

'reorganization was disrupted during the Great Proletarian Cultural Rev

olution, apparently because of little success in achieving the social

e9
Jerrold W. Maben, "A Survey of Science Teaching in the Public

.

Elementary Schools of Two Selected Regions of the United States During-,
the 1970-1971 School Year." (Ph.D. dissertation, The Ohio State Uni-
versity, 1971).

10
Chin Long Fay, "A. rifey of Science Teaching in the Public

Secondary Schools of the Great Lakes and Far West Re ons ofthe United
States in the 1970-71 School Year." (Ph.D.-disser aLion, The Ohio
State University, 1971). Data recalculated, using the number of sec-
ondary schools wit a tenth grade as a base, from Tables 49-56. The
number of schoolsin the subiample was determined from Tables 3.and 4.

.

.

18 .
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goals set earlier.11 If these uses of content, structure, apdsetting
. . ----,---.

_----- l
of education to achieverelatiyely well- defined. ends have not been sucr

.

cessful, "environmental education" is unlikely\tglare much better,
_

particularly in light of the difficulties it faces.

Substantive Disagreement Amorrg Experts, Its addition to being

seen as a panacea for almost all social and bio-social ills, ehviron-

. mental education is beset with problems of disagreement among the "ex7

a

'perts." Although the statements quoted earlier from Boyden and the En-

vironmental Education Act imply that, there are well established prin-

ciples of ecological balance, of resource conservation, and'of socio-

biological interactions, i.Thich'can be used to provide solutions to "the

environmental problems" there is, in realitt, disagreemant about the

worth of solutions that have been proposed.

Ehtlich and Holdren, for example, believe that population

growth is the most important component of environmental deterioration,

L.
and tha.: we must begin .solving it "at once."112 Contrast this position

with that of Coale. While acknowledging the eventual necessity of in-

flbencing Americans' perceptions of ideal family size, he believesthat

there is "no need for haste," provided that contraception and abdttion.

are freely available to eliminate "unwanted" births. The resulting

gradual increase in the United States population during the next gener-

ation "would not be a major addition to the problems we already
. .

11
See Editors, Phi Delta Kappan 51:2-7, 1969; Richard H.

. Davis, Education and Urban Society 4:234-248, 1912; Stewart E. Fraser
and John N. Hawkins; Phi Delta Kappan 53:487-500, 1972.

12
Paul R. Ehrlich and john.P.'Holdien, Science 171:1212-1217,

1971, p. 1217.
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face. "13 Co41e rbels that the dangerous chinges in the biosphere

(e.g.,.contamination of the air and-water by industrial. and domestic
.

waste, and insecticide and fertilizer accumulation) can be properly

attributed to a "high level of economic activity and the use or harmful

technological practices. "14 His recommended actions are; therefore,
-.-

economic and include charges (taxes)'for the present externalities of

production (air and water pollution, fdi'example).15

As well as disagreements about priorities, such as that between

Coale and Ehrlich and Holdren, there -are also conflicts ahoUt ehe sole

ution to specific problems. These. solutions may..be applications of

"environmental science" or they may be social, *economic, or politfCal;

actions. In some cases actions initiated.by one group to.alleviate a

particular environmental problem can'aggj'avate another. A recent exam-

ple of disagreement about solutions is seen in the conflict between the

recommendations of the Environmental Protection Agency and the Surgeon

General concerning the use of low-phosphate detergents. On the one

hand, non-phosphate detergents may help sloweuttophication of lakes;

on the other, the caustic substances used as replacements can cause

dermatological problems for users.

The introduction of the so-called "miracle grains" into the de-

veloping countries also illustrates the possibility ot solving one

problem, that of low rice and Corn yields from the unselected varieties

...typically used in village agriculture, but simultaneously creating

TN%
13
Ansley J. Coale, Scienee 170:132-136, 1970,

141bi
p. 132;

1
5Ibid., p.

1:1 136.
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other problems. As well as the danger of a regional monoculture suc-

cumbing to a pandemic similar to that in the United States corn crop in
. .

1970, when a virulent race of HelminthosOorium maydis attacked crops

based upon the Texag male-sterile cytoplasm strains, economic problems

may develop following the:introduction of new grains.. The new vari-

eties require\ir'rigation, fertilizer, and additional labor, necessitat-

ing subsidies for growers. This has, in some cases, apparently priced

the _grain'out'Of the reach-'6f local consumers.6

Such fundamental, disagreements in policy and on the'werth of

solutions to particular probleis create difficulties for environmental

education. If educators intend to inculcate particular sets pf.behav-

tors as solutions to specific problems (e.g., consumer buying patterns

as.a solution to the use of phosphate -rich detergents) they need to be

certain that the behaviors inculcated are an optimum solution. If it

is later found that these behaviors are, in fact, inappropriate in the

long run, and the public has to be "re- educated" frequently, the credi-

bility of future proposed solutions will be severely reduced. Public

resistance to phasing'out mobile mass X-ray vans, no longer though

medically useful for the eradication of 1.137.4.4 a current example o the

effect of inducing a widespread attitude in the populace.

Conceptual Disagreements. In additi* to the issue of identi-
.ti

. fying pioblems and solutions, there are conceptual difficulties
1
that

must be resolved. These difficulties are outlined here and discussed

. 16
William C. Paddock, BioScience 20:897-902, 197D. p. 858.

17
, Bryce Nelson, Science 174:1114-1115, 1971. p. 1115.

. 21
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in detail in sucdeeding chapters.

There axe fundamental disagreements about the nature of 'envir-

onment' betweenadvocates.of environmental 'echication. Most atten-
,

tion is paid to the bio-physical setting of man, with the nature of the

tripartite interactions between man, other organisms, and ta non-liv-

ing world being,emphasized:18 Some authors extend 'environment' to in-

elude fhe cultural setting of mamas well as his biophysical:surround-

ings; thus ecology, history, psychology, and sociology are all seen ask
.

disciplines contributing to environmental education.19

Whether or not the cause of the disagreement in scope is a 're-

luctance"to define terms, the difficulties that the vagueness of the

"environmental education".discourse'leads to have been indicated by

Helgeson et al.:

The reluctance of persons concerned with environmental
problems and environmental education todefine the area
of their concerns has led to a diffuseness in the dis-
cussion which is unlikely to lead to useful analysis of
the problems or-to the successful resolution of them.2°

In addition to the question of the coMpass of 'environment' it

18
See, for example, Ronald B. Linsky, The Science Teacher 38

(1):16-18, 1971;'Roy C. White, The Science Teacher 37(8):38-40, 1970;.
and Beverly O'Neill, in Education and they Environmental Crisis, ed.
Jeremy Evans and.Stephen Boyden (Canberra: Australian Academy of Sci-
ence, 1970) .

19-
tee, for example, Edward J. Kormondy, American Biology Teach-

er 33:15-17, 1971.

2UStanleyStanley Helgeson of al., Final Report OEG-0-71-2732: A Re-
view of Environmental Education. for School Administrators (Columbu
Ohio:.U.S. Department-of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of
cation, National CeptIr for Educational Researdb and Development,
1971). p. 4.

1
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is necessary to examine the choice of the entity ..;e environment is

being considered. In.most,discussions of enviro Atal problems and of

environmental education-lit is assumed, often implicitly; that it is .

the environment of man that is being considered. However, it is not

Usual to specify whether it is the environment of each individual--of

Tom, of Dick, or of Harry--or of groups ofA)dividuals. Groups may be',

of any size. For instance, family units--the Does, the Smiths, the

Joneses;-national units--the British population, the French; residents

of the United States; or the species Homo sapiens.

afi

Few writers have made this distinction, and even .when it ap-

pears to have been made the true disticrion may not have neen recog-

nized. Wang, for example, has pointed out that a "total environment

considers ALL conceivable and/or measureable factors affecting man as

an individual'and his society as a whole."21 Here the implication is

that the environment includes factors impinging upon individual men and

upon society. That is, he appears to be using two different senses of

'environment' simultaneously. The first.referent is an individual, the

;

second is the human society. However, since Wang's examples of law and

politics are components of society, the entity th-at he is actually con-

s'idering is probably the individual,

The emphasis on the distinction being essayed here is not mere-

ly pedantic formalism, hairsplitting to provideammunition to knock

down a. straw man. A planner, seriously. concerned with the entity Homo

sapiens, rather than indi4idual members of that set,,Fould take.quite

21
J.Y: Wang, in'Man and His Envfronmept:Inteaction and Inde-

pendence. ed. J.Y. Wang (San Jose: San Jose State College, 1969). p..
148.
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a different viewpoint from a,person whose planning was predicated upon.

individual rights, libertibs and happiness. The pofnt is-discussed fur-

ther in Chapters III and IV, where the social andseducational implies-
'

tions of the choice of referent are considered.

Values and Attitudes: It is impossible to escape from a con-

sideration of values indiscusSionsrof environmental questions. They

arise particularly in connection with the choice of the human unit

,whose environment is being considered, and in the purpose of conducting':

environmental education, but there are related questions that arise

IThen the consequences of alternate possible remedial environmental con-
,

.

trols are being. weighed. Value'questions are discussed in later chap--
ters. 'In Chapter III the possibility of inanimate objects having yak-

.

ue; in and of.themselyes, withOut human referanCe, is discussed. This

is presently a live issue, being raised by some of the organizations

.-4

.using legal action in attempts to preset-ye Wilderness Areas intact22
.

and being implicit in same educational writings that attempt tolincul-
,

cate a bio-centric value. (The bio-centric position holds that life-on

.
Earth, in any form, has value merely because it is living). Examples

s_.

of this position, not always articulated in this form, can be foundin

Harrar's discussion of4 "new ethic of ecological responsibility
.

Lwhich7 must extend far beyond /concern for one's descendants/. It

must embody . . . the total respqnsibility for . . . all.life, in- its

.22
See the news article "Sierra Clyb Foiled in High Court,"

Science 176:494, 1972, for comment by Justice Douglas suggesting that
trees and vel.ft-have independent status.

24
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varied and diverse forms. "23
It is also a value espoused.by some stu-

,

dent respondents in a study including' data on student attitudes and

goals forbiplogy inStr ction%24
I

Teachers need to be aware of the values implicit in their cur-
-,-

--riculum material, and to be alert to the ethical positions that they

are exhibiting during their environmental education activities.

The disagreement between advocates of different forms of envir-

onmental education are not solely reflections of the different inter-
.

pretatirs'of 'environment'; Many writers emphasize the inculcation of

a particular set of attitudes to each environmental problem recog-

nizedn
125

Others, feel that specific manipulatioryof attitudei is not a

legitimate role for public education in a free society; they believe

that the aim should be to produce "informed, intellectually capable,

socially concerned individuals capable of making rational, objective

judgements for themselves in each case, now and in the future."26

23
J. George Harrar, in Outlines of Environmental. Education, ed.

Clay Schoenfeld (Madison, Wisconsin: Dembar Educational Research
Services, 1971), p. 63.

24.

Effie-D.'Best, "An Exploratory Study of the Correlates of
Student Decision Making in the Secondary School Biology Laboratory,"
(Ph.D. dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1970). See p. 135,,

25
See, for example, Ronald B. Linsky, The Science Teacher 38

(1):16-18, 1971; Roy C. White, The Science Teacher 37(8):38-40, 197V;
Edward J. Kormondy, American Biology Teacher 33:15-17, 1971; and Earle
Racket, in Education and the Envirdnmental Crisis.

26
David G.-Morgan, in "Biological Education in Australian Sec-

ondary Schools," ed. A.M. Lucas (Duplicated report presented to the
Australian Academy of Science, 1970), p. 93. Disagreements" concerning
goals; for attitude inculcation are discussed in Chapters,V and VI, .

using Morgan's position as one example.

5
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Generality-of Aims. In additAn to the differences in empha-

sis on attitude formation with respect to particular environmental or

social problems, educators also differ in the degree of generality they

advocate for environmental education programs. Some are relatively

parochial; others stress general principles. Stapp, using "environ-
.,

mental encounters" designed to link relevant ecological, onomic, soc-

ial technological, and political information about a 1 cal environ-

mental condition or situation,-is representative of the first ap-

proach.27 Roth et al., who have produced a taxonomic. list of environ-

mental management Concepts that relate, to the "scientific, humanistic,

and technological disciplines," and which a person needs to know in

order "to function as an effective citizen," place more emphasis qn

general, more-or-less universal principles.28

Overview

In.the following ch/apters the nature of 'environment' and 'en-

vironmental education' are considered. In Chapter II we seek criteria

)(-
that may be used to establish the 4proprli.ate referent for

ment' and those that can helptermine whether any'particular part of

the Universe other than the entity being used as referent, is relev-

ant when considering the entity's environment.

' -----
Chapters III and IV examine the use of 'environmenein----anun-/-

qualified way to.refei't 'tife environment'. In Chapter/II the

27
William B. Stapp, Journal of Environmental Education 2(1):35-

41, 1970.

28Robert ERoth et al., Technical Report-No. 126, Wisconsin
Research and Development Center for Cognitive-Learning, 1970, p. 4.

a
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referent of 'the environment' is shown to be human, but variations ex-
..

ist in the actual entity used as referent for 'environment':'sol9etimes

it is the individual human; at others it is a groupOften the.species,

but it can be the nation or other group. In this discpssidn of refer-

Brit for 'the environment' p ticular attention is paid to the work .of

two prOminent authors, Paul Ehrlich and Barry Commoner. The. debate

they have conducted illuminates some of the differences in the en- .

tity used as referent, and helps clarify the discussion of the import-

ance of the choice. Some implidations of choosing either of the two

extreme human entities, Homo sapiens or the indiyidual, are discussed
o

Lie:this chapter, and reasons for considering the individual's environ-

ment in preference to that of the species are advanced.

In ChapterChapter IV criteria for deciding whether any particular

part of the individual's total environment counts as part of the'en-

Vironment in which he finds himself are established. Criteria that

satisfactorily Identify non-human components of the total environment

in luded in--the environment are not usefy."in assessing the status of

'other .peopW. as parts of-, the environment of an individual, for, ex-o

-cept.in one special case, 'other people' are not considered part of the

environment.'

V_

I'd A large number of possible type6 of environmental education ex-
;

ist. In addition to the variations introduced by considering different

referents for 'environment' and emphasizing different-parts of the

total environment of the entity used as referent, (the environment,

the biotic environment, the cultural environment, the family environ-

ment, . . . the analysis in Chapter V, identifies seven distinCt
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classes of environmental education. There may be education in, about,

or for the environment; .or anyof the combinations of theSet/primaryt

'classes. In practice, most.of the examples of.environmental education

in the literature are representative..of the combined class, 'education

fOr and about the environment'=;- with many'of these also. being in the

environment,(i.e., outside the classroom). The goals of each type of
6)!

).programdiffer, and can.have implicationsfor the type of instructional

methods and examples used.
.

Issues to be faced in the choice of an environmental education

program are considered in Chapter VI. In addition to questions related

to.'environment' per se, an educator must develop some'mechanism for

choosing which topics have priority for inclusion in his program; de-
.

str

dide.whether to attempt to inculpate specific attitudes toward an array

of "environmental positions;" which values, if any, are to permeate his.

,

courses; and whether he musteducatehis studenfs entirely in the en-

vironment. Theseequestions of goals and.iechniques are identified, and

one. answer, based. upon my decisions concerning the referent for envir-

onment and the purposes. of considering environmental education, is out-
,

lined.

Chapters VII a d VIII illustrate the zeneralized rational po-

'sition choseh in Cha ter VI. Chapter VII considers the implications'of

the position taken when considering ialance of nature" and. "pollution"

as pbssible topics for study. Chapter VIII, which describes a small'

segment of a curriculum based on the principles outlined in Chapter VI,

is intended to be an illustration, not a definitive curriculum to be

Implemented without change in a school. Accordingly, little detail of

\
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specific objectives for each section is provided, and no substantial'

suggentions for instruction are made.

jinally, in Chapter IX, some.general implications'of the analy-_

sis are outlined, raising the question of the importance of curriculum

development specifically.for envirOnmentalmducaO.oncourses. Present

trends in government support for preparing materials are briefly .re-

vIewed, and.some cautions concerning. relying on education fOr the sol-
,

ution of environmental problemp are reiterated.
- . 4

4
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CHAFTER.II

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

'Ns

Many of the important general features of 'environment' -are

entangled, with emotional, cultural and psychological positions. in

present usage. To3 avoid misunderstanding it is profitable to first

examine general, noncontroversial instances of the use of the term.
.

The conclusions -drown from these discussions can then be applied to the

areas Of conceptual confusion tha \result from the uncritical, Vague.

use of 'environmene\ in political, social, and educational discourse..

The examples used in
\
his chapter are, therefore, chosen to illustrate

the points male,,rathe than for their intrinsic importance.

In thistchpter t e literal sense of 'environment' is examined,

particularly the criteria or the choice.Of.referent, and methods of\
.

v

deterlining the relevance of any component of the environment-of the
.. .

chosen referent are analyzed.

Choice of Referent

For 'environment' to be literally sensible there must be some

referent which can be distinguished within the Universe. All parte of

the Universe, other than the referent, comprise the environment of that
../.

.1.

entity. Thud it is nonsensical to speak of the environment of the
,

Universe or to suggest that an entity can be part of its.own environ-

ment.



The choice of referent is arbitrary, and depends upon the

interest and intent of the user. An atomic physicist, for instance.,

may be interested in the interaction of a pi muon with the fQrces

that'result from the presence of other particles of the same or
.

different species in its immediate environment. biochemist may be

interested in the behaviOr oi'an enzyme system in a cell-free extract

when the immediateenvironment of the system is modified by the

22

addition of heavy metal ions. An ethologist may study the behavior of

a brood. of goslings when a model of a hawk is introduced into their
JI

immediate environment. A town planner considering the use of alternate

forms of housing --single or multi-family dwellings, for instance--

may investigate the effects ofthese two immediate environments on

the physical well-being of a community.

Although the choice of referent isarbitrary, the nature of
I

the entity chosen can have important consequences. A dairy farmer

may'chOose to consider the indiVidual cow as the unit whoseoviron-

ment he will manipulate; or alternatively, the total herd may be the

referent.. If the farmer considers the individual cow as the unit, then

he maybe able to obtain a very high. average yield of but erfat and/or

milk by devoting a gieat deal of attention to the well eing of each

individual, prescribing individual reatment corresponding to the

'individual differences,in the memOer, .of the herd.. However, he -1

might not obtain as high a total yield.for the name expenditure as

another fatmer who was concerned with managing the herd as a unit, and

who was unaware of the chatacteristics7priridiVidual cows. Itis

quite likely that the'Second farther will be able to run a larger

herd than the first, and obtain-an increased total yield, despite
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reduced individual produdtion.

Similar considerations apply in surgery; although there is

little dispute concerning the choice of 4ntity.-.it is almost

invariably the aggregate.of living cells that comprise an individ6a1

human. Although the procedure will deprive some healthy -dells of

their chance of life, there is no tendency to avoid amputation of a

gangrenous limb for this reason;, the human, not the human cell, is

the entity that surgebns normally consider.

Neither the farmer. nor the surgeon need be commited to any:"

one choice; for'some purposes a different entity may be appropriate.

A farmer may legitimately choose to consider'one particular cow, even

though he generally uses-the herd as the unit. He may wish, for

examplee, to enter one of his cows in competition at a State Fair;

.

this would necessitate him treating it as an individual, varying

its particular environment without necessary reference to the

. /
treatment of the entire herd. The surgeon, or perhaps his associated

\. /

patholog sts and biochemists, may sometimes have to treat an Individ-

ual cell, or.at least a tissue, ai,the'unit of concern, particularly

if the medical team is interested'in using tissue culture techniques.

for diagnosis and research. In the'latter case there .is no need for.

\

even peripheral concern for the individual human from whom the cells
\

.originally came. Ttfe HeLa strain. of human cells is now an important

research tool though Helen Larson, the original source, is dead,

and the cells used for purposes unrelited to the health of

idual humans.

I. ..

It is'impossible to use a purely empirical test to determine
1

J .

whether a particular entity is the appropriate referent for



s
'environment .; -The choice of entity is a function of the invest-

igator's purpose; whether the purpose is appropriate for society,

or for the investigator,, is a question that cannot be resolved

by experiment, It,is a function of the values and interests of

the yser an his -critics. In rhe-earlier example rhere was no

way in which any empirical criterion could be applied to test

Whether the dairyman'S herd or his individual cows should be the,

unit whose environmentj.s manipulated, until his purpose was

specified. When this is done,-and we find, for example, that he

Is interested in maximizing the profits from his farm, we then

know that the whole herd is the appropriate unit, for it is the

herd thaf.provides the profits.- This does not, of course, prevent

him culling relatively low producers, or cows whose potentially

highokyields are only obtainable with specialized, expensive

O
attention..

24

The culling example indicateg that we can, without any

inddnsistency in our.argument, manipulate the structure of the entity

at the same time that we manipulate its environment. A mechanical

example may help clarify this point. A racing car is the entity of

interest to a speedway driver. The environmental variables that are.

manipulable when attempting to set a new speed record include- the

composition Of-the fuel, the nature of the substrate .(tarmac, salt

. .

flats, confrere); and the geographic location of the attempt (thus
.

partially controlling prevailing winds, surface,temperature, and

the like).' At the same time, the mechanics will attempt to alter

the structure of the., machine by replacing worn tires, fitting new.

pistons, or replacing rough body panels with more streamlined
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sections. 'The entity is clearly the car as a whole, but

components of the car are changed as well as parts ofts environment..

.televant Environmental-Components

.Thequalifying term immediate was, used advisedly in the

examples ntroducing this chapter. It would be rare, indeed, for

a person to.be concerned with the total environment of his selected

referent: An organic chemist, for Instance, is unlikely tO record

the phase of the moon, the relative positions of the Isteroids, the

thiclineds of the glass in the window of his laboratory, and the

mass of the President of Indonesia during the conduct of an

experiment. Although all these factors are parts of the Universe

external to bid system of chemicals, and thus part of the environment

of the system, he is not likely to consider.them relevant .components

of the system's environment., The amount of. energy Supplied,. the

composition of the walls of the reaction .4essel, and the type and

concentration of spectator species are, however, relevant environ-

mental variables. Similarly, most modern farmers would, consider

rainfall, soil compos on, fertilizer formulation, phytophagous

insect populations, and the range of air and soil temperature to

be releyant environmental variables to consider when choosing the

type of crop to plant, but,would exclude zodiacal and lunak phases

from consideration, although these factors are part of the total

environment of the crop.

The agricultural example indicates that the componedts of

the environment of the referent that are considered relevant area

function'of time and place. In the recent past, lunar and stellar

coMpOnents of the agricultural system's environment would have

/IA
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been considered of.most Idsportance by almost'all farmers. Indeed,

in some.partsof th4 world this is still the case. Even in I

scientific cultures it is possible to find some farmers who "plant

by the 'signs'. "1

Just As.the appropriate referent depends on the intent and.

interest of the user, the components of the environment of the

entity that are considered relevant may differ between users, or tot
:

.

the same user at various times. Both an artist8and a public health

officialuay focus on an old house. For the artist, the. relevant
7

variables will be the position and amount ofl.ight striking the

house,- the trees and other plants in the neighbourhood, ana'the other
.

bapkground structures; the public health official, on the other

hand,,Would be more interested in the condition of the drain age
. 2 .

from the house, the.presence or-abtence of rats or other vetmin in

the structure, and the possibility that floods will inundate the

'building.

The nature, amount, and arrangement (or state) of components
r

of the environment of the entity being considered have been er.ated

as relevant variables in many of the examples used so far in this

chapter. All three aspects need to be considered when the relevance

of any component of the environment of the chosen entitylis being

considered exhaustively. If the state of the surroundings is

neglected,sfor example, there is a danger of failing to discriminate

between two disparate conditions.

1
See Eliot Wigginton, ed., The Foxfire Book (New York:

Doubl'eday, AnchOt Books;. 1972), p. 212 ff. for examples of farmers
who swear by these techniques.

410-
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this confusion can lead to failure to respond in appropriate

wayd.. Thefollowing -examples illustrate this point; the first is

contrived, but the second is a real-world situation.

Example 1.

ConsAder the total environment of an individual ;human at one,

particular instant. In the first case there is a bullet 2

Meter due north of him. and 1%5 meter above the level plane

upon which he is standing.' The bullet is accelerating under

gravity. There is an open space between the bullet and the

person.

In the second case the bullet is in the same relative

position but has a horizontal velocity of 400 m.ec-1
,

south. All other conditions are the same.
o

The outcome of these two cases, which differ only in the state of

one component of the environment of the individual, is clearly

different.
/

"

Contider thetotal environmentoof an individual -at one,,

particular instant. In the first case/he is in an atmos-_-

phere contaminated with solid.partields with A uniform

size Of 1.0 x 10 6m.

- 3.In the second case the total .concentration in g.m ,of.

particles is the same, but ,they have a unifOrm diaMeter of

0.5 x1076m.

Lung damage is less likely to occur in the second 'case since

particles of that diameter are least likely to.be deposited in

.
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the respiratory system, Eftn the fourfold increase in the

number of. particles is insufficient to compensate for the

decreased chance of deposition of each individual particle.2

This'resuItindicatps the danger of merely measuring pa rticulate

matter in tons/year fallout, and using these data to compare

Jc'
the air quality of different communities. Two tommunities with

. the same overall concentration of,solid:matter in the air will not

T ' I

nedassarily be equally susceptible to public health probleMs from

source.

Sidilar, examples could be provided to\illustrate the import-:

28

ance of considering the amount,.usually in terms of the concentration,

ofiA particular component of the enl:rironment'of any referent.

.

The clearest examples are physiOlogicai,
/
where the entity being

. . .

considered is an individual organism and the component-of the

.',environment being examined is a metal ion.. Copper is essent

for the adequate functioning of enzyme systems, but above the

physiological concentration. it be'comestoxic. It is therefore

inappropriate-to evaluate the food component of the.environment of

/,
an -individual solely on the basis 'of qualitative ana ysee which

merely indicate the presence or absence of this me a ; failure to

consider concentrati
°
n
/
dould lead to toxicity or enzyme deficiency.

#
2
U.S., Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, :public

Health Service, Consumer Protection.and 'Environmental Health Service,
National. Air. Pollu.tiOn Control Administration, Air Quality Criteria
for Particulate Matter, National Air Pollution Control Administration
Publication AP-49, 1969, p. 119 and Fig: 9 -3.
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Two general points remain to be,discussed'before possible

I.
A

criteria for determining relevant components are examined. The,

first concerns the status of produtts of the entity being considered;,

the second, somewhat related, concerns the status of non-physical

-factors ,such as "concepts" and "cultural principles". The first

point can he discussed ,in terms
: .

of non -human examples, but the

',Second requireS.the referent to be human.

is clear that structures erected by an organism from

components ofits environment remain part of its environment; all

that has changed is the arrangement or state of those components.

The nests of birds are good examples:

arranged to,prodnce,a.structure which

twigs, hair and/or herbs are

is separate from the bird, sand

always remains separate, even though it is es ential for the bird to
4

reproduCe. The,Same argument must htld in the caseof the "edible

.hirds nest" of Chinese cuisine, even though it'is produced entirely

by salivary secretion of swifts. Extending this position to other
7

less clear-cut cases enables us to see that even where the secreted

ti
product.is,a much more continual requirement for survival "than a

% .
swift's nest, the secretions become partof the environment of the

:

organism. Coral polyps_ which cannot'survive with'ut-their external,

secreted, supporting concretions are arl\-example. Yet the;,calcareous.

structures' are .in no sense part of the polyp. Of course, for some

purposes, the referent may bethe coral-reef (secretion plus polyp).

Products that do not serve a useful function are,-likewise,

part of the environment of theentity that produced them. Human

metabolic wastes; castSnake skins, lava flows from a Volcanic vent,
o



and oceanic barrier dunes are all prOducts which, once produced; are

of no advantage to the,prOducer, but,which are part of the producer's

environment;

,The status of 'Ideas" or "concepts" as components of the en-
,

virbnment of humani is not so readily established. It is not clear
'

- whether one can legitimately speak, of the existence of concepts; and,

if they do not exist, the question then arises whether one can have

metaphysical componentsof the environment: Idea is not being used

in the Berkelean manner to refer foan)',thi4 which is immediately'

. AnoWn4 such as sense-data. Nor is it being used in the sense of

"mental act.of apprehending" that Russel distinguishes-in his discuss-

ion of idealism in'The Problems of Philosophy. It is used here in
. , .

.

the sense of the "idea of capitalism," the tildes of democracy," the
4,

0

"idea of a unicorn," and even the "idea of Henry VIII" or the "idea

of my (unborn) illea-grandsolik'' Thus we are speakingof concepts,

of hypothetical notions, concerning something or Someone,which may

not now exist,'and which may never exist in the physical sense.

A complete analysis of'this problem requires considerations

ofthe philosophy of idealism, realism and phenomonology. For the
O

purpose of this work, however, it is not necessary to "Conduct such

a complete analysis. We, are interested in establishing some. features

environment, that will guide an analysis of disparate

3Bertrand Russell, The Problems of Philosophy (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1912; Oxford University Press Paperback
edition, 1959), pp. 37-45.

L 0
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discussions of 'enVironmene and if we- canr show that concepts per se

are not relevant parts okthe environment, even they:exist, we are
a

not losing any important assistance in our task.

To, be a. relevant part of the environment of a human individual

-whose welfare is' being considered,, a concept per se must have the

potential for affecting him, say Tom, in some way. It is easy to see

that Tom can interact,with cultural artifacts--paintings, literature,
4

music, plays, films, newspapers ..? and. the like-and that exposure. to

the symbols Of these artifacts can produce profound changes in him.

Basic "ideas" that permeate a culture are transmitted in this wig,

as wel as bv stimuli*ieceived from adults' speech, dance, and every-

day activities In general, one can only influence another by words,

spoken or written, or by non=verbal behavior, directly or via arti-

facts. (This view need not imply Skinnerian behaviorism, for poss-
.-,

ible internal events in learning are not involved. The only claim

is.that behavior of some sort is needed to influence another.)

Evenit .these id h possibility of "extra- sensory perception"

of concepts,.the preceding still' holds. Psychic researchers are

searching for as yet Unknown mechanisms that are presumed. ta have

a'physical, as opposed to metaphysical, basis.4 If identified, these

would be other physical manifestations that can influence individuals,

and concepts per se would not be a relevant parWf a person's

(.

environment.

These arguments have not' considered the possible influence

of concepts on the individual-thar-forms them. We have shown that

4E. Douglas Dean, Science 170:12a7-1238, 1970.
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Tom's "concepts cannot betrelevant components for Harry, but we

have not considered the possibility that TOm's concepts may be a

. .

relevant component of his own environment. We need not consider the
.

physical manifestation produced by Tom.as a result. of an idea a

4F concept that he develops, for his writings, paintings, or other arti-

facts have the'same status f him ab ,they do .for 1171ry, and are there-

fOre clear candidates for consideration as relevant. portions of his,

environme

If to say thalt "Tom forms a concept" is equivalent to saying

that "Tom's central nervous system has a particUlar configuration of

ner/ous connections, and l.pihaps) particular patterns of ribonucleic

acid accumulations" then the "idea" or "concept" is part

'Tom' and cannot be considered part of his environment,

of the. entity.

If, however,

the idea or concept is claimed to exist in Tome manner independent

of Tom's nervous system, and to he external to him,

of his environment that could be relevant.

then it may be part

Howdver, it seemg impossible_ td deSIgn1.anY experiment that

the effect of an. independently existing con-will distinguish-between

cept that Tom previously

Thus, in practice, TOm'
1

Tom's environment.

has

developed, and Tom's memory of that.concept.

concepts per se.need not be considered part of

Empirical Tests for Relevance? The discussion in, this section

implied that

lar entity has a

unless a component of the enVironment'of.e particu-

potential effect.related to the purpose of

ts
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considering the envirdnment, it cannat,be considereda relevant part
......,

of its environment. Thus, modern .farmers. do. not consider the. planets

1and the moon relevant par of the environment of their crops, be-

Cause they do not consider that the 'phases and astronomical positions

'of these bodies can influence the growth of their plants. It would

seem a simple matter to settle the disigreement between advocates of
.

"planting 4the signs" arid those who feel that such factors Are un-

likely to have an effect.- All that is.needed is a well controlled

experiment. If there are no differendes in yield,. then these vari-
r

ables and -not actually relevant.

But consider the case of the artist and the public health.'

official mentioned earlier. There is no experiment'that can decide
.

.-

which of these two people is c nsidering the apprOpriatecomponents

alof the environment. of the d house. The two people are interested

in different aspects of the entity, so the components of the en-

vironment that they are considertrig will be different. However, once

the purpose is known, an empirical test can provide evidence that a
/

component is relevant for that particular purpose. The presence of

rats would be shown to,be a relevant component for the public health

officer if there is'evidence that their presence'is a menace to health.

Note that the rats do.not have to be shown to. be dangerous in this

particular case; just dangerous in similar cases. Similarly, the

banking of a curve does not have to be shown to be related to the

safety of a particular stretch of road: the generalization from past,

equivalent cases is sufficient to provide evidence that it is a rel-

evpnt variable in the environment,of the drivers who will use. the

road.

42
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The determination of relevance-is, therefore, a two-step pro-

cess. First, what is the purpose of considering the environment of
1

the entity? Second, does the component under censideration have an

effect' related to thelmrpose?' It is only the second of these steps.

that has an eMpiiical answer, and in which experiment oran appeal to

observation can help resolve disputes'. bout *hat is relevant and what ,

is of no interest. Note that the second question has a qualification:

"related to the purpose." This proviso is necessary to restrict

appeal to empiricdl evidence to those cases where all parties to the

dispute agree on the".pbrpose. The proviso ensures that the first

question is posed and answered before an attempt is made to settle

. J e
any dispute by empiHcalmeans.,

There can be clear answer to a question of the first type;,

which is a questio of valuesy There is no logical method of reeeh--:

agreement on the purpose.of considering the enl)ironmentof part-
.

icular entity: both.TOM and Harry may be considering Mary'SenvirOn-

ment and the way it might be changed to achieve a particular purpoese:

Tom may be interested in seduction, and.would consider relevant a

different set of components thanthoSe that would be manipulated by

Harryif he was coaching her for an operatic audition. ,

There, are some cases where the purpose of considering the en-,

.Vironment of an entity does not involve any direct effect on'thesten-

Zt is not uncommon for "environment" and "environmental stud-

)

- ies" to be used to refer to all those parts of the Uniyerse other

..i.
.

than the human components, but with no intent that there be,any stu'dy .-

.

*

of how. these parts affect humans. Inthese cases the environment is

43
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of interest in and of For example, the study of the feeding

patterns of theRed-eyed Vireo undertaken in the Chesapeake Bay Cent-.

er for Environmental Studies has no direct reference to humans, except
t..

that -it satisfies intellectual curiosity. 5
This is a legitimate use

of "environment" which results in different parfs of the environment
.

of the human being relevant than would occur in any cases that direct-

ly involved Homo sapiens. Thete cases where there need be no intern

action between the environment and the entity are identified by ask-

ing the-purpose of Studying the environment. The criterion of effect

related to the purpose still lolds, although it need not be an effect

on the entity whose environment is being studied.

Summary

The generaldiscussion of environmeqt' in'this chapter has

.established the following points:,

1..th choice of entity,to be separated from the rest of the
4

niverse-as the referent for '.environment' is a function

.-of the purpose of the user;.

2, the choiCe of entity is a value choice, and no' empirical

test can decide which of a number of possible entities is

the most. appropriate;

3. not all,components of the environment are equally relevant;

4. the relevaice of any particular component is a function of

the purpose of considering the environment;

Penelope Williamson, EcoloOcak Monographs 41:129 -152, 1971.
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. releVance can be determined empirically if Ihe pUrpose of the

investigation of the envirpnment is known6 and

:6. to be relevant, an environmental component must hive a potent-

,

ial for am effect related -to the purpose being disbussed.

These considerations lead to the following questions.which'need to

be asked in evaluating discussions of 'the environment':

What is the entity that is the referent of 'the environment'?

What is the purpose of considering the enviionmentof_this en-

tity?

Todetermine the relevance of any particular component of the en-

vironmentof the chosen entity an affirmative answer is needed to the

queStion "Does the component have an effect related to the purpose of

considering the environment?" In answering this question it is necess-

ary to take cognizance of the nature, amount, and arrangement of, the

candidate component. .

When these. questions are used as a.basis for discussion it is

possible to concentrate on an evaluation of the actual differences

between positions. Rather than toss accusations of bad faith to and

fro, one can systematically examine the values involved in the choice'

of entity; recognize the empirical questions; and seek answers.to

those questions from the literature or by experiment.



CHAPTER III

:REFERENT.OF THE ENVIRONMENT'

We have seen in Chapter II that the total environment of an

entity refers to all parts of the Universe external to that entity.

Writers (who use 'environment' often add an appropriate delimiting

qualifier which indicates the portion of, the literal environment 1
that is of interest in a specifte,context. For instance, we under-

stand references to the acoustical environment, thd family envii

ment, the tfierapeutic environment, the college, environment, th urban

environment, or the.cultural environment. But not all .authors use

- -these delimiters although. they clearly wish to limit discussion to a

portion of the literal environment. This omission leads to disagrde=

ment concerning the factors that should be' 1 ncluded. For example,

Tanner argues that too many factors are being included in present dis-

cussions. In his view, "such human dilemmas as war and racism, while

. they cause. and may. be caused by environmental problems, are not them-

selves usefully viewed as such, especially if strictly environmental
_ . _ r

'problems become obscured in the viewing." 1
.War-like and racist acts

are clearly components of the total universe external to an indiiiidual

'huMan, so Tanner is not refering 10 the literal environment in his

complaint..

1R. ThoMas Tanner, AIM Education Division News 1(4):1, 1972.

37.
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When governments. set up,departments of the environment, and.

establish "Environmental Protection Agencies, they are-not dealing

with the total environment. Similarly, "environmentalists" and

, .

"environmental educators" are not concerned with the literal environ-

ment in their activities. This chapter and the next examine the use

of 'environment' in this, common, unqualified manner.

The term "the environment" is used throughout to refer to this

common usage, and is a reflection of the language -actually used. We

find legislators describing their efforts to protect the environment,

students mobilizing to cleanup the environment and oil companies

L

advettizingtheir their concern for the environment. The italicized

'the' is,used to distinguish these-cases from references to the

total or literal environment, and from situations where an added

qualifying term allows the intended limits of the subset of the

total environment to be deduced.

In this chapter the nature of the referent for the environ-

ment will be examined, and the implications of alternate choices

discussed by reference to the dispute between Ehrlich and Commoner. In

the final section' the choice of referent for the remainder of the study

is made and justified.

.

'Human Referent

In the article "Genetic Heterogeneity AMong Foundera of lAbor7

sk .atory POpolationp of Drosophila eIV: Scuteflar Chaeta in Different

Environments" it is clear that the referent for ' environment' is pop-

ulations of Drosophila. But'in the case of the unqualified use of
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"environment" in "International Environmental Problems--A Taxonomy"

,

and "A Program to'Cootdillate Envitonmental.Research" one has to infer

the entity being considered.2 In these unqualified cases, however,

. the entity is usually human, partidularly in:discussions of "environ-

mental education" and protection of "the environment". Even in dis-

cussions of the preservation of the Californian Cbndor or the Golden

Marmoset, when the referent appears to be the species.that is in '

danger of extinction, the human, referent is often present. For e'am-

ple, the concern over the possible extinction of the Bald Eagle and

other birds by environmental contamination3 is a cryptic concern for

the environment of man. If the eagle becomes extinct, the aesthetic

satisfaction of seeing-one of the eagles, or even knowing that it

2
Sally M. W. Hosgood and P. A. Pafsons, Genetica 42:42-52,

1971; Clifford S. Russell and Hans. H. Landsberg, Science 172:1307-
1314, 1971; Raymond Bowers et al., American Scientist 59:183-187,
1971.

3See R'achel Carson, Silent Spring (Bostoh, Houghton Mifflin,
1962) for expressions'of concern about the apparent decline of the
Bald Eagle that "may well make it necessary for us to find a new nat-.
icinal emblem," (p. 119). This comment, and the-question "Who has de-
cided--whb has the right to decidefor the countless legions of
people' who were not consulted that the supreoe value'is a world.with-
out insects, even though it is a sterile world ungraced by the curv-
ing wing of a bird in flight?" (p. 127) are most easily ilterpreted
as concern for-the aesthetic environment of humans, and not purely a
biocentric concern for the birds in their own right.
William L. Reichel. et.a1:1-7Pest.t6ides Monitoring Journal 3:142-144,

.

1969, and Bernard M. Mulhern et al.,-Pesticides Monitoring Journal
4:141-144,1970,-supply data indicating that Bald Eagles are being
killed by pesticide accumulations, particularly dieldrin.
Examples ofpa human-centered concern for the preservation of other
species of animals can be found in Robert T. Francoeur, Bulletin of
Atomic-Scientists 28(2):11-14, 1972.

.48
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exists, will not be available to man.

Concern with the extinction of species by environmental alter-
,

ation can be readily, seen in discpopions of the loss of genetic .po-

tential by the tendency to use small numbers of grain monocultures

in most regions of the, wqrld.4 Here the concern is clearly with
r /

the environment.of.humans. Chat/ces of increasing world-foOd(supply

by breeding disease resistant Crops,mey be jeopardized unless steps

are taken to preserve -existing genetic potential in 'domestic and

wild species. "Even if a species does note become completely extinct,

41 great reduction in its, global population will serve to eliminate

much'of its genetic variation, and, thus, Lich of its value as a

natural resource."5

Some people claim that use of alake as the entity whose

environment is being considered in discussions of.environmental

deterioration is not an argument reflected from concerns of. man..

For instance, at a conferefte concerned With eraironmental problems

the following position was put forward as'an-example of the attitudes

of some "environmentalists.," Lake Superior is in .a relatively

pristine condition, unpolluted, and, particularly in the center,

rarely intruded upon even"by orecarriers, grain'boats or pleasure

craft. This condition should be preserved, basicilly because the

lake has a right not to be disturbed. Therefore the environment of

the lake should be carefully regulated to prevent the introduction

4
William C. Paddock, BioScience 20:897-902, 1970. p. 899-900.

5Institute-of Ecology, Man in the Living Environment,(Medison,
University of Wisconsin Press, 1972) p. '137.
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of sewage,

participants

was really a

41

agricultural runoff, and pesticides, for example. Most

in the conference, however, believed that this example

case where reflected human values were involved. For

example, it is a loss to the environment of humans if the.last.prist:

ine lake disappeffs for it will,decrease the total experience avail--

able to man. An alternative argumeniris that we should preserve the

lake in its present condition because any unanalyzed large scale

change is likely to make us worse offill something can go wrong, it

Individual or Species?

Although thereferent is generally, directly or indirectly,

human in discussions of. the environment, it is not Clear' whether

tNe entity is .an individual or an aggregateof'humans. Thejwo main

candidates are 'the bet Homo sapiens' and,'an individual human',
. .

Cases where the entity is 'the human population of the,United.States'

or 'the human population of the political unit Y' also occur,

although less frequently than the extrefies of 'the species' or 'the

individual'.

.

The choiCe of entity can lead to profouhd disagreements bet-

.ween writers concerned with the environment. This is most readily

seen by concentrating on one particular debate, that between the

.-positions represented by Paul. Ehrlich and Barry Commoner. The'po-.
,

.

sition reflected by the writings of.Cariett.Hardin!isa//so considered

,

6Unpublished trapsCript'of proceedings of'the conference "En-
..

vironmental Problems and Education," Lake Hope, Ohio, May, 1972.
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in the analysis. Although these writers choose different entities,

these differences should not be interpreted as the sole of major'

source of their disagreements. An analysis.of this type cannot test

hypotheses conderningthe psycilotogical origins of conflict. It can

indicate the nature of differences between positions. Armed with
\

this knowledge,. the readet is in a better position to evaluate the

arguments of the proponents of different positione.

The controversy between the Ehrlich, Hardin, an Commoner view-

points is a useful case to examine within the context of this study,

which is primarily concerned with4,the preParation of environmental

-education curricula: the works of. these writers have been used

in curriculum development and appear in the educatiOnal literature.

Ehrlich's book, The Population Bomb,..has been set as readingin

,sothe,c urses, e.g., "The Literature of ,Ecoldgy,s H7one of the modules

of the Dairounty(Quinmester Program; Commoner has written in ed-
P

ucational jourta,Vs advocating his particular viewpoint; and Hardin

is cited in books addressed.to educAtors.9

Ehrlich. Ehrlich's emphasis on the species as the eptity to be

considered can be readily seen in The Population Bomb. The basic

thesis of this work is -that nothing can save us "unless'we can
4

7
Gloria Douglass and.Joyce Annunziata, Authorized Course of

Instruction for the Quinmester Programs Language Arts: The Liter-
ature of Ecology,' (Miami, Florida: Dade County. Public Schools, 1971).

0
8Barry Commoner, The Science Teachei 39(5):18-24,1972.

9
Hardin's paper 'The Tragedy of the Commons" is reprinted in ,

J. W. George.IvanY (eld.),,,gnvironment: Readings for Teachers (Read-
fhg, Addison-Wesley, 1972)`, pp. 105-119.
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mankind will, breed itself into oblivion. "10 A further .example

of the emphasis on the speciewrather than the individual can.be

seen in the section "FaMily Planning and Othef Failures"11 from

which the following argument is paraphrased:

1. People in both "overdeyeloped".and lunderdeveloped"Co4nt-'

ries desire an average of more than'2.5children per com-

pleted family.
12

2. Therefore, even if all women had exactly the number of

children that they desired, the population of (he world

would continue to increase.

3. Thus, although the ability to decide the.number and spacing

of children is ifloportant for indi'viduqllealth and welfare,

family planning will result in demographic catastrophe.13

4. Therefore, family planning, which is not equivalent'to pop-
.

ulatipn .151anning, is an inadequate policy measure.

The prime focus on the charices of species survival manifested

in the discussioris Of, "demographic catastrophe" is maintained when

10Paul R. Ehrlich, The Population Bomb, 2 ed. (New York:
Ballantine, 1971), p. xii..

'11Ibid., p. 78 ff.

12TheThe accuracy of the "facts" used in Ehrlich's arguments is .

not important at this point. The entity being considered does not
depend on the accuracy of ihe.fcts concerning the,parameters of
that entity, its components, or its environment. ,

13Throughout The Population Bomb probable eventual extinction
of the species is' considered. the result of the "demogiaphic catas-
trophe" that.reiUlts from.an excess of births over death in the pop-
ulation of the world; 'e.g., p. 44.
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changes in the composition Of the air and water, the use of re-

\ for the individual human the'ultimate interest is in: the preservation

\\ of the species*. Discussions' of the inescapable miseries faced y in-
.

dividuals,,who are members of large. families in poor.regions of 'the

world;.the destruction of recreational, potential by pesticide con-

tamination of streams; andthe'decreased enjoyment of lifecaused

j4t

by living in contaminated air math its attendant health cOstS, e-g.,

from emphysema and cancer, aPpear\to be examples of Ehrlich's con-
.

cern for individual welfare and happiness. 15 This interpretation
.

is, apparently reinfOrAed by the discussion of the desirability of

sources, and the production of food, are being considered. 14 Even

in sections of Th4 Population Bomb where concern is being expressed

having'abortiori available as a method of last resort forpopulation

planning: '."Above all, biologists must take the si e,of the hungry

'billions of living human beings todhy,ind tomorrow, not the side of

potential human beings."16

. .

However,.these concerns are expressed as examples of symptoms

of the "disease" of,everpopulation, which if. unchecked will lead to
%I

the destrUction of the Species. If the cause of these symptoms is

eliminated hy achieving zero population growth, then th%Concerns for

the individual 'can be emphasized. Many of, the so-called inalien-,
laa

able rights in the book are -.statements of *---0e. individual en-.

titlements' that will follow from, the ,preserVation

14Population Bomb, p. 35, 40, 144,

15
Ibid., p. 22;1.41(142. 6Ibid., p.' 139.

the
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species, e.g.; "the right to havegreat-grandchildren,"or which, if

attained, will lead to a greater chance of species survival, e.g..,.

"the right to be fred'of_thermo-nuclear war..
ul T

.

One must not, be misled into interpreting Ehrlich's emphasis on

-

the importance ofbindividual behavior and individual choice in ach-:
0

ieving population stability18 as evidence-ofhis prime concern for

the individual. The basic reasonlor advocating smaller family size

remains the enhancement of the chances of species continuity. There

is no inconsistency in this position: _just as- the physician is prim-__

afily1concerned with the health of the individual human, and concen-
,

trates on treating, for instance, diseased liver cells so that the

patient can be xestored.to health, Ehrlich.is adirocating changing in-

dividual desires as a means of increasing the "health" (i.e., chance

The forgoing summary should hot' be construed to imply that no

expression of concern for the individual's feelings or rights is

made in The"Pooulation Bomb. The author:clearly abhors the possib-

of survival) ,of Homo sapiens.

ility of the "death solution" to population growth, for this method

17Ibid., Both quoted "rights" are from Eyfi.:tO'ffered
as counter-argument to a claim' that there. is an "'inalienable right'
tb have as many children as one wants:" They are, therefore, some-
whA rhetorical, but they are evidence of Ehrlich's general concern
with'the species as a whole.

18
Ibid., "The only real hope in this crisis lies in the grass-

roots activities of individuals," (p. 159); "If we take the proper
steps in edUcation, legislation,, and research, we should be able in
a generation to have .a population thoroughly enjoying its sexual
actlity,-whil raising physically and mentally healthier. children;
ut.,in smaller numbers," (p. 135); coercive measures are almost
certain to be.impossible, but incentives to encourageindividuals to
decide to have less children are practicableop. "131-2.

3
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.of aohievingeopulation stability would result in early death from

famine, .war, Cr pestilence. lie expects much less personal anguish

if a desire for a smaller completed family size le ?ds to a balance.

between birth.anddeath rates; that is, if a "birth solution" is.

achieVed. Th'e::Only proscriptions on individualf'rights" advocated

or. implied in. The Population Bomb are those which, if exercsed,:

would' lead tO'a decreaged chance of species survival. For. example,.

°' the claim chat one has a right to' have as' many children as, one

desires is denied19 a

Commoner. The individual Shuman is the referent for Commoner's

environment' . But just as Ehrlich's prime concern' for the_ conttin-

uity of the species does not mean that he denies individual rights,
.

(provided that the species is not threatened by the exercise of'&se.,
. . \.' '

.

rights), Commoner's position expressed in The Closing Circle is corn:-

A
patible with .a concern for the survival of NOM° sapiens, He is.,

certainly concerned with the .long-tLrm survival of the spedies, but
.

not at the cost of the loss of human dignity or social justice. For

example his judgement is that, in industrialized.countries, envir-

. onmental degradation may be sufficiently serious that a continuation.

of. present trends will "destroy the capability of. the environment 'to.

support a reasonably civilized human society. Although the spec-

ies may not become extinct following the collapse of civilization,
.

19
p. 171. (see note 15) .-

20
Barry Commoner, The Closing Circle:, Nature, Man and Tech-

nology, (New YOik:. Kholif, 1972) p. 217-18.

5
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the survivors would exist. in a "kind of neonbarbarism:41
47

He expresses simildr.feelings of revulsion at the implications,

of Hardin's editorial advocating national self-interest by "fortunate

minorities:" These minorities, by implication including the United

States, must, Hardin insists; defend their territory and avoid a

"ruinous breeding race"'so that "civilization and dignity" can sur-,

viva in aleast some areas of the earth.22 This jolicy, Commoner

.retorts "is barbarism. It denies the'equalrig of all thd human

inhabitants of the earth to a humane life." N ere,'he. claims,

not even in the "civilized" enclaves, which wotfld be reduced. to "the

moral leVel of the .barbarian," woUld."anythin that we seek to pren.
. ;:, . ::

.

serve--the dignity and huManeness of man, th¢ grace of civilization--

survive.23

The environmental problems that Commoner uses to illustrate

his argument emphasize social, including ealth, costs of gnviron-

mental degradation: lung damage from nirogen oxides in 'automobile

exhausts; infant methemoglobinemid.fro /high ieVels of nitrate ions
.

in drinking water containing run-off.f m.heavily fertilized-fiim

land; recreational lossfrom closed beaches where coliform counts
/

Are high; discriminatory exposure of/ the pOor to the greater burden
/ .

of health.hazards and aesthetic deterioration in the "dirt, smog,

21Ibid., p. 218.

22
Garrett Hardin,

23
Closing Circle,

Science/172:1297, 1971.

P 29/.
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carbon monoxide, lead and noise" (A the city; and possible exposure

to new diseases, for whith no immunity exists, when surfaCe waters

contain sufficient organic matter to a11oW many soil organisms-to

grow to a high concentration.24

In addition to using effects of environmental deterioration on

individuals.in present society to demonstrate the need'for reform,'

Commoner believeS that human social actions, or inactions, have

caused the.environmental crisis which is "the result of the social'.

mismanagement of the world's resources:"25 Only through social act-

ions that result in the denial of the "luxury of tolerating poverty,

racial discrimination and war" can the environmental crisis be solved,

allowing men to live in a humane condition.26

Commoner v. Ehrlich. he use 'of different entities as the-

unit whose environment concerns them accounts for.some of the dis-

agreement between these authors that is revealed in their dialogue.

in,The Bulletin of the' ttomic"Scientists:27 Examples of the use of

different entities the dialogue are given below.
.

COmmoner's use of an e y smaller. than the species is

'evid= t in the oliowing claims:

e environmental impact incurred during foreign production.

of goods imported into the United States is irrelevant,

24
Ibid., p. .72, 82,'94, 208, 222. 25Ibid:, p. 299.

26Ibid., 296.

. -

27Paul R. Ehrlich a 'id John P. Holdren,Bulletid of.theAtomic
Scientists, 28(5):16 et"sen" 1972; Barry toinmonev, Ibid.; 17 et'seo.,
1972; John P. Holdren pnd.Paul,R. Ehrlich, Ibid., '28.(6):42-45, 1972..

. :
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because "what is_at issue . . . is the explanation of the

environmental impactin the United States, "28

2, United States citizens ought to weigh data concerning environ-

mental parameters against their own belief systemsto deter-

minethe'appropriate individual course of actlion..29

Ehrlich, writing with his colleague Holdren, on.the other hand,

refers to "mane's ecological transformation of the planet,"" and asks
o

"How can Commoner try to consider the United States in isolation sfter

writing 'Everything is connected to everything else'?"11 They also

write that population-control and stabilized consumption "offer man-

kind's only hope of averting unprecedented misery. It.is better to

.tell the rich that they will have to share to survive, and to tell

those who want large families that the price is mortgagiug their

children's future" than to suggest that more popular technological

solgtione are possibleibr that the demographic transition will

ti
stabilize, population sizes. 32 This last quotation could appear to

be refering to individuall who may suffer misery, but "unprecedented

misery" implies a species referent: one starving individual-or family

is unlikely to 'be any more miserable if an unprecedented number of

others are also starving or diseased. -Ehrlich and Holdren are; pre-

dominantly, concerned,with.the spec as, not merely individuals in

'4
28
Commoner, Bulletin, 28(5), p. 49.

29
Ibid., p. 55, my italics.

30
Ehriich and Holdren, Bulletin, 28(5), p. 18.

31HoldreriandEhrlich, Bulletin, 28(6), p. 44.

32Ehrlich and Holdreq, Bulletin, 28(5), p. 27.
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the United States.

Perhaps Ehrlich and Commoner-use.different entities when con-
.

sidering 'environment' because they have different opinions concern-

. ing the causes of:the deterioration of landf air, and water quality.33

Commoner attributes the symptom's to social action that supported, or

at least permitted, technological changes detrimental, to the contim:-

ued ability of the ecosystem to maintain closed ecological cycles.

Ehrlich tends to'place the "blame" on a biological tendency to have

families too large to maintain a stable pbpulation size. Indeed,

the dialogue in the ktilletin has the appearance of an .attemptto de-

cide empirically between these causes,

aowevet, even if the initial interpretation of the causes of

the environmental problems lead to different entities being considered

in subsequent work, it is most unlikely that there can be an empirical

resolution of their conflict. The concentration on different entities

leads to different sets of evidence being considered. Por.example,

Ehrlich looks at evidence concerning the effects of diminishing per

capita food:supply on the chances of species survival; Commoner exam-

ines the evidence relating to the origin bf the nitiate'ions in the

drinking water of infants with methemoglobinemia; Ehrlich concentrates

on the impact on the species' resources of increasing population size,

while, Commoner examines the deterioration of the quality of life re-

Smiting from resource over-exploitation with its attendant technologic-
. ,

al by-products.

I

3
3Thlg is a speculative hypothesis. The psychological origin

of the authors' beliefs cannot be accurately determined by an analysis
of their-writings.

.
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As a feature writer for Science points out, in the context

of a slightly different disagreement between these authors, there.
o

can be no agkeement on the, rules when one is playing.poker:and the

opponent is playing bridge.34.

.0ther'Authors. In many cases other authors writing on 'envir-

onment' appear to be discussing topics that.have no'relationship to

each other. It is-easy to see that the entity used has important

consequences when author's are concerned with the same components of .

the environment; Ehrlich and Commoner, for example, are both concern-,
3

ed with the decreasing fdod supply, deteriorationtsof the air and wh-

.. .

ter, and 'the depletion of resources. But when there are differences

in the environmental variables being examined, it,j.6'not as easyto

demonstrate that a different choice of entity could lead to A differ

ence between the .consequences of following different authors' envir-

onmental prescriptions.

Architects, and planners, for instance, are, by the nature
!

of
.

their profession,'concerned with the well-being of their'clients;

They are, therefore, qua architects and planners, extremely unlikely

to be, concerned with the long-term future of the species. They are

concerned with the individual, and the resOnse that he makes to the

artifacts constructed by man,35 Similarly, some sociologists and most

34Constance Holden, Science 177:245-247, 1972.

35See, for some specific examples of architects' concern for
individual humans, Gordon Stephenson,.in Man and His Environment;
Octagon Lectures 1969, ed. R. T. Appleyard (Nedlands:University of
Western Australia Press, 1970), pp. 97-127; Donald Appleyard and
Mark Lintell, Journak of the American Institute of Planners 38:84-101,
1972; and Christopher Alexander, in Environment for Man:The Next
Fifty Years, ed. WilliakR. Ewald, Jr. (BlooMington, Indiana

Co
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psychologists are professionally concerned with the individual, or,

less frequently, a group (as distinct from an individual within a

.group).36

icologists tend to write of the environment of a species, ex-

aminlng its place-in the ecosystem. Individuals are treated as com-
.

.ponents bf the entity which interacts with the environment, much ts,a

physiologist considers cells as components.of the organism.in which

he islinteresEed. 'When writing in their professional role, then, it

. ,

is not surprising to find ecologists concerned with the' human.sp20.es..
. .

Marston Bates,'for example, considers "the future'of our species" in
,

hiS introductory essay in the repoft of the-Nation 14icademy of.

Sciences/National Research Council.37

The species is the entity considered by the Club of Ro*pro-.

:ject based 'on t simulation model of global factors thought likely to.

influence the fate of the human species, and in the, report of the Study

, Critical Environmental Problems (SCEP) sponsored by the

UrAversity Press, 1967); pp'. 60-102. The twelve other, architects
and town or city planners who prepared papers fgr Environment for
Man and the other. two volumes edited by Ewald / Environment and"
Policy: The Next Fifty Years (Bloomington) Indiana.University Press,
1968) and Environment and Change: The Next Fifty Years Olbomington:
Indiana. University Press, 1968)_/' all use the individual-Jig their

' referent, usually explicitly.
,

36See, for 'a specific example of a sociological focus, William
L. Yanceyy in Environment and the Social Sciences: PerspecEives and
Applications, ed. Joachim F. Wohlwill and Daniel H. Carson,(Washington:
American Psychological Association, 1972), pp. 126-136. Wohlwill and
Carson, in their editorial epilogue to this collection, identify four
areas not represented in their collection where "environmental psych-
o)ogy" can make a contribution to knowledge. Each of these areas has.
the individual as the appropriate entity.

37MarstonMarston Bates, in Resources and Man, Committee on Resources.
and'Man (San Franscisco: Freeman, 1969) p/ 29.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology.38 Both these groups are con-
.

cerned with global factors, the first because of the possibility

that these factors have "implications so threatening that their re-

solution should take precedence over local, short-teem concerns;"39.,

and the second because "no organization is. charged with the responsib-

53

ility for determining the status of the total global environment and

alerting man to dangers that may result from his practices. 1140 Almost

inevitably, therefore, these studies were not primarily concerned with

the consequenceg of actions for each individual human. The SCEP

port refers, for example,l'to the."danger that'we may curtail an en-
.

'vironMental service without being able to carry the loss or /that_]

we may irreversibly lose a service'that we cannot live coMfortably.
.

. _.. .
. . ,

'without,".14 1 and defines "harmful effects" as those "effects that are

harmful to man, 'tar ,to animals, plants, orinanimate objects or con-

ditions that are'important.to man. 1,42
The context of the report sup-

ports the contention that 'man" is being used in the generic sense in

this definiiion.

/
/

,

38
Jay W. Forrester, World Dynamics .(Cambridge, Mass.: Wright-

Allen Press, 1971); Donnella R. Meadows et al., The Limits to Growth .

(Ne York: Universe Books, 1972); Man's Impact on the Global Environ7
ment: Assessments and Recomendations for Action,.Report of the Study
of Critical Environmental Problems (Cambridge:, .Massachusetts In,-

stitute of Techno;ogy Press, 100).

. I

39Limits to Growth, p. 20.

. 4 °Imitact on Global Environment, p. 5.
41

Ibid., p. 126. .
,

42Ibid., p. 224.
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"Official" Positions. In the United States, interpretations of

Itbe'environmene are incorporatsd in Federal legislation and executive

orders. Other legislative units also have statutes that, refer to en-
.

vironmental protection,. but the Federal position is examined in this

section sincemuch of the environmentally significant action at State

and Local levels is either financed by Federal grants, or is enacted

under pressure from Federal authorities.43 The most general and wide-

ranging Federal legislation in the environmental area is the "National

Environmental Policy Act of'1969. 1144 This act requires Federal agen-

cies to consult with.other Federal agenCies and to preAre an environ-

mental impact statement for every "recommendation or.report or pro-

posal for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly

affecting the quality of the human environment."45

Thehuman entity whose environment is being considered is not

explicitly identified, and, as can be seen in the following excerpts,

it is possible to interpret the references to "man!! in both the spe-

cies and-the individual sense'in different sections of the Act:

(a) The Congress . . . declares that it is the continuing
policy of the Federal Government, in cooperation with State
and Local governmdnts, and other concerned. . . . organi-
zationsf-to use all practicable means and measures . . . to
create and maintain conditions under which man and nature
an exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social,

.economic, and other requirements of present and future
A

43
For example, Stated must establish implementation plans

for air pollution control, subject to Federal approval, or submit to
the imposition of .a Federally promulgated plan. See U.S., Council on
Environmental Quality, Environmental Quality: The Second Annual Re-
port (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1971), p. 8.

44U.
, Public Law 91-190. 45Ibid., Section 102(C).
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generations of Americans. 55

(b) In order to carry out the polity set forth in this Act,
it is the continuing responsibility of the Federal Government
to . . . improve and coordinate Federal plans; functions,
programs and resources to the end that the Nation may--

(1) fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as
trustee of the environment for succeeding generations.;

(2) assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive,
''and esthetically pleasing surroundings;

(3) attain the widest range of beneficial uses of'the
environment without- degradation, risk to health or. safety,
or other undesirable or unintended consequences;

(4) preserve important historical, cultural, and natural
aspects of our national heritage, and maint?ailm,_wherever
possible, an environment which supports diversity, and
variety of individual choice;

(5) achieve a balance between population and tource
use which will permit high standards orliving.a. d a wide
share'of life's amenities; and

(6) enhance the'quality of renewable resources and
.

approach .the Taximum attainable'recycling of deplatable
.

. .

resources. '

(c) The Codgress recognizes that each person'should enjoy
a healthful environment and that each person has a responsibil-
ity to contribute-to the presetvatiom and enhancement of the
environment,.46

The Act has been quoted extensively above to illustrate the

.potential ambiguity of the referent. In section (c) the referent'

is clearly the individual American, and the same referent is apparentr

ly being used in (b) '(2), (b) (4), and (b) (5) . However, in parts

(a), (b) (1), and (b) (3). it is possible to argue that an entity

larger than the individual is being used. In both (a) and (b) (1)

the reference to future generations suggests that it,may be the

°species viewpoint that isbeing used, although it is also possible

to interpret these statements ,in terms of individuals who will exist,

in the future. Similarly, the reference to "health and safety" in

(b)' (3) is most easily interpreted as concern for the individual,

"Ibis)" Section 101.
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but "other undesirable and unintended consequences" couT.ntend

either the 'individual' or the 'population.of the U.S:' as the refer-

ent. Despite thiS-amblguity of referent, the language offihe Act is

most consistently interpreted as concern for the environment of the
,

individual: some parts can only belinterpreted in this manner,others

. could be.

56'

Similar focus on the individual is.reflected in the President's

message on the environment of February 8, 1971. In that message, the

topics highlighted (p011ution control--sUlfur-oxides, leaded gasolines,

,water purity, mnniccipal' waste, oil spills, and, esticides; ocean dump-

ing; noise; lancruse,. including preservation of. open space and parks;

preservation and restoration of historic sites) are Concerned almdst

entirely with thf direct or indirect effects of environmental deter-
,

ioration on the pospibility of a "better life" for individual Americans

and other nationals. ToWard the latter end, proposals were included

for international ;emiironmental cooperation.47 In hi's 1971 report to

the Congress on U.S: Foreign policy, the President made reference, to

the necessity-to work towards' international agreements on environmental

control. Although he spoke of "our shared and transcendent interest in

the liirability.of our common home, the earth" the examples of enyirOh--,

mental concern contained in that message are those that refer to the

. individual humans in different parts of the world.48

4?U.S., President's Meisage on the Environment, February.8,
1971. Reproduced in Environmental Quality: The Second Annual Report,
pp. 284-305.

48u.s., President's report to the Congress on United States
foreign policy for the 1970's, excerpted in Environmental Quality:
The Second Annual Report, pp..333-335. p. 334.
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The Department of State report prepared for.the United Nations

Conference on the Human Environment49 is consistent with the emphasis

on the indivIdual in 'the officitl treatment of 'environment' in the

United States, Despite the statement that' "the quality df our environ-

ment-- indeed of life itself--is land dependent. llobther segment of-

hum environment deserves more,grave consideration, than this fragile

(11-
i-r.---------

cru t of soil from-aleh we derive our sustenance"
50

the examples given

in the body of the report are concerned with the development and main-

tenance ofenvironmental conditions, that trill "maintain a life of dig-

nity,and social justice."51 The report considers the impact of _urban.:

ization on "social degradation and alienation!' as well as on the physic-
.

al well being of residents;52 of pollution on health, economic well-

being and aesthetic satisfaction; 53 and of the use, of natural resot.ii.ces

"so that economic growth and social progress can continue without jeo-

pardizing'the health, safety, and well-being of people or endangering

the'Nat...on's, security."54

e.

Reports of other countries tO the U. . Conference on the Human

Environment also tend to consider the environment of the individual. For

example, Gabon reports that its major environmental problem is one of

diseases of environmental. origin--malaria, trypanosomiasis, polyparp-

sitosis; Indonesia discusses the public hazards of water pollution and
;

49U.S. Department of State , Bureau, of Internitional Scientific
and Technological Affair, U.S. National.Report on the Human Environ-
ment, 1971.

50Ibid.,
p. 2.k 51 Ibid.

52
Ibid., pp. 5-6; quotation from p. 6. "ibid., pp. 18 -27.

54Ibid., pp. 7-17; quotation frbm p. 7.
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the decrease'ip-water supply due to denudation of the wateraheds, which

has
4
also contributed to soil erosion and flooding;. Peru is concerned

with health aspects of air pollution and sewage, as Well as with the

'effects of environmental'degradati-on on food supplysulfur-dioxide in
.

the.air harms crops; and Guatemala emphasises, public health Problems
,

resulting from the lack of a sanitary environment.55

Values and the Choice of Referent

In Chapter II it was shown that thechoice of entity for any

discussion of 'environment' is arbitrary, requiring a valve judgement

that depends upon the purpOse.qf the discussion. The variations in
.

the entity whose environment is being considered in th(small number

, -

of cases used as examples in this section on "the environment" is in

agreement with that re%"!t. The entity used may depend on the profess-
.,

ional field of the writer, or upon the nature and scone of the, probleth

that interests him. However, as the Ehrlich.ana CommOner disagreement

indicates, there may still be differences between authors with basic--

ally simirhr. professional backgrounds and concerned with similar prob-
.

rems.

Thus, except in those cases such.. as psychiatry,and global

meteorology, Where the nature of the interest dictates the choice' of
.

55These examples, are drawn from The Human Environment-.; Vol. II:
SuAmaries of National Reports Submitted in Preparation for the United
Nations Conference on the Human Environment. Environment Series 201
(Washington, D.C.: Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars,
1972), pp. 26, 40-41, 72-73, and 31.
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entity, a dedision based on values must be made where there is a

'possibility of incompatibility between the consequences-of choosing
I

different entities.

If one believes that the dignity and well-being of existing

humans is,of overriding importance, one may, in the end,. come to feel

that the effort to ens'ure perpetuation.of the species imposes too great

a price in loss of freedom.of individual action. Perhaps, .if it is

impossible to ensure continued survival without imposing massive're-

strictions on the options available to the individual, many willsay

. "Count me out."

If it becomes impossible to enforce the necessary renunciation

(i.e., the sacrifice of some present benefits by those alive today 'to

,

ensure a greater chance of survival` of as- yet - unborn generations),

.there is little point in some individuals forgoing activities-that are

beneficial to them but detrimental to their descendants. Unless"self-

ish" individuals do noCtend to be children of persons with similar

traits, (L.e., unless "selfishness" is randomly distributed in the in-

dividuals of each generation), those who limit their family size and'

resource consumption will become less frequent in each generation. This

revlacement will occur whatever the initial proportion of selfless in-

'dividuals in the population, and whether the trait is learned or:gen-

etically inherited..

The curriculum developer needs to be'aware that it his majOr

emphasis is on the quality of the environment of the individual-he nyi

be espousing a system of values that could favor species extinction.

A-thorough-going individualism may discourage the establishment of

3
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policies that require sacrifice of some personal satisfactions.to de-
/net

60

crease the probajklity of a massive future catastrophe, say three gen-

erations hence. Pon/example, a commitment to supply every individual

with the capability. of having an immediate environment completely free

from health hazards from atmospheric and food contaminants should be a

technologically feasible goal. Ond can imagine the creation of complete

domed cities. where the temperature range can be accurately controlled,

air purified of dust and gaseous contaminants and humidified to the

propriate level, and complete. separation of pedestrian and vehicular

traffic maintained. The energy required to provide'a local environment

with all physical hazards removed may result' in the destruction of the

ecosystem's capacity to absorb the inevitable heat disipated. This

,could lead to massive geothermal change. If this change, Or a qhortage

of available energy, occured, then the system would probably collapse..

The resulting massive catastrophe may even lead to the destruction of

the species.

Science fiction aside, even less extreme commitments-to the,in-

dividual's environment may even now be creating a trend toward' global

damage, . Global levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide have been increas-

'ing at t rate'of 0.2% per year since 1958. Although data enabling a

reliable projection of- this trend are not available, a doubling of the

k.
carbon dioXile level might infrbsse mean annual surface temperatures by

_.2

20C?6' A change of this magnitude would affect the agricultural product.:-

ivity of the planet as well as altering1mean sea level by melting of ice

%Impact on-Global Environment, Part II, Section 1.2.1.
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caps.
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At least orie of the major contributors to carbon dioxide build-

up is the burning of fossil fuels, including those used for personal

environmental control,,directly (e.g., heating via.natural'zas),.or in-

'.
directly (electrically operated air conditioners).

.

Conversey, an exclusive concern for the future of the species

may lead to poll/cies that would result in the decrease of the quality,

or even the possibility, of idividual life. Taking an extreme example

again, it is conceivable that a "species manager" could limit the

stresses on the life-support system of the biosphere by forcibly denying

selected individuals or, more likely, groups, access to world food sup-

plies, energy resources, or living space. This would be technologically

simple, requiring the will to use the available weapons,. military or

economic, that would result in population crash in tyre selected regions

of -the world, either directly or by large scale famine. This sounds

callous to those who have a basicAlly individual-oriented value system

and believe in the dignity of man, but it is not very different from the '

proposal to use a "triage" technique, separating the regions'of the

world into those that can survive without aid, those that can survive if

aid is given, and those for whop( the available aid is insufficient to

57
An increase of, this magnitude in the mean tkverature of the

earth would result in the northward movement of the appropriate climatic
zone for corn production. in North America; That is, the land area now
devoted to grain production'would need to be converted to other uses,
and more northern land changed to grain production. The resulting, dis-
ruption, not only in the U.. corn belt, but in other agricultural areas,
may decrease world food production. This 'is certainly. .speculation, but
the possibility of famine produced by climatic change is real. Coupled
with the loss of, arable land from an increase in sea level, this could
result in decreased:Chances of species survival, for mass famine, in
*addition .to causing death from starvation, mayficilitatc pandemics.
The reduction in the world's population may be so great as to make
species survival doubtful.
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bring population and resources into balance. 58
The deliberate neglect

of the third category is not greatly different from a policy of'delib7,

erate direct action aimed at producing the same result -- population

crash--at an earlier date. The individual suffering and deprivation

that would' result from a polic such asAthis is obvious. Some such en-
\

concern for individuals must,reSult from a consistent.application of

the the principle Of the "rights" of the species, even if not as extreme

.as in this example. For example, Hardin's implied advocacy of sanctions

against large families to achieve population control, either by legal

methods, or "informal (nonstatetory) communal mechanisms that possess"

the repressive force and universality of statutory law, n59 .can be inter-

'preted as lack of concern for one aspect of individual choice and per-

sonal freeeofi.

Referent, for this Study

The'selection of the ultimate entity whose environment is to be
.:.

1
,,

considered is a val'u'e choice that must be made in tems. .of the system of

beliefs Qf the curriculum developer, teacher, or the community that they

serve. However, the remainder of this work' is written from the position

that the ultimate concern is with the individual, but' that where alter- ,

. nate actions that would each enhance the well-being of all individuals

are possible, the action that is least detrimental to the prospects for

58
The triage proposal; based on military medical practice, was

proposed by earlier authors and endorsed, "at least as far as food dis-
tribution during famine is concerned," by Prrlich in The Population
Bomb, p. 147.

59
This aspect of Hardin's position is evident in his papers in

Science 162: 1243-1248, 1968; Science 172:1297, 1971; and Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientists 28(6)137-41, 1972, from which the quotation is .

taken, p. 39.
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continued survival of the species is the appropriate choice. That is, I

am not prepared to sacrifice the Well-being of. existing individuals for

the possible 'good of the hypothetical humans of the year 2500. In the

very long term Homo sapiens on earth is doomed to extinction: the Sun

has a finite life, albeit a very long one. At some time, then, the po-

sition that species concern is the appropriate basis for action must be-
,

come inappropriate. And, as shown below., the short term (say the next

century) practical consequences of this "indiyidualist" position are not

likely to be very different from a concentration on sAcies planning;

This choice should not be taken as a call for the legitiMization

ofanarchy; the maximum concern for the dignity of the individual re--

qpires some system of social organization. Nor does the choice entail

isolation of concern to the local community or a single nation. It is

meant to imply that the dignity of all humans is respected, wherever

they reside, and whatever their biological, cultural, or social heritage.

ThisPosition implies that some individualS will have to give up person-
,

al practices that provide benefits only obtainable at the expense of the

well-being of other. . It will almos certainly be necessary t6 forgo

some existing activities that lead to decreases in the chances of health

of other members of the community, in the possibility of others being

able to enjoy the aesthetic qualities and cultural actIvites available

in urban areas, and the chances of other people being well -fed. That is,

the position implies that social and political practices that provide

advantages to'some people at the expense of others ought to be elimi-

nated.

Single-minded use of the individu 1 as, the referent of 'the'

environment is almostcertain to mean, in practice, .that many of the
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end results.will be similar to thosk advbcated by the writers who con-

sider the speciesas the,entity whose environient is deteriorating..

This "individual" position is quite compatible with that of advocates

. of population planning, for an increased world population inevitably re-
,.

dupes t1 share of the world sresources available to each individual2
. .

both foi food and for aesthetic and.cultural pursuits.

,

:Planning predicated on this position .does not depend upon per- .

- \
.

.

sonal,.individual "altruism ": for. success,'for it' is POssible in vrinci-

,

ple for a strong social value'to pervade government.' -It may, however,
, .

be necessary fora sufficient majority to come'tdlibld a similar view

before the forces of law can establish the principle. The major flaw,

as with any of the long term schemes advocated lay any gtoup c)

mentalists", whatever the entity that they Choose to emphasise; is that-

the end being aimed at is utopian. If the experience of past utopian

experiments is any guide it is unlikely that the goals will be soon at-

tained. However, this does not seem a sufficient reason for avoiding an

attempt to live in harmony with our individual environment. Given the

value System stated, there is no justification for refusing to attempt

to counter environmental deterioration, or justifying giving up the bat-

tle and hedonistically enjoying what time there may be left to us.

d One consequence of choosing the individual human as the entity

in environmental education discussions is that it implies that other

humans are part of the' total environment. Thus interpersonal relations

are candidates for consideration as relevant portions of the environ-

ment. This possibility' is considered in the next chapter.
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Caveat. Basing decilons-on individual well-being is not a

.

panacea. It is-still necessary to weigh .situations where there may be

conflicts between-the rights of individuals, especially when there is

no action that will simultaneously ensure equal well-being for all in-

dividuals.

For example, a very difficult decision has to be made if a ser-

ious infectious disease, fpr which no cure\e24Sts, arises in an area.

. . If uninfected areas impose a strict quarantine, and prevent any travel

froM the infected area: the possibility of deveroping a cure in labora-.

tories in the unaffected parts of the world is reduced. The imposition
. .. ,

. A
of the strict quarantine would contribute to a diminution of file inhab-

."4.

itants' well-being, particularly if the disease spreads so rapidly that

fogd-production and distribution isefiectivaly stopped, for the return
. -

of food ships to uncontaminated areas could bring the disease to new

arI eas, That should be done? Refrain from imposing an absolute guaran-

tind.in the slim hope that a cure may 'be found, and risk the spread of

the infective agent hll -over the world? Impose the quarantine in an

'

attempt to preserve the chances of survival of residents of healthy re-

.

gions,'and, in effec't, ignore the plight of the victims?

The individual well-being position does not.give'a, simple an-
. ..

. ,

sweri hut it does force a consideration of the options. A species-eth-'

.

'
&

.

. ic would lead to the destructioA of the infected individuals, in the

same, way that agricultural officials destroy all pigs that have been,

or may have been, exposed to an active case of swinepest. A strict.

species position would allow no option, and the tendency would be to

err on the side of exterminating more people than "necessary," for this
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would reduce the chances of any infected erson surviving.

Although it does not Provide a simple formula for action in all

cases, the position based on individual concern does keep more options

open, and does force each case to be considered on its own merits.

' Summary

. .

'There is an implicit recognition that the referent of 'the en-

vironment' is human. However, different authors may use a different '

human entity as the referent; some use the individual, others the pop-
.

ulation of a political unit, and some use the set Homo sapiens. The

choice of referent can lead to different recommendations for Action,

and, if there are unrecognized differences in the entity whose environ-
'

ment is being examinedcto futile attempts to resolve disputes by empir-

ical evidence. The dispute between Paul Ehrlich and Barry Commoner is

one instance ot
;

differences in the human entity used as referent for.

'the environment' leading, to psuedo-empirical attempts at conflict res-

olution.

For the purposes of this study.the individual human has been

chosen as the
1

ntity. This choice has been made since at some time in

the very dista t future the species must become an Inappropriate iefer-

ent; A24r It cannot survive indeginitely.- And, in the'shortterm, the
P.

..1 .. f N

next two hundred.years for'eXample, the actions that will'lead to the

well=being of all individuals are likely.to contribute to species sur-

viyAr also.

V.
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CHAPTER IV

RELEVANT COMPONENTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT

If we were concerned with the total environment of an individ -.

ual man we could determine .the' of any particular part of

th Universe by applying the test developed in Chapter II. For this

1Trk we have chosen to consider the well-being of individuals, so, if

any part of the total environment has an effect on the individual that

enhances or reduces his chances of health or of aesthetic en3oyment,

that part is relevant in environmental investigations. However, as in-

(dicated in t$e introduction to Chapter III,, some ,factors that halve

effects on individuals are excluded from the environment in some con-
.

temporary discussions.1 Therefore this test; although necessary, is

not sufficient to distinguish components of the environment. 1

Just, as the referent for 'the environment' is implicitly recog-

niegd as human, there is an-implicit application of criteria that de-

termine whether something is part of the environment of the human.

Whenever someone speaks of the environment he has determined the

components of the total environment that he wishes to include. This

determination may not,be verbalized, and the user may notshave

1 See the, discussion of Tanner's article, p. 37.
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formulated any explicit criteria. In this chapter we will investigate

the nature of these criteria'by first examiningirelevant (sense Of .

Chapter II) non-humans components of the total environment of an indiv-

idual that normally count as parts of the environment . The explicit

criteria derived from this examination will then be applied to cases

where 'other individuals' can. be considered as candidates for inclu'sion

in the environment . This will allow us to see whether the same cri-

teria hold if 'other humans' is ever considered part of the enviton-

ment.

Non-Human Components of The Environment

If we can show that the candidate component has a potential

effect on human health it his satisfied the criterion of affect. This.

is so because we are concerned with the well-being of individuals in

our assesment of 'environment', and physiological health is one compo-

nent 'of human'well-being. The importance of;'lie "potential" in the test

is most readily seen by Considering a noriconttoversial relevant envir-

onmental component. Peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN) is a relevant component'

of the environment for individual men, for its presence in the air may

cause eye irritation,, and, possibly, have other physiological effects. 2

(- All men need not be affected at every exposure for PAN to be considered

relevant for all men. .Sensitivity to PAN varies' between individuals,

and when one person has irritated eyes his companion may exhibit no

symptoms. But this result does not mean that PAN is a relevant compon-

ent of theenvitonment of the first person and not of the second; it

-211.S..,/ Department of Health, Education and Welfare,, Public
Health Service, National Air PollutionControlAdministration, Air

,Qualiti, Criteria for Photochemical Oxidants, National Air Pollution
Control Administration Publication AP-63, 1970, p. 8-38.
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is reasonable to consider PAN a potentially relevant component of the

environment of any person, even one who has never been exposed to it.

There is a ftnite empirical probability that, .when subjected to a par-

ticular concentration of the compound in the air, eye irritation.will

result. Therefore, it is reasonable fora region that has not exper-

ienced similar concentrations to those that occur in Los Angeles to

monitor air quality, take preventive measures, or warn as-yet-unexposed

individuals when conCenxations of PAN reach a potentially dangerous

level. (PAN has not been extensively investigated, and little is known

about.physiologicaleffects other than eye irritation and increased re-

spiration rate . Even for these'effects data are not extensive. Yet

it is normally considered part of the environment,

When we examine different situations involving a component of

the total environment that affects the health of individuals we can re-.

cognize'instaneglifen component. is not considered to be part of

. the environment, Sufficient examples may suggest criteria that are

being implicitly applied to determine whether something is part'of the

environment.

Examples. Carbon monoxideis detrimental to human health. When

present in a ,concentration of 4,000 ppm by volume the gas can cause

death in less than one hoUr. Concentrations of from 1,500 to 2,000 ppm
0

by volume are dangerous if they persist for one hour.3 Thus carbon mon-

oxide, a component of the Universe external to the indiviival, can

3Frank A. Patty, in Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology, 2d rev.
ed., ed. Frank A. Patty (New York: Wiley, 1963), vol.II, Toxicology,
ed. David W. Fassett and Don,D. Irish, pp. 928-931.
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affect his well being. It is:therefore a candidate for inclusioin in

.'y

the el. nment.. However, when a.person in a closed garage intention-

/ally ru!:. As car at idling speed and commits suicide by exposing himself

to carbon monoxide, which may constitute 7% of the exhaust gas under

these conditions, he is not normally said to have died from an environ-

mental hazard. But a person who becomes ill while working in a poorly

ventilated motor vehicle repair shop where a high'concentration-oi the'

gas has accumulated is described as.being affected by a hazardAn the

environment. There is also concern about the level of the compound in

-the air of cities,flwhere it is considered an environmental hazaYd. 4

Thus, carbon monoxide ignot considered part of the environment in the

fiiSt example, but it is in the second And third.

The numerous similar examples that coulerba, adduced are.best con-

sidered together in the context of the difference between 'foxicolog5/r/

/
)

and 'environmental toxicology'. "Environmental toxicology" courses are

taught at atleast one university5 with the implication that there is a

1

difference. in subject matter between "toxiccagy" and "environmental

toxicorogy. This difference is exemplified by the carbon monoxide case,

where the data that enable'the lethal dose to be determined are derived

from toxicology per se; environmental toxicology is concerned with f-he

effects of long:Item, perhaps low-level, Chronic exposure. Similarly,

'4Merril Eisenbud, Science 170:706-712, 1970; Alfred C. Hexter
and John R. Goldsmith, Science 172±264.17, 1971; and Merril Eisenbud

1M.and Laurel R.,Eich, Science 176:193-1 4,.1972. Note that carbon mon-
oxide is-not considered to have global significance as an environmental
hazard: Man's Impact on the Gioba], Environment: Assessment and Recom-
mendations for Action, Report of the Study of Critical Environmental
Problems (Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 197Q),'
p. 55

5TIie Ohio State University, Department of Preventive Medicine.
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environmental toxicologists investigate the long-term exposure of

miners, typecasters, pewter workers, and paint manufacturers to anti-

mony compounds such as stibine (SbH3); toxicologists have determined the

effects of acute'doses of stibine, and investigated the toxicity of an-

timony compounds used in therapy, for example, potassiuM antimony tar-

.trafe used in the treatment of, schistosomiasis.6

Toxicologists have been interested in the lethal doses of sub-

stances used as food additives; environmental toxicologists in the pos-

sible sub-lethal consequences of unavoidable chronic exposure to these

compounds in the diet. Toxicologists have traditionally determined le-

thal doses of compounds acting singly; environmental toxicologists have

become increasingly concerned with the effects of simultaneous unavoid-

able exposure- to a number of contaminants in, for example, the atmosphere
. .

of cities: for instance, the presence of solid particles enhances lting

damage caused.by sulfur oxides.?

It seems, then, that when a toxicologist speaks of compounds in

'the environment' he is speaking of substances that the individual can-

not readily avoid, and that are not deliberately administered to that'.

4r,

particular person. .Thus, although one cannot avoid being poisoned by

6Ethel Browning, Toxicity of Industrial Metals, 2nd ed. (London:
Butterworth, 1969), Chap. 3.

7
U.S., Department of Health, Education, and-Welfare, Public

Health Service, Cons1mer Protection and Environmental Health Sepice,
National Air Pollution Control Administration, Air Quality Criteria.for
Sulphur Oxides, National Air. Pollution Control Administration Public-
ation AP-50, 1969, Chapter 8. The nature of the particles also has an
effect on the degree.of:synergistic potentiation. 'Aerosols of soluble
salts of iron II, manganese, and Vanadium, for example, potentiate the.
irritant effect of sulfur dioxide.by facilitating ies oxidation to sul-
furic acid, p. 111.

0
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a skillful murderer, the substance deliberately administered is -not con-

sidered part of the enviro*ent. Similarly, although one can conceiv7

ably avoid being injected with a solution of a heavy metal as part of

treatment of. disease, by removing oneself from the are of the and-.

tor, therapeutics do not normally count as pait of the environment. un-

less they are removed from prescription control and placed in. food dr

Nater. 8

Generalization. When we examine other literature concerned with

non-human components of the literal. environment of humans we find that

the same implicit criteria of unaltwidat;ilitY and non-deliberates (random)

exposure apply. For example, an individual, if he is in the appropriate

geographic locality, must be exposed to the componehts of the environ-

ment considered in the Study of Critical Environmental Problems (SCEP):

carbon dioxide from fossil fuels; particles in the-atmosphere; clouds

from jet aircraft; climatic variation; persistent pesticides; heavy met-

al contamination of air and water; wastes from nuclear power plants;

oil in the oceans; nutrient buildup in coastal waters; and atmospheric

--oxygen supplY.9

The oxygen example is instructive. Empirical evidence that the

supply of. oxygen is not decreasing was obtained, and SCEP no longer con-

siders' the supply of atmospheric 'oxygen a possible environmental prqb-
,

kern. However, although oxygen is not a problem it is part of the en-

vironment: a change in its atmospheric consentraeion would affect

.

. , 85gethylstilbestrol residues:, in meat.are one example.
Nicholas Wade, Science l77:588- 59l,-1972, for a news report of

trelated controversies.

See
this

e'9Man t s ImPact on the Global Environment, Part-Ii-passim.

and '
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individuals; the changes would be unavoidable; and they would not be

directed at a particular person. Thus, contrary to the impression that

would be obtained from a cursory reading of the environmental literature,

it is not necessary .to show `that, a component of the environment-has a

.

present deleterious effect before that .component can count as part of

the . environment.

Similar Components to those investigated by SCEP are Considered

in other work6 that examine "man and his environment." Brubaker concen-

man's atfect-On global climate; radio-

.

activity; pesticides; fertilizers; and erosion. He.also considers air

trates on "five major hazards":

and water.poilution, solid waste accumulation, and noise as burdens on

the media upon which man depends. 10
This list is almost identical with

the factors sketched in the First Annual Report of the U.S. Council on--

Environmental
/
Quality, although land use is also included among the non-

human components of environmental pfoblems.11 This additional component

v
fits the criteria for inclusion in the environment that were estab-

lished fro the, toxicology examples: any individual has little control

over the way in which the available land is zoned and used; the zoning

is not directed against a specific person (except occasionally when he

is reprsentative of a class of. people, for instance, service station

operators).; and the effects of the zoning havel-unavoidable influenceS on

the health and living patterns of the individual residents of the-zoning

10Sterling Brubaker, ToLia.;e 9n Earth: Man and His Environment
in Perspective; A Resources' for the Future Study (Baltimore: John
'Hopins Press, 1972), passim and Table 6.

f
.

u

11u.s.
. .,

_ ,Council onEnvironmental Quality, Environmental Quality:
The First Annual Report, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,

/ .
1970), pp. 8-11.
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. area, and possibly those beyond it.

In all of the examples used so far, the components that have

been included in the environment have been the result of some.action

'of man. However, this is not a necessary condition for inclusion in

the environment: Mercury in seafood is considered part of the envir-

onment despite the probability that most of the mercury entering the

sea at present comes fro 'natural" sources without the intervention of

man.12 Similar examples could be given of other substances which enter

. the environment both by human action and without human intervention.

But even stronger evidence that the environment Ac1udes parts of the

Universe that are never the result of human actions comes from geologic-

al examples. There are examples of-the use of "the environment" when,

refering to geological structures that may' result in earthquakes or tid-

al waves.13 Crustal structures and phenomena such as earthquakes fit

our criteria equally as well as' the cases for which they were derived.

The earthquake is unavoidable for a person living in the appropriate re-

gion; it is not directed at a specific person; and it affects the well-

. being of 'individuals.-

8
12"Except for coastal and estuarine areas it does not seem

likely that man could hay increased concentration /of mercury:/ in the
sea by as much as 1 pe e it." Allen L. Hammond, Science 171:788-789, -
1971, p. 789.

13'Environmental geology.' has been defined-td include "earth-
quakes, volcanism, ,landslides, and mud 'flows" as well as the geological
factors in "waste disposal, -water supply, land subsidence, mineral
supply,coastal processes, and air and water pollution," (Kenneth N.
Weaver, Science 172:1121, 19710. It has also been characterized as in-
cluding planning to avoid natural hazards, aquire natural resources, and
tO use the land in the best possible way, (William It: Dickinson, Journal_
of Geological Education 18:194-197, 1970).3 A
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Criteria. For our entity:.(an individual human)and for our

purposes (individual well-being) there are simple tests that can be ap-

plied to any non-human component of the total env4ronment to determi

whether it counts as part of the environment _A-component tHat

normally be considered as partisfies all the following criteria w

t.

the environment:

sat-

'1. The individual's wolirbeing As potentially affected by

0 the component.

Exposure to the compepent.is inevitable:*

3. The exposure is randOm and unintentional..

Other People as Components of The Environment?.

of

The criteria of affect, inevitability, and randomness were dev-

eloped by considering examples of non-human coMponents of the Universe;
I --

external to the referent, that are considered part of -,the environment.

Before thebe iteria 'are routinely applied to situations where 'other

people' is a candidate for inclusion in the environment of an individual

it is desirable that the effect of using; them be checked in some appro-

priate examples,

It may be that for this special type of candidate component the

criteria .lo not apply,_either because they are not sufficient to dis-

criminate positive and negative instances of people being part of the

environment of Tom, or because discrimination is impossible: 'other

people' may never be considered part of the environment. These possib-
'

ilitiei will be considered by examining examples of the 'Ilse of the
4

criteria,with instances where 'other people' could be considered a poss-

"ible candidate for ineluSion in the environment.
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Affect. There is no doubt that it is necessary to include oth-

er individuals as.part of the literal environment of Tom. They are

parts of the Universe external to Tom,and are therefore partS of his

environment. But to decide whether 'other people' count as part of the

environment of Tom, it is necessary, under the criteria previously dev-

eloped, po determine whether there are effects related to our purposes.

As in the case of non-human parts of the total environment

considered above, If it is possible to.demonstrate that the number, nat-

ure, and/or arrangement of other individuals affects the health of an

individual, then we can consider cultural and sociological aspects of

the surroundings of an individual as candidates for inclusion as compo-

nents of tile environment. (Note that cultural and sociological as-

.....,pects of the life of an individual necessarily involve other people.)

A different choice of-entity, or a different purpose for considering the

,

environment of an individual, may have led to a different position, and
'

an affirmative answer to the empirical- question,"Is the health of an

. ^ -
individual potentially affected by other individuals in his environment?"

may not°have allowed a conclusion of probable re147nce to be drawn.

The discussion below, therefore, applies only to the entity, and fOr the

purpose, specified in this study.

Although there is clear evidence from other species that the

presence. of Other individuals of the same species can have profound

physiological effects, (for example.the absence of males from a popula-

tion of the fish Anthias squamipinnis causes a female to develop into a

functional male, and by successive loss of males, all feMales'can be

4
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converted to males), 14 it is necessary to use evidence concerning Homo

sapiens to evaluate the claim that othekindividuals are'relevant envir-

onmental components of humans. EVidence from other species may suggest

that the individuals surrounding a person may have physiological effects,

but it is inconclusive.

Just as evidence of a potential effect. of a,chemicalin the air

on the health of an individual makes that chemical part of the environ-

ment, if there is a finite probability of an individual's health being

affected\ by the presence or nature of other people then 'other people'

is a firm candidate for inclusion in /he environment,

Data concerning the effects on health of the.vesence-of other

people can be drawn from thefbody of research which indicates that the

social milieu can prodube direct physiological illness. One illuminat-
i

ing series of experiments has been conducted using United States sail-

ors,as subjects. In these studies of the crews of individual vessels it

as shown that illness is related to the setting. Illness rates de-
.

creased in an. attack carrier in the Pacific theater during the period of

sudden non-physical stress that followed the Peublo'incident. A similar

decrease occured in the crew of the battleship. New Jersey when it was

ordered back to the Western Pacific following the shooting down of a

navy plane by a ,North Korean patrol,. even though the ship was almost

home at the end of a tour of active duty(off VietnaM. In all ships

studied, the illness rates during travel to, and in, the first combat

patrol has been found to be relatively low compared to the rate on sub-

'.°

sequent patrols.--The-firsLgeriod is a-npvel-experience_for most of the

1
'Mb

Fishelson, Nature 727:90, 1970.

A



men; late?patrols are repetitious, and apparently less stressful.15

It might be argued that these results are not related to.the question

78 ,

o; relevance of interpersonal relationships as components of the envir-

onment, both because of the possibility of confusing illness with the

incidence of reporting illness, sand" because these'illness variations are

not. related to the presence of other men in the environment..

The first objection is possibly valid, and reflects thedifficulty of

collecting valid medical data on minor illnesses in a natural versus

laboratory setting; self-report is necessary. The second objection has

leSs weight: the sailors were not under diredt physical.eniiironvntal

stresses of, for example,.&lin-ery, during the periods of travel to sta-:

tion.off'the Vietnam coast. But they were necessarily subjected to the

social and psychological stress of the unknown during that period.

More direct evidence of the effect of interpersonal relation-

°

ships on the health of these sailors is provided in another paper in

the same series. The total lifeshange units accumulated.prior to em-
.

barkation are related to the probability of illness - during the period of

the.cruise. These units are derived from an empirical weighting of the

recent occurence of events such as marriage, death of a relative, change

in social activities, and the like.16 Studies in populations of child-
,

ren support the general principle. that changes in the nature of the

human environment of an individual, as measured/by-life change units,

15Robert T. Rub ,E.K. Eric Gunderson, and Richard E. Doll,
Archives of Envir'onmen ealth 19:740-757, 1969; Robert T. Rubin,
E.K. Eric Gunderson and Ransom J. Arthur, Journal of Psychosomatic
Research 15:277-2 , 1971.

16Robert T. Rubin, E.K.E. Gunderson, and Ransom J. Arthur,
Journal-of Psychosomatic Research 15:89-94, 1971.
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are related to physiological illness patterns. EVen after removing the

effects of hospitalization on the life Change units score, Columbus,
9

Ohio, children who had been in hospital in the year prior to being in-

terviewed, as part of a sample of normal chldreb, had a significantly

higher life change score than the rest of the sample. 17.

In addition to this evidence for physiological effects due to

other people, there is some evidence of v riation in personal danger

- associated with different social environme is within the United States.

For example,'the probability of being a mu der victim varies between .

the states. Aside from the correlation of,homicide rates with urban

density, which' is an example of the effect of the arrangement
!

of other

people in the environment of an individual, there is evidence that the

degrqp of "southerness" of a state is a good predictor of homicide.

-rates, both for blacks and whites. In these particular data geographic

variables of climate and latitude have been ruled out as major explana-

tory variables because patterns of migration from the Southern States

to the remainder of the country were used in deriving the index.of

southerness, not proximity to the south. 18
That is, variation in the

.

nature of the human component of an individual's environment influences

theehance of death of that individual.

The evidence presented above shows that the nature of the human

componentg of the environment,of'an individual can have effects on his

well-being. There are also a number of studies that suggest that the

17
Dean Coddington, Journal of Psychosomatic Research 16 :205-

213, 1972.

18
Raymond D. Gastil, American Sociological Review 36:412-427,

1971: "Southerness" is the author's spdlling.

03.



_arrangement of persons in the environment can have health effects.

Irs o,
Galle.and his co-workers, for example, investigated the relatipnship

,-

between density (persons per acre or persons per room) and indicntOrs of
. .

.

social pathology in Chcago. 19, Although their technique does'not.allow

8,40.

cause and effect relationships to be determined, they pysesent some evi-.

dence to support the possibilit)Iof relationships between density and

factors such as the standard mortality rate, fertility rate, and admis-

sions to mental hospitals. They have demonstrated that there is a prima
1i

facie case for considering the density of other persons 4n the surround-

ings as a relevant-environmental variable, although there' may. be other

effects confounded with deniity; (social structure, for.examp3,e) that,'

may be the direc; causes of the relationships.
-?i.

'..

The studies cited so far have been chosen because of their evi-

dence of r1
/4

tivel5; subtle effects of other persons on physiological

well-being. More direct effects are common knowledge:. :the. transmission-5 '

of disease from person to person, including, but not limited to, cases
v 9-0t-
.-:e.
,..:.

similar to "Typhoid Mary" and venereal disease; the necessity for par-

ental cdre.of infants, either by the biblogical parents or surrogates;

the effect of the physiology of a driver and his state of:mind on the

chances of a motor vehicle accident killing or injuring other people;

and the necessary presence and involvement of other individuals for a

state of war to exist.,. All of these more direct examples illustrate
.

that other individuals Can; and do, have an'iniluence on the physio--__

Aogical well-being of any person/

19
Omer-k. Galle et al., Science 176:23-30, 1972.
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Inevitability. Inall 6f the examples used in the preceding

section the exposure to the other peoplein the environment. of the in-

!I dividual is inevitabliE, given his'gcographic locality. Sailors cannot'

'escape the crew of their vessel;'childrenare necessarily exposed to

parents, teachers,, peers, and usually siblings; a person has no control

over the "southerners" of the state in Which he lives; the density of a,

population is a function of zoning laws, history, and Political factors,

and a person has to cfinose his abode from within the options that these

P

0

influences allow; and war, the nature of one's parents, and the sobriety

of other drivers are all factors 'hat are uncontrollable by the individ-:

ual human. Although the cases/Used in demonstrating the physiological

effects of other people also fit the criterion of inevitability, this is

mot sufficient evidence that this criterion is effective and appropriate

in cases where humans are being considered for inclugion in the envir-
.\

.

.

-onment. Indeed, the possibility of ruling out any examples involving

other humans by applying this criterion seems remote: there is no way

in which any person can avoid some contact with his fellows at some time

in.his life.

Randomness. The criterion of randomness, or non-deliberate ex-,

posure, i$ a little more difficult to apply to 'other humans' than it is

in the case of physical components of the total environment. At first

sight it7appcars that the e>:amples gdven previously to illustrate the

criteria of affect and inevitability.could be ruled out by the applica-

tion of the criterion of randomness. There is no doubt that the. life

A

change units incurred on.the.death of a parent can apply,only'to the

children of that person, or that a murder victimhin a state With a high
4

index of southernesS is uually not a casualty' of a ,chance shot from a

00
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haphazard sniper.

However, it is very difficult to argue that the dedth Of ,a par-

ent is deliberately intended to affect the child; but the murderer is

deliberate in his aim. This criterion, when applied to 'other people'

' in the total environment of an individual, can distinguish between

cases that-at first appear to be.possible candidates for inclusion in

the environment. Of the examples used in the preceding sections, the
0

following would .be ruled out by the alipliCation of this criterion:

chances of.violent death in States with a high degree of southerness;

warfare; and parental care of infants, The other examples, (psychoso-
.

matic effects in warships, Columbus children, and, passibly, Chicago

crowded areas; exposure to venereal. disease; "Typhoid Igary",cases; an

drunken drivers), remain as candidates for inclusion. in thesenvironpf nt,

Applicability f Criteria. The preceding discussion shows that

there are instances wh re"other people' fit the criteria for inglusle

.

in the environment that operate satisfactorily when non-human compo-

nents are concerned. However, two of them Seem.to be criteria that

would fit any example of the presence of others in the environment.
.

There is little difficulty in seeing that the inevitability criterion

fits if the potential for an effect on my well-Lbeing is an attribute of

every huma0. I. can scarcely evade contact with people,'even if I at-

. V
tempt to be a modern-day hermit. If, therefore, every human has a po-,

tential effect on my well-being, both the criteria of affect and inevi-
-

tability apply in all my dealings with other individuals in my total'

environment.

At first sight it MIgl appear that hot- all humans have the po-

tential for an effect on my well - being. The best seal hunter in Thule,
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a Fore tribesman of New Guinea, the grocer's wife in Hammersmith, and

the lighthouse keeper at Wilson's Promontory, will probably have no

effect on my well-being while I am writing in my office in Columbus.

It is most unlikely that anyone would refer to these people as part of

the environment in which I live. But their status may change. If I de-

cide to take a sea voyage, the, lighthouse keeper could become exceed-

ingly important to my well-being. Theyate potentially able to have an

effect on my chances of survival. As we have seen before it is essen-

tial to retain the."potentially able" part of the criterion. If were-

moved it, we could not-justify including as part of the environment

many of the undisputed physical components normally included, gamma

radiation for example, although there is little direct evidence of'

effects at the low "environmental" leOels.

Only.the application of the third criterion, non - deliberate.

random exposure, may enable us to distinguish instances where 'other

people' is not identified as part of the environment. However, these

. . .

criteria were (levdloped for use
,

ith.non-human components of.the total

environment. We live not yet demstrattd that they,are usefully ark-.

plied to 'other humans'. They will be eful Only if they identify ac-

tual instances of the use of 'other people' as part of the environment

in environmental discussionlii

Instances of the use of "the environment":to include other

people in the surroundings-of an individual are very difficult to find.

'Even in papeks written by soci scientists who are interested in the

;environment, the group of scientists that would be expected. to be con-

cerned with.eEher people as arts of'the environment of individuals,

most references ate to the ociological and psychological consequences.

.

() 9
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of the arrangement of non-human parts of the Universe. In Environment

and the Social Sciences: perspectives and Applications,,L20 for example,

the top.ics discussed include responses to air pollution, considering

such aspe4ts as the pain thresholds for particular components.of smog, 21

and techniqpes and results of measurement of public responses toward air

.

pollution;
22

the effect of various forms of instititiopal settings; in-

cluding architectural parameters, on human behavior, particularly in-
.

prisons, psychiatric wards, and homes for the aged; 23 parameters of res-
.

C

ident well-being and perception, of social identity in large-scale public

'housing projects, slums,,and new-town developments, described mainly in

terms of the architectural and town-planning design of the facilities; 24

and the characteristics of recreational areas, in residential, camping,

and wilderness regions, that contribute to the satisfaction of users.25

Most.of these authors refrain from using the.term "environment" in an

unqualified way; they almost always refer to the residential' environment,

the institutional environment, or the prisob environment. ..The only

1

20
.Joachim F. Wohlwill and Daniel II. CaLOn, eds. (Washingtdn,

D.C: American Psychological Sviety, 1972).

21mar garet Hubbard Jones, in Environment and the Social Sciences.

22James A. Swan, in Environment and the Social Sciences.

23
Daniel Glaser, in Environment and the Socia4 Sciences; William

H. Ittlesonoliarold M. Proshagsky, and Leanfie G. Riviin, ibid; pnd
M. Powell Lawton, ibid.

24
William L. Ye:key, in Environment and'the Social Sciences;

Marc Fried and Peggy Gleicher, ibid.; and Robert 11."Zehrier, ibid.

25Robert
W. Maians, in Environment and the 'Social Sciences;

David W. Limey ibid.; and Elwood I. Sbpfer, Jr.,.apd James Mietz, ibid.
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suggestion that the work of. these authors is relevant to a discussion of

'the environment', as that term is'used in current discourse,, is their

appearance in a volume whose editors selected papers that provided "a

reasonably representative coverage of environmental problems to whose

solutions social scientists have been making. contributions."26 The
.

; .

American Psychological Association and the editors efelt that "psychology
0

had a substantial contribution to make to a better understanding of our,

present-day environmental problems.and to amore effective approach in

dealing with them. . . / the papers were particularly addressed to

individuals and organizations who-have become active in the 'Idorld-wide

movement to 'clean up' our environment or preserve its.quality. u27
v..

The papefs n Environment and the Social. Sciences: Perspeceives

i' mand.Applications that are refered to above illustrate a most important
4(

point. Although 'Other people' may ndt be included as, part of the m1-
.0,

4
vironment, it.does not follow that 'other people' need not be consid-

ered when discussing the environment of an individubl. 'Other people'

. ,

have a great influence on the environment, being' implicated in, the

'

causes oT."environmental problems" and detracting from the individual's

enjoyment of the environment. Swan, .for example, calls air, water,, ,

11( 'and :pesticidepollution map induced environmentaX problems, u28.

. \\

Buckhout calls forNAirect attempts to influencethe community to help
. .

. . .

. eliminate problems of- the environment caused by complacency and

26
EnvironmelI and the Social Sciences, p. vi.

27 Ibid., p.

28
James A. Swan,-in Environm alt and the Social Sciences, p. 67.

A
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indifference,

29
and Proshansky et al consider the role of privacy, ter-

ritoriality, and crowding in the "behavior and experienCe of theindii-

vidual in relation to the nature and organization of V142, physical envir-

onment.

Cases such as t hese where humans are considered in relation to

the environment of individuals concern their. involvement as causes of

environmental problems. For example, "loo many people" give rise to

.

"too much waste" (industrial and biological) for 'the environment to

absorb. In this type of r eference to other humans.in Tom's environment

°..it is the ,affected components of the non-human biophysiCal environment

that are being considered as parts of the environment. Similarly, it

is.the.nitroen oxides and hydrocarbons that they produce;' not the cars

themselves, that'are'considered part of the environment. (The fact'

that there is a search for a "non-polluting" car, rather than a bovq to

outlaw cars, supports this view. It is not biologically'p
. .

people tobe "non-Tolluting," so the. strategy is to a dvoc

poople .

Ssible for

te less

"Juvenile delinquents are a product of their gnv'ronment".usu-'.
.' -.

.

ally sUggests that the _physical setting and the social ituation in
:..

which children are raised helps explain the development bef, "anti -social

. -

.:behaviOr." The children are inevitably 'exposed to the social conditions
'.

. .
0

in .which they are raised, are inevitably affected by the people around

'them, and, despite the inevitability of tylgkposure, the potential
0

:
c., , ..

. . .

..-
. .29Robert Buckhout, insEnvironmentsand the Social Sciences.

. - e-;

: . 3PHarold M. ProsPansky, William II, Ittleson, and Lganne G.
Rivlin, in Environment and the Soci3'1 Sciences,. p. 31.

. ,
.

^ .

...

t_AP
.

400.
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affect his well being. It is:therefore a candidate for inclusioin in

.'y

the el. nment.. However, when a.person in a closed garage intention-

/ally ru!:. As car at idling speed and commits suicide by exposing himself

to carbon monoxide, which may constitute 7% of the exhaust gas under

these conditions, he is not normally said to have died from an environ-

mental hazard. But a person who becomes ill while working in a poorly

ventilated motor vehicle repair shop where a high'concentration-oi the'

gas has accumulated is described as.being affected by a hazardAn the

environment. There is also concern about the level of the compound in

-the air of cities,flwhere it is considered an environmental hazaYd. 4

Thus, carbon monoxide ignot considered part of the environment in the

fiiSt example, but it is in the second And third.

The numerous similar examples that coulerba, adduced are.best con-

sidered together in the context of the difference between 'foxicolog5/r/

/
)

and 'environmental toxicology'. "Environmental toxicology" courses are

taught at atleast one university5 with the implication that there is a

1

difference. in subject matter between "toxiccagy" and "environmental

toxicorogy. This difference is exemplified by the carbon monoxide case,

where the data that enable'the lethal dose to be determined are derived

from toxicology per se; environmental toxicology is concerned with f-he

effects of long:Item, perhaps low-level, Chronic exposure. Similarly,

'4Merril Eisenbud, Science 170:706-712, 1970; Alfred C. Hexter
and John R. Goldsmith, Science 172±264.17, 1971; and Merril Eisenbud

1M.and Laurel R.,Eich, Science 176:193-1 4,.1972. Note that carbon mon-
oxide is-not considered to have global significance as an environmental
hazard: Man's Impact on the Gioba], Environment: Assessment and Recom-
mendations for Action, Report of the Study of Critical Environmental
Problems (Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 197Q),'
p. 55

5TIie Ohio State University, Department of Preventive Medicine.

79
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delinquents are not specific targets'Of deliberately created social con-

ditions.. This instance fits the criteria proposed earlier,and would

'seem to be a case where 'other people' might actually be considered part

of the environment.

Little 3upport,for this interpretation is given in the paper

"The Impotance of ffnvironment in Child Rearing.".31 After discussion

of previous studies Schaller concludes that adeqhate evidence is avail-

able to support the generalization that there are.differehees in child

rearing habits between rural and town inhabitants, and that the rilysical

setting of. dwellings in these areas may have an effect on the develop-
f.

ment of traditions and the effect of these traditions on individuals.

But, it is claimed, "several other factors (e.g., composition of famil--

Tess, neighborhoods and other Social groups),, will lead to variation's in

upbringing methods. "32' That is, it is-implied that the strictly social

factors are not components of the childrearing environment. This impli-

cation is reinforced in the discussion of the results obtained when

children's reports of their parents' practices were-compared.acroSs ru-

ral, suburban, and apartment- house. areas: "it is impossible to draw any

conclusions as to whether 'the observed differency between the various

livfng-environments are caused by environmental factors, or whether it

mad be that people with a cqrtain attitude to child upbringing have a

stronger.tendency to move to villa areas than others, or whether if is

just a case of interaction between these two factors. "33 Schaller

1972.

31 Joseph Schaller, C8teborg Psychological Reports 2(2):1--11,

32 Ibid:, p. 3.,

33Ibid., p. 10

t
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' ',he importance of. parental attitudes to child rearing

practiOes, yet does not include parents in' the environment,.

\
.The fotr-toing analysis of the relatively "academic" literature

on the environment suggests that? the criteria that satisfactorily iden-

ify the non-human parts of the total environment of an individual that

acre currently .considered to constitute the environment fail when ap-

,. plied to 'other people'. This. failure 'dueue to a lack of discrim-

inatory power When the criteria are applied in this case. The failure

occurs because 'other people'are not considered,part of the environ-

ment, even in cases that fit the"criteria. This may be because profes-
,

sionals concerned, with the environment are inclined t treat humans as

caises of the non -human environmental Problems, and to concentrateqm ,

the actual problems when writing of "the environment:" The apparent
0

distinction between (human) \ auses and (non-human) problems of the en-

.;vironment . in the examples cited s credehce to this idea.

There are some pragmatic reasons for excluding 'other people'

from the environment. For example, one "environmental studies insti-

tute" attached to a major U.S. university concentrates on inV'estiga

tions Of the interface of man and his physical environment, des ite the

recognition by the staff that social components of the total environ-.

ment are very important influences on the life of individuals. These

human components are left to the sociologists, who will continuOto

study the relatioriships of people as social groups; the psychologists,

who investigate different aspectS of 'an individual's response to-his

fellows; and the medical scientists who are interested in the physio-

logical and pathological-aspects of such rel'ationship's: :For reasons of
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efficiency and expediency this institute excludes many social faCtors

from its apparent use of the environment. 34

- Brubaker also uses pragmatic reasons to exclude specifichuman

components, from consideratidn of the environment; but points out that

even with this exclusion "man's values, aspirati)ns, technology and

social Organization condition the result"35 of human modifications to

the physical environment. Thus, although man-man systems are not refer-

ed to under "the environment;." sociological and psychological research

has some relevant input ito studies 'of the environment, particularly

in the investigations of the causes of changes in the a r, water, and

land.

Other Objections to the inclusion of humans in the environment

of an indilYidual are related to the concern that the broad definition

that this course would' produce would convey little information. It was

felt by some participants a conference discussion of environmental

problems and their' relation to education that restriction of "the en-

vironment" to the physical.components--the air, the water, the land, and

the structure oftcities, for example--would be more precise. The biotic

.surroundings qf.manwould also be included by many, for disease and

t'
sustenance involve other organisms. 'Bu, it was feared, the inclusion

--of 'other men' would decrease the information content too much, and

effectively make theitterm all-embracing. This would result in the

c 34Unpublished transcript of the proceedings of the conference
"Environmental Problems and Education," Lake Hope, Ohio, May, 1972.

'
35Sterling Brubaker; To Live-on-Earth: Man and His Environment

in Perspective. A Resouces for the.Fut-iire StIkly (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins Press, 1972), p. 4.

ES
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environment. becoming a concept without any non-members, and it would

have little use in communication.36

A person committed to the view that the Pncr64ion of social and
. . .

4

cultural variables is detrimental to the precision of 'the environment'

could increase the Information content of the. current discourse by ad-
/

vocating and Practicing usage such as "the physical environment of kfidi-
,

victuals," "the biotic environment of New Yorkerg," "the microblological

environment of hospital patients," and "the social environment of the

school child." That is, he could specify the entity anttkthe portion of

the environment with which, he is concerned. But'sbEh Oalifications

are. usually neglected, and the unqpalified term .is perpetuated in the

literature. Therefore, if we are to reflect the usage'of 'the environ-

ment'ment' in the formal literature, we must exclude other people as direct
,

components of the environment_ of the individual.

The same distinction need not hold in every-day lay usage. An

examination of orcpqary language and of the popular press may indicate

that there are indeed cases where.'otherpeOple' are considered part of

the environment. If this is the Case,wewill need to add anaddi-

tional criterion to determine wfleth?r a patictilar_.Instance _fits be

usage of 'the envir'onment': the'nature of the user. -AltEough this pro-
,

cedure.app ears inelegant, and could result in the same situation being

considered as-an instance of 'other people' being part of the environ-

ment by a laythan, anduot a part. by a professional; this criterion is

not inappropriate. In Chapter II we used an equivalent criterion to

determine relevance of any component of the total environment:

36Unpublished transcript of. the proceedings of the conference.
"Environmental Problems. pnd Education," Lake Mope, Ohio, May, 1972.

1' 9
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relevance depends.upon the purpose of the user,. and the purpose varies. .

(

with the user.- e

"The environment that produde William .Browil and Thomas' Grey"

4Ih

l

suggeOts that the biographer is co ering- all.-of the influences. that

affected his subject--physical, and.ec.onomic. Similarly, when

we speak of taking young persons from the environment in which they

were raised and placing them in an environment where they will, per-

haps, he favourably influenced by their peers, we are including social

factors, i.e., 'other people' are considered part of the environment,

In these cases, however, we are speaking of influences on the subjects'

"character" or "personality," not necessarily on any other aspects of

their. ell-being. '' 0

But, when we speak of- "environmental problems" or of "protecting
. .

the environment" every-day language excludes 'other people' from the
A

unqualified use of 'the environment'. _NO reference that could'be con-

strued as including 'other people' as a relevant component of the-envir-

opment being considered could be found in Time or the New York Times.37

The environmental problems being discussed were typically pollution, re-

sources, energy supply, waste disposal, food supply for an inereasing

. ,

population, or man-made climatic Changes, Even in the article which
t

could be expected to include 'other people' as part' of the environment

37The "Environment" section of Time was examined for February-
April, 1970, March-April, 1971, and January-June, 1972. The New York
Tithes Index was scanned for 1970 and January-June, 1971. Possible re-
ferenceswere eheCked. No instance of the use o 'other people' as

part of the environment was round in editorial' or Pews items.



,

Time did not yary its usage: in "tcolo y of a Ohetto"38 the environj

mental problems described were those of public health resulting from the

condition of the buildings and the *presence of vermin, of noise,'and of

dirt. It Might be possible, by an extremely, broad Stretch of meaning,

92

to claim that the Time article was Including 'other peOple' in the en-
.

vironment when it discussed the effect of various laWs (public assist-

mice; Federal housing programs, 'and the like) on the mobility of the

poor. 'Other people'. pass and administer these laws, and it would be

possible to consider them part of the environment. However, there is

no strong evidence thae:the Time writer made this inferenCe.

Except for lay discussions 'Of the generalized influences on the

psychological development of the individual,'other people' dods not
.

normally count as a'. component of" the environment. qnless this is the

purpose of a discrsion it is very unlikely ,that ailaysuse of 'the en-

vironment' carries any connotation of 'other people' as a relevant com-

poneat. The implicit lay and professional definitions are, 'therefore,

similar in most current uses of the term. rndeed, just as in the pro-

. fessional literature, 'other people' may be seen as causes of fact9rs

in the environment, (see the Time article mentioned above), and social

factors will almOst invariably enter a lay discussion as we have seen

they do in the profession's). literature. Thus, except for the one spec-

ial case considered above, there is no leed,to establish an. additional
.

criterion for use with lay discussions.. The criteria of affect, inevi-

Lability, sand randomness are not used in either lay or professional

cases, for 'other people' of considered part of the environment.

,s,

38Time, April 6, 1970, p. 8-53.

let.
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Aberrant Case

.

'

There'is one relatively. common use of 'the environment' th4t at

1

93

first glance does not seem to fit the analysis made in this chapter.

However,an examination of the context reveals that it is an instance of

a logically fallacious case used in a slogan-like manner.

Is Man Part of his own Environment? Some authors state or

that_man is part of his own environment. The International Union

for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) defines conservation as "manage-
,

ment of the resources of the environment--air, water, soil, minerals and

living necies including man--so as to achieve the highest sustainable

39.quality of human life. 11That is, man is specifically' included as part

of the environment. The referent of 'environment' is not specified, but

the purpose. given for conservation--achieving thechighest quality human
)

life -- implies that it is man. Thus man is.,considered part of the envi-

ronment of man.

It is possible to. make literal sense of the .11JCN definition if

we interpret 'man',in the individual, rather than the generic, sense.

We can then claim that the definition is refering to other people in the

environment of an individual.--Apart .from the unfortunate implication

'of managing other-n 'to achieve the highest.quality of life f one-
..

selfthat this position yields;-the'interpretation of "living species

including man" as a referdnce to one individual man requires stretching

the meaning unreasonably.

39Quoted by Gerardo Budowski, IUCN Diroctor-General, in "Envi-
romental Conservation for Development andthe Relevant Role of Educa-
tion," (Paper presented to the Internation4 Workshop on Environmental
Studies in Higher Education and Teacher Training, University of Western
Ontario, London, Ontario, September 1972), p. 4.

'
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The interpretation of..!man' as a reference'to an individual per-

bon is even less reasonable in Roth's' statement that.

as

in the past we have relied on the environmental
pyramid depicted by Odum.and others that progredsed
from the abiotic.to the biotic and concluded with malt
on top. 'I am suggesting that.. the pressdre of living,

our increased population, our finite resource supplies,
and the cycle of production of goods and waste, has
altered that form of simplistic relationship. Man .

is reduced from the role of "dominant" or "master".
in the Judeo-Christian ethical sense to.a lower, state
of existence. 'He is part of the environment.

Elsewhere In' the same article Roth implies that the purpose of

environmental education is to safeguard an environment that is "optimal

for living," taking into.account "human needs."41 He is, therefore,

concerned with the environment/of man. Cap his statement that man "is

part of the environment" he reconciled with the logical position that
7

. 1

an entity cannot be part/Of its own environment?

It is clear that man is part of an iierrelated systeM of man,.
. .

culture, and the biophysical environment; that 1s, he is part of the

human ecosystem. But man and his environment are logicallydistinct

parts of the ecosystem, although man influences and is influenced byhis

surroundings. The dilemma coul4'be solved if Roth was confusing Cenvl-

ronment' with 'system' in his statement. This Interpretation appears to

besupported by the apparent logical error, in part"of his definition of

environmental education: "knowledge of the interrelhted biophysical, and

socioculturalenvironments of whiCh-man is a part."

However, these statements are included irihn article whose main

40Robett E. 'Roth, 3.n Outlines of Environmental Education,
ed. Clay. Schoenfeld (Madison, Wisconsin: Dembar Educational,
Research Services, 1971), p. 97. (Emphasis added.)

1

41
Ibid.

42
Ibid. (Emphasis added.)
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intent is to stimulate teachers to include the interactions beUJeen man

(

and his environment in their curricula, rather than consider 17111 as'above

the biotic, part 5he Universe. Given this purpose, "man is part of the

.
environment" is best interpreted as a slogan, rather h a proposition.

of truth. Roth's stress on this point serves to xediiect the attention

e .

of teachers, causing them to consider the itplications of their instruc-

tional emphasis on tide natural sucrouVigs as something with Tittle

affect on man. This redirection, Roth suggests, should take the form of

an emphasis on_the 'tland-ethic;" that man is responsible for the main-'.

tenance of the. integrity of the land, for on thi'd integrity .his survival.

. depends.

As Scheffler,points out, an educational slogan can be effective

and have "practical relevance'~ even though it cannot survive analysis as

a literal statement. Roth's statements can, if they are interpreted

as educational slogans, be a useful tool for effecting change in the

curriculum offered by teachers in out/schools, but they need not be,
A

and cannot be, taken to imply that man Is literally part of his own envi-
:

ronment:.

McInnes takes a Much more extreme position than Roth. :He-begins

by accepting a definition of 'environment' that states that "an envir-

onment is anything' which is influencing, or being influenced by, some-

thing elsee
43 According to this definition there is a multiplicity bf

43Noel McInnes, You are an Environment: Teaching/Learning.

Environmental Attitudes'(Evanston, Illinois: Center for Curriculum

Design, 1972), p. 48.

f
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environments. In a classroom, for instance, the teacher is "one--but

only one--of /his/ students.' immediateenyirpnments. They, in turn,

represent several different immediate environments of /The teacher/

and of one another."
44

He then argues that since an individual is

influenced by everything upot which hehas an influence, and that the

only thing which all his environments have in common is himself, "the

answer to the question about whose environment you are /is/ you are

sour own environments. "45

In addition to the non sequitur leading to the statement that.'

.one is one's own environments, there is a major difficulty with
.

McInnes' position. This difficulty stems from the basic definition'

being used. It is a functional definition,rather than .a positional

one. Since everything in the Universe is infltienced by and influences;

every, other thing, at least by gravitational forces,.there must be an

infinite number of environments. This gives us little information.

Since, by IZIcInnes'own admission, 'environment' s perceived by most
a

people as something separate from some entity4,6 changing the definition

-

so drastically from the standard usage will not even produce a,useful

slogan. "You are an environment" will not convey the interactive,

functional viewpoint if most people interpret environment in.a posi-

.

tional sense.

Both Roth and McInnes are concerned, with emphasizing a ver

. important practical point. They wish to indicate the impoctanCe of

considering interactions between man and his surroundings. McInnes

44
Ibid., p. 49. 45Ibid., p. 53. /46Ibid., p. 47.

1. (2
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believes that the standard positional interp'r'etation

97

' -nvironment'

leads to the tendency "to perceive ourselves, and con ently beitave

f;-ourselves, as separate from rather than at one with o environments.
4 7

Even if he is` correct, and people tend to ignore their own influence on

their surroundings if "environment" is emphasizdd in policy discussions,

the solution is surely not to attempt to change themeaning of 'envir-

Pnments gd that the interactions between entities are included in.the
1

connotations of the term. Emphasizing policy for the .'man/environment

system', rather than continually discussing actions related to

pnment' would achieve the same end without abusing the language and

confusing the issue by attempting to drhstically alter the 'Sense of

the term. Although not literally sensible, Roth's slogan ."man.is

part of his own environment" is less likely to mislead than McInnes'

"you are your own environments." At least Roth's use of 'environment'

still positional.

Summary

-A component of the total environment of an individual counts

as park of 'the environment if the individual's well-being is poten-
. .

a-

.

'tially affected by-the cbmponent, if the exposure to the component is
-:-. ,,

inevitable, and if the exposure is unintentional.- There iS one .major
,

exception,. to this conclusion. /Although the criteria are met, 'other
ry

people' are not considered part.of the environment, except in lay
.

'discussions of4the generalized-influences on psychological development
,

of individuals.

Q4
?Ibid., p.

a
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I INTERPRETATIONS OF 'ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION'
1

ti

S.

.

. ,',ODAPTER V

a

The. label "environmental education" makes literal sense when

applied to a numbei of different classes of educative programs. It can

refer to education about the environment, for the (preservation of the)

environment, 'or. in the environment. Combinations of any two or all.

three
4

of these possibilities are also sensible. It is meaningful to

...

speak of
i

edlication about the environment being conducted in the environ
:

. ,

_.----,
nment, and of education about the environment-being designed for preser-

r , . i
---

vation of the environment. It-is also:meaningful to speak of education

.

about the environmeWbeing conducted in the environment so that the

__TN-learner will-attempt to preserve the environment. But the label "envi-

-ronmental education" does not necessarily entail any particular one of
A

these possibilities.

Compounding the confusion created by the different classes of

programS that could logically fall under 'environmental education' is

the possibility that any one of a multiplicity of selections from the

total envirpnment could be used as the relevant 'environment' in an 'en-

vironmental education' program. Similarly, there is a. range of logical

possibilities from which the entity used as the referent of 'ethriron-

ment' can be drawn. To realize the diversieytof possible logically

98
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distinct t_Ypes of 'environmentra education', imagine a relatively re-,

stricted set of possibilities: consider only the'case where an individ-

ual human is the entity used as the referent for 'environment'

and restrict t')a releVant selections from his total environment to

environment (in the sense of Chapter TV), the urban environment, the

the

family environment, the business environment, the agrarian environment,

ltural environment, the living ehvironufent, or the architectural

environment. These eight reletrant sub-sets of the total environment,

togeth with the seven logically possible classes of program, (in,

ah and for the envirdiitrient,_together with the four possible combina-

tions), leads to fifty-six logically distinct. types of sensible use of

'environmental education'. If we allow the pgssibil y that 'environ-

mental eaucation' may also, refer to instances where the referent is 'the

population of Columbus, Ohio', we find that we have over one hundred

logically distinct possible programs Lhat would sensibly fit the rubric

'environmental education': This number is a conservative estimate, for

not all possible refprents of 'environment'; or all possible"combina-

tions of components of the total environment that could be considered

relevant (and.thus be the. 'environment' in 'environmental education')

have been considered.

,

To avoid the possible ambiguities demonstrated above any full

definition of "environmental education" should specify the class of pro-

tt
gram (in, about, or for the environment, or the combination classes), the

entity used as referent, (e.g. the human species, the population of

France, or the individual human), and the parts of the total environment

of that entity that are considered-relevant by the definer. Explicit
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definitions that inckude all of these data will reduce the need to infer

the actual meaning, of the writer and should reduce misunderstanding. As

wr.11 as acting as a stipulative definition (stating how 'environmental

education' is to be understood in the ensuing. discussion), such a aefi--
.

nition'is-often, in Scheffler's terminology, programmatic conveying

some indication of tile practical consequences of accepting the defini-

tion.' For example, a definition that explicitly stated that the writer

considered environmental education to be 'for the preservation of the

envir onment ' would imply that. a particular class of goals would be in-

cluded in the program. The program implied by 41 definition that re-

stricted environmental education to 'education about the environment'

would. be quite different from one that included a com d program, for

and about the environment.

.Differences between the implied goals of programs based on defi-

nitions including the seven different classes of, environmental education

are examined in the first section of this chapter. In the secOndsec--

tion, selected examples from the literature concerning environmental ed-

ucaital are given to illustrate the diversity of existing definitions

and programs. In addition, the examples chosen include an account of

some of the disputes concerning the appropriateness of particular

classes of environmental education programs.

IlsraeloScheffler, The Language of Education (Springfield,
Illinois: ThoAs, 1960), Chapter I.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE dASSES'OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

In this section the features that characterize each of the pri-

ary classes of environmental education--education about, for (the pre-

seryation of), and in the environmentare established and 'contrasted.

The effects of combining these fealues on the characteristics of the

compound classes are then_considered. . Since the same conclusions hold

whether we consider the environment, or a qualified part of the total

environment such as the urban environment; the family environment, or

the biotic environment, the particular use. of 'environment' by the en-

, vironmental educatOrs cited is Of
k
little concern in this section. The

subject matter of their.courses would depend upon the manner in which

they used 'environment', but Subject'matter does not affect the type of

goals implied by each, class of environmental educationl

Characteristics of the Basic Classes of Environmental Education

Education About the Environment. Educational programs designed

to provide information concerning the environment are plgmbers of the

class 'education about the environment'. Their' objectives are clearly

cognitive in Zhe terminology used by Bl)oom et al.
2

Possible programs

are not restricted fo thoee that expect the student merely to recall a-

series of preViously presented facts about the environment. All of the

2Benjamin S. Bloom, ed. Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: The
Classification of Educational Goals. Handbook 1: Cognitive Domain .(New
York.: David McKay, 1956.).
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cognitive levels in Bloom's taxonomy ma/y be represented in programs that

are members of this class: students may be expected to and

interpret environmental data; to analyse environmental. situations into

the component principles;'to synthevize explanations likely to account

for an environmental phenomenon that is new to the student; and to eval-

uate environmental data and phenomena, and, perhaps, the consequences of

proposed. manipulations in'terms of the likely environmental responses.

(Evaluate-is used here in Bloom's'technical sense and does not entail

value judgements, either moral or aesthetic.),,.

'Education about the environment' does not-imply tht we already

have a complete understanding of the nature of the environment and that

it is the educator's function Merely to pass this information to his

students. Teaching the intellectual and technical skills,necessary for

investigating the nature of the environment is compatible with the no-

tion of teaching about the environment, -particularly if-the general ed-

ucational goal of preparing students for life-long learning is accept-

ed.

Indeed, it can be argued that education about the environment

would be incomplete unless some attempt is made to teach skills for

gaining environmental information.' It is not unreasonable to say that

one fact about the environment is that techniques A, B, C . . . and N

allow. the nature of the environment to be determined. The techniques

for.which A - N are symbols cannot be specified here, for tWey depend

upon the particular set of components of the Universe external to the

entity that are considered relevant, and which are refered to as 'envi-

ronment' by the educator concerned. But the educator is interested
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in the biotic environment' of individual humans, then one intellectual

technique that may be applied o provide information about the identity
.

,

of a micro-organism causing a particular disease is the systplatic test-

ing of gocn's postulates. OpiniOnnaires and unobtrusive measures might

appropriate techniques to'teach if the educator was focusing on the

Isocial or'arcilitectural environment.

Programs that do not include all possible information about the

particular 'environment' being considered-are valid members of the class

'education abouE the environment'. No onecan preten4 that it is desir-

able to attempt, or possible to achieve, a program that would teach
s4.4

someone everything about the environment. It seems a ieintless -exercise,
./.*-%

and, in any case, we do not know everything about the total-environment,

qr, probably, about any subset. of it that is considered in environment-'

al education programs. Thus, a program that omits-consideration of

techniques may still be Considered a valid member of the class 'educa-

tion about the environment', Similarly, there is no necessity for pr/ o-

grams about-the environmqnt to include objectives. at all levels of

Bloom's taxonomy to qualify as an example of 'environmental education'.

In Chapter II it was shown that there are cases where the purpose

of considering an entity's environment may have nothing to dowith the

effects of the environment and the entity on each other. 'Similarly, it

is logically possible for a curriculum developed to provide information

solely about the environment to belong in the. class 'education about the

environment'. In most cases, however, interactions between the entity

and the environment would be considered part of the subject matter for

this type of environmental education. Consideration of interaction of
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entity and environment also fits the coneept"of 'education about the

environment', for data concerning the effects that components of the en-

vironment have on the entity,' and vice versa, ,are valid- information

about.the environment.

Education for the,Envirolnment. The programs of educationifor.

. \

.

the environment/him to assist the preservation or improvement of the en-

. 4 Je. , ...

vironment'for a particular pu*oge; contrast this with education about
. .

a
the environment where the goal is a knowtedgeable individual. Typically

programs for the environment will attempt to inculcate attitudes of con-

cern for the features of the environment that enhance the chances of
,-.

continued huMan life, which enhance the quality of Ilea's' life, or which

are claimed to have value in and of themselves.'

,The use of 'attitude' is potent1flly misleading. 'Opinion',

'attitude', 'interest', and 'value' are sometimes considered to repre-
-,

sent successive points On a single continuum; values may be considered

to be components of attitudes; 'attitude' and 'opinion' are sometimes

used as if 'attitude' is a general orientation and 'opinion', is a more

specific manifestation of the broad attitude; and 'attitudes' may be

used to refer to matters of taste, while 'opinions' are held to concern:

matters of fact.
3

In the environmental education literature cited

in this and the next chapter, however, these distinctions are not made.

3See William J. McGuire, in The Handbook, of Social Psychology.,
2nd ed., ed. Gardner Lindzey and Elliot Aronson (Reading; Mass.:
Addison-Wesley, 1969), vol. 3, pp. 150-153, for a discussion of these
distinctions. 'Additional interpretations are presented by Anthony G,
Greenwald, in Psychological Foundations of Attitudes, ed. Anthony G.
Greenwald et al (New York: Academic Press 963), pp. 361-364.

a
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Almost invariably, 'attitude' denotes, or atleast connotes, 'a predis-

position to act'. Thus; if one :of the spe cific b jectives of the educe-

'toris to -Inculcate an attitude toward conseryat on of energy resources
.

he intends to produce a predisposition to limit the use of electrical

. power, by turning off elic-tric lights in rooms not being used, for exam-.

ple:. This 'predisposition to act' sense of 'attitude' is nsed'in this

and the following chapters.
.

Although attitudinal objectives are typical of programs in the'
1/4

class 'education for the environment', they are not necessarily the only
a

type.of objective that such programs may have. P.rograms could have

goals that include producing particular overt behaviors, perhaps habit-

ual responses. Some educators may consider goals of this type necessary -

and, valid because there is no guarantee that developing particular atti-

tudes will result in the desired end of a preserved or enhanced environ-

ment.for man.

The actual: behavior of a person; if it is influenced by the at-;

titu des that he holds, will depend upon the weighting given to confl ict-

ing sets of attitudes. For example, Strong reportk a case

1111V
jority of a community expressed an opinion consistent with attitude

of conservation and preservation of the countryside. However, re-
_

gional plan that wouldnsure this state of affairs was.not implemented:

"support for clean and ample water, for preserving the beauty of the

countryside, and for fertile farms and fine fishing.was about unanimous

. . . no one wanted subdivisions, trailers, shopping centers, or factor-.

ies nextadoor or down the road. But:inany, and maybe most, wo
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-them' on their- own land if the price were right.". .

Since the goal ,of education for the eqtironment_is to produce a
. .

! . ....------
. ,

"quality" environment, citizens'Must be-providewith the skills tHat
_..---

are necessary to achieve-this end. In some cases, these skills are pro-

fessional technical abilities appropriate for water-quality control en-
,.

gineers, air pollution enforcement officers, natural - resource econo-,

mists, or agronomists. In other cases, mprh general citizen skills are
A

needed: methods of making and influencing public policy, of finding

information'concerning environmental issues, and of estimating the

vironmental impact of alternate methods of'satiisfying personal needs.

These skills will be among those needed to facilitate the maintenance of

environmental quality.

Education for the environment need not be directly aimed at both

attitudes and skills, although, may be-more successful if both favor-
-

able attitudes and competence in appropriate skills are dvplicit aims of

the course. Technical education of environmental managers provides evi-

- dence that there is no'lbgical necessity for attitude development to be
a

included in progra%ms that qualify as education for the environment. One

can easily imagine training an air pollution technician in all of the

skills needed to operate monitori4 equipment accurately, to determine'

when the law concerning emissions may be being violated, and thus to re=

cognize when and where measurements are needed for law enforcement.

This technician need not have developed any attitudes of concern for 'the

quality ofthe air; he may be "coerced" into carrying out his duties by*

4
Ann Louise Strong, in America's Changing Environment, ed. Roger

Revelle and Hans H. Landsberg (Boston: Beacon.Press, 1970), p. 89.

S
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threat of dismissal or of legal action if he provides favored treatment

for a particular industry. Thu program of-education for the Rreser-
,

1 '
7.:,

.

vation of the envikonaent could conceivably meet its goals without ever

considering attitUdedevelopment.

It is an empirical question whether development of attitudes of

concern for the environment increases the eLfectivenes of'programafo

the development of.a quality environment. But it is'essential that the

products of this class of environmental education have the necessary

skills, either professional or general, and intellectual or.practical.

The example of tralningan environmental technician used above

also demonstrates the, logical distinctness. of education ahout and.edu-

'cation for the environment. The technician need not be taught any-
..

_thing about the environment with which he is concerned professionai-
-

ly. He need not know of the effects of air pollutants on human

health; on green plant productivity, or on buildings and paintings.

Al! he need be taught are skills; -the correct operation of his in-
.

struments, and how to compare the results with a set of standards.

Education in the Environment.' Education in the environment is

characterized by by the use of a particular' pedagogical technique, whereas

education about and education for. the e nvironment arecharacterized by

the type of goals the programs haVe. Any program that took place in the

environment would fit the logical criterion for this class. If' we use

the literal sense-of environment, and consider the learner as the refer-
.

ent forlenvironmentl, thenall education except that which was purely

fr

introspective could sensibly be called "environmental education." How-

ever, 'environment' in 'education in the environment' usually refers to

. 116
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refer to this experimental project as an example of environmental edu-

cation.7 .

In most cases, however, education inn the environment is not the

prime meaning of most programs now called "environmental education."

This. is true of some of the programs that were originally designed as

outdoor education programs, e.g., the Conservation and Outdoor Educa-

tion Program of; the Anne -Arbor Public Schools now stresses lithe study

of community natural resources under natural conditions" aniiiis,*there

fore, an example of education in and about the environment".
8

Some of

the original outdoor education program's were conceived as "a process

. of Ailizing the outdoors as an integral.part of the school curricu-

lum,"9 with the outdoors being used in. different ways in instruction

in different subjects.
10 Such programs would now be classified as

'educatiop in the environment'. Other outdoor educators had goals

that can be interpreted as education about the environment and/or ed-

ucation for the environment.. Roth and Helgeson cite the'fbllowing

goals that were established by Fitzpatrick:

To develop an awareness, an appreciation, and under-
standing of the.natUral environment and man's relation

7See Doneld William Cox, The City as a Schoolhouse: The Story,
of the Parkway Program (Valley Forge: Judson Press, 1972) for allistory
of the program. "Parkway Program," (The School District of Philadelphia,
1971)',.contains a brief description of the project.

8
Review of Environmental Education for School Administrators,

p. 38-39.

9Morris Wiener, Developing a Rationale for Outdoor Education
(Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms, 1965), pp. 264-265.

10Ibid. p. 267..

(1.
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to 'it.

To develop a sense of pride for the historical,
educational, scientific, recreational, and in-

. spirational values that are a part of his / the
.student's7 heritage.11

These goals are, respectively, examples of what would now be called ed-

ucation (mainly) about the environment and education both about and for

the environment.

Outdoor education has also been interpreted in a manner consist-
,

ent with.an environmental education program about, in, and fOr the en-

vironment:

The need to understand and appreciate the natural
environment is the challenge of education . ... this
can best be achieved . .'. by going into the outdoors,
learning the relationshipg of physical enVironment
to plant life and to animal ife'including man. drily

by association and knowledge' can a generation of appre-
ciative, coAcetned citizens peryetuate the small rem-
nants of remaining natural areas an&provide an envir-
onmental quality;that makes life.fit for living. 12

Currently (1972) the Ohio Academy of Science is preparing another series

of guides, expanding this definition to include social as welilas,

ical environmental parameters, and broadening their goal beyond the per-

petuation of the ;mall remnants of natural areas. The guides will be

for 'environmental education', rather than 'outdoor education'.13

4

11Robert E. Roth and Stanley L. lielgesop, A Review of Research
Related to Environmental Education. Environmental Education Information 1
Reports, Research Review Series--Environmental Education, Paper 1 (Col-
umbus, Ohio': Th^ Ohio State University, ERIC Information Analysis Center
for Science, Mathematics, and Envi5onmnntal Education, 1972), p. 3.

12Ruth W. Melvin, A Guide to Ohio Outdoor Education Areas (Col-
umbus, Ohio: State of Ohio Department of Natural Resources and the hio
Academy of Science, wo), p. iv.

13Barbara Thomon, personal' communication.
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Roth and Helgeson also cite other published goals for outdoor

education, includirig the development of individual value systems, sel

111

reliance, and personal aesthetic satisfaction.14 These uses are, how-\
A

ever, instances of the use of outdoor education as a pedagogic tech-

nique, for the personal chatacteristics intended to be developed are not
\

necessarily directed toward the out-of-doors. These programs are equiv- \

alent to !education in the environment'.

Given this diversity of original goals it is not surprising to

find all-of the logically 1siible classes of environmental education

represented by programs that have developed from outdoor education pro-

jects, either by evolution of goals and approaches or by nomenclatural

fiat.

Characteristics of the Compound 'Classes of Environmental . Education

The 'goals of environmental education programs characterized by

the combination of. education in the environment with either education
,

about or'education for the, environment are not different in principle

from those of the two latter classes when considered alone. The specif-

ication of teaching technique merely reflects a pedagogic conviction

that concrete representation of phenomena being discussed assists in the

attainment of program goals. Students whose eyes stream from exposure

to a high concentration of motor-car exhaust fumes may be more easily

convinced tha( es6 compbunds have a physiological effect, and, perhaps,
\

that they should be reduced in intensity if possible; those who have had

the opportunity to study regrowth in an old field over a period of

months may have a better concept of succession than those who read about

"Review of Research Related to Environmental Education, p. 4.

1. 9
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it in textbooks or see a film about the Indiana sand dunes. Similarly,

/-
the technique of educating outside the classroom inprograms that at-

,7\

tempt to teacj1 about' the environment and for its preservation' adds little

cpo ,the characteristics of the course goals. Educating in the environ-F7

ment merely adds another parameter without changing the, substantive.

goals.

But the goals of programs that edUcate about the environment and

for the environment are not -simply additive. If there vas a simple add-

ition the goals of knowing about and acting for the preservation of the

environment would be equal. However, this is not necessarily so. Norm-

ally one or other of the goals is of primary importance to the educator.

A

It may be the information -about the environment th/ is emphasized, in

the hope that.concern will be generated by knowledge. Alternatively, it .

might be the prime objective of the program o'r course that the students

becone concerned; effective citizens who will work toward,environmental

restoration and preservation. So that they will be effective, they are

given instruction in the characteristics of ecosystems, of economics,

and of politics. Accurate information is particularly necessary for

this goal to be obtained in later years when the students can no longer'

have their strategies and tactics developed for them by the educator,

and when the important social issues have ch-anged, There maybe some

programs where the knowledge and action goals are equally dominant; but

there is no necessity that this be so for a program to be an example of

environmental education.of the class 'education about and for the envir-

onment'. The particular emphasis has to be determined for each individ-

ual program.

I
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EXAMPLES FROM THE LITERATURE."

Introduction

113

Since education in the environment is a pedagogical technique,

rabler.han a set of educational goals,the criteria for assessing the

c.
worth of prOposals for this type of environmental education are clearly

empirical and'pragMatic: does education outside the classr6om enhance

students' achievement of the stated gOals of the course? Are, the

essary facilities and administrative support available.or obtainable

within the budget; By contrast, the criteria for assessing the worth of

'the goals of education.about and/or for the environment cannot be empir-
.

ical. .Althopigh it is certainly poisible to determine empirically wheth-

er students haVe attained the goals of these programs, it is a much more

difficult task to assess the worth of the gols.

The diffidulty of assessing program uora is most apparent when

the definitions of environmental education that. exist in the literature \--1.

are examined. What criteria can be used to determine which of these

definitions is most apt? How can one judge whether any given definition

is appropriate in a particular situation? In this section existing def-

initions of environmental education are examined and used as examples of
31P-
,

each class of environmental education. The definitions examined alSo

0

reveal the. differences between advocates of producing specific atti-

tudes toward particular environmental problems, and those who claim to

I
reject the inculcation of attitudes because-0y area violation of the

teacher's role, particularly in pluralistic society. The need for

value judgements is demonstrated, and some questions -to be answered

4

I
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when making these judgements are'stated.

Existing Definitions and Program Goals'

Selected definitions and.descriptions of environmental educa-

tion programs Are presented in this section. No attempt has been made

to be exhaustive and to record all of the variations that exist. Rep-

resentative
.

statements, have been chosen to illustrate pcsitio , and the

fTequency of a particular viewpoint in the current literatm e cannot be

inferred from these examples.* Empirical information concerning frequen-

cy of program types could be obtained-by classifying environmental edu-,
.

cation. programs on the basis of their published goals and textual meter-
.".

ials, but knowledge of the relative frequency of each type of program in

1972 does not help us understand the essential characteristcs of, and

conflict between; these classes. Tabulations of this type would be

,.,valuable -if temporal trends. in environmental education, regional or

grade level variations, and cultural differences were being deter-
,

.mined,, but may be misleading in this analysis': a:predominance of one

__J
type of program could lead us to assume that the differences between

thiS major dia.* and thr others need not be questioned.

In this section little attention is paid to the components of

environmental education programs tl)V refer to teducaf:ion_in the efivir-

onmene. This is a delibera1 under-emphasis, for, as indica

.'education In the environment' is conceptually different fromeducation

about or education for the environment. It refers to a teaching tech-

nique; the latter two are concerned with educational goals. We concen-

trate on the analysis of goals here, for that is fundamental: teaching

techniques must be assessed im relation'to educational goals, and the
O
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use of any particular technique las little effect on the conceClaliza-
c-

tion cif the goals or on resolution of differences between advocatps of

different goals.

Examples of the Compound Classes of Environmental Education.

The definition of environmental education prepared by'by a seminar in

the School of Natur'al Resources in the University of Michigan, and re-
,

ported by Stapp, has been widely used, in its original form or modified

by other authors. It is clearly an example of the compound class.of

-environmental education with its emphasis on education about and for the

environment:.

Environmental education'is aimed at producing a
, citizenry that is knowledgeable concerning the
biophysical environment and its associated prob-
lems, aware of how to help solve these problems,
and motivated to work toward their solution.15

s
It is also clear from-this definition. that both components of

education for the environment--techniques of producing change and_atti-

tudes predisposing citizens to effect change--are included.. When the

authors clarify their intend," by spelling, out some of the major object-

.

ives consistent with this efinition, they emphasize that attitudes are

an important component of the characteristics of an environmentally ed-
-

ucated citizen. They explicitly state that one of the major goals of

environmental education is "to help' individuals acquire . . . attitudes

of concern for the quality of the biophysical environment which will mo-

tivate citizens to participatein biophysical environmental problem

15William B. Stapp et al.
1(1):30-31, 1969, p. 31.

I 3
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Similar .direct involvement.in attitude formation in environment-
,

al.education programs is espoused by Hawkins and Vinton:

Environmental education ought to be a total look

at where man liVes, how he lives,oand finally why

he lives. -1

. The student should gain: 1) i\ broad under- '

standing of the enviroriment, both natural and man

made; 2) A clear understanding that man is a central

and inseparable part of the complex environmental

system, that he has the ability. to alter the
inter-relationships of the system; 3) A fundamental
understanding of the environmental. problems confront-
ing man, how these problems can be solved, and th&

need for`tndividual citizens and government agencies
to.weirk'toward tfietr solution; and 4) Attitudes of

concern for the quality of the environment, which

will Motivate him to participate in environmental
problem solving.

The ultimate goal is foT the student to develbp an

awareness of his environment that will lead'to a

personal sense of'involvement and eventually to the

shaping of an'environmental ethic .to guide his be,

havior.17

Thg generic relationship t the Stapp et al.definition is clear; the am-

.plifying modifications do not alter ,the main thrust of the original, and

it is clear that the programs envisioned by the definers would.be both

about the environment and for the environment, d, although not'ipart pf
,

the definition, the article insists that they also provide direct exper-

ience in the environment. .Note that this definition preserves the

dual goals. of the for component of the program: khowledge of how to

solve,probiems and a predisposition to attempt, problem solution.

16
fb
1
d.

17Donald E. Hawkins and Dennis A,. Vinton, Art Education

23(7):48-52, 1970, p. 50.
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Attitude development is not. as clearly included in all defini-

tions-Of environmental education as it ig in thoie of Stapp et al. and

Hawkins and Vinton. In the more-or-less official United States govern-.

ment definition no mention is made of attitudes:

"Environmental education" means the educaibnal
process dealing with man's relationship with his
natural and manmade surroundings, and includes
the relation ofpopulation, pollution, resource

. allocation and. depletion, conservation, transport-
ation, technology, and urban and rural planning
to the total human environment.18

This definition, standing alone, could be used as a prime example of the

basic class of environmental education, 'education about the environ-

: -ment'. No mention is made of the preservation of the environment, of

techniques of alteting the environment or halting its deterioration, or

of attitudes concerdifig-the-environment. The legislators' intent is

seen only when the definition is read in the conteXt-of the purpose of

the Act. The statement "It is the purpose of this Act to encourage and

support the development of new and improved curricula to encourage un-

derstanding of policies, and support of activities, designed to enhance

environmental quality and maintain ecological balance"19 shows that Con-

/gress passed.the law to provide assistance for programs for education i%

for the environment as well as about the environment.

Despite the wording of the definiticiin, the Environmental Educe-
.

tion Act provides an example of a member of they combined class of pro-

grams 'education about and for the environment' where the emphasis is

clearly. on the for component. The legislation contains the explicit

18U.S., Public Law 91-516, Sec. 3(a) (2).

19Ibid:, Sec. 2(b).
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assumption that "the deterioration of. the quality of the Nation's en-

vironment and of its ecological balance'. . . is in part due to poorun-

,derstanding of the Nation's environment and-of f,'-! need for ecological

balance."2° That is,. it is assumed that incrc g knowledge will lead

to actions that will restore: or prevent furthi .leterior'ation of, the

human environment in the United States. Here, then, the education about

the environment described in the definition of environmenttion

is assumed to be a means.of educating for the environment. Although

1,- & there is no explicit mention of attitude formation in the text of the

and-although there is no reference to the skills that will lead to

preservation,of the environment, the assumption that knowledge will lead

to attitude formatiorVskill development, and action appears-to be made.

If 'this assumption is not made there can:be no reconciliation between
.

the stated purposes of the Act and the explicit definition.

Although there-is no 'specific mention of education in the envir-

onment in the Environmental Education Act, the legislation recognizes

that it is that should be encouraged. The planning of.out-

door environmental education TeserVes is oneof the programs used as an

example of how the funds provided by the Act can:be used.21 That possi-

bility means that at least some of the programs supported undpr the Act

were expected to be education in, about, and for the environment.

Revelle's comment on the role of education in solving environ-

mental crises can be contrasted with the positions in the Environmental

Education Act. He states that education has a threefold purpose: the

20Ibid., Sec. 2(a).

21Ibid.; Sec. 3(b) (2) (E).

12G
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production of the specialistlrofessionars required to deal with prob-.

lems; the-"formulation and inculcation of moral and intellectual values

upon,which environmental improvement must rest;" and thecreatlbh of a

"heightened sensitivity among young people" to their surroundings. 22

Taken by, itself_, it could be an example of goals ,purely :for, the enviYon-
.

ment, but."sensitivity" to the surroundings would almost certdinly.in-

clude knowledge about.at least some parts of the environment with which

Revelle is 'concerned. Many of these components are not directly observ-

hble, for they include comparisons: awareness of "the depletion of nat-

.:.

ural resources" and the "proliferation of noxious wastes" requires know-

lqige of pristine conditions or some base data, and sensitivity to the

"depletion of'natural resources" depends upon khowledge.oE mining and

industrial techniques and of What happens ,to discarded materials and

domestic wastes.

Revelle's statements concerning the role of education and t'he

definition of environmental education in the Environmental Education Act

are complementary. Revelle appears to advocate education for the envir-

onment, but the context indiltes that pome education about .the' environs

ment bis implied. As it stands, thenvironmental Education Act defi:-

'nition is almost purely about the envirohment, but the context shows

a. clear intent to include educationor the environment. In reality,

both are examples of:the class of environmental education that is both

for and about the environment, These two examples illustrate the im-

portance of examining definitions and statements in context when there

22Roger Revelle; New York Times, January 12, 1970, p. 75.

7
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- practices -and influence their behavior.28 Cleany these are not exam-
.

.' .. . .

u

ples,of education about the environment, or at 'least, hot adequate edu-
. 1,

,

cation, about the environment. The reduction'of 'lead in gas6lines is

'achieve y the addition of hycVocArbons which; when burnt in the en-

gine, inc se the output of 3,4 benzpyrene, a potent carcinogen.29

Unthinking use of low-phosphate detergent's can also have unwanted side-.

effects: some.of these detergents reduced thephosphate content(by subt

stituting a nitrogen based compound, NTA-, since repovedfrom use, which

would also contribute to excessive fertilization of receiving waters;

, .

others used extremely high' concentrations of alkalis which caused derm-

atitiS in susceptible users.
30

Blanket bans on fertilize and pesticides, emotionally advocated

/,

by some of the public education groups,.are also likely to be inade-

quately considered from the poin v,iew of 'unbiased education about

the environment; there almost certainly will be adverse effects on the

well-being of individuals if all use of "synthetic" fertilizers and

1

P.
28See Garrett de Bell, ed.,'The Environmental Handbook (New

York: Ballantine, 1970), for some examples of these viewpoints, 'spe-
'cially pp. 300-306. (Note that *not all included articles take t is act-

0 ivist position: many advocate a careful,.rational approach),. ther
examples'of the slogan-based campaigns include student groups active in
promoting recycling of glass, including action to initiate.local legis-
lation to ban'use of non-returnablel-ottles in Worthington, Ohio; use of
low-phosphate detergents; and establishment of "Waste WatcheeCenters"
to recycle glass,cans, and paper. Other "hints" for so-called ecolog-
ical living can be found in Dirck Van Sickle, The Ecological Citizen:,

40Good Earthkeeping iii. America (New .York: Harper and Row, Perennial Lib-
rary, 1971).

29This example is discussed more fully in Chapter VI, where .

appropriate references are given.

30Allen(L. Hammond, Science 172:361-363, 1971.

L
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pesticides is prohibited.

weaponsu'and the social

uctiOn-in some areas of
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Public health' authorities wonlill lose, valuable

effects of possible reduced agricultural trod-
.

the world could be great. A more reasonable.

stance would 8e.tb advocate applicatidh of pesticide and fertilizer only

after a complete analysis of the costs, and benefits of'.both courses of

action--applying and withholding them--in each particular case. : (Boon-

social, and health factors are among the costs. and benefits that

should be considered).'

Advocates Of simplistic attitude changes would count their edu-
,-.

'oational program a success if the members of the publib,adOepted the

attitudes implied in their

them whether these

slogans. It would. probably not matter to

attitudes were adopted on - e basis of a thorough ex-

amination of the consequences of the alt -native behavior's substituted

for those deemed "ecologically bad." Thq end result,' and not the .reason

for holding the attitude, is prime importance to these ,groups:

Tfies activist programs a extreme examples of education for the envir--

onment, which, perhaps because their proponents ignore much data about

the environment, May not assist in achieving the ultimate goal of the

activists - -a life that dbes not disrupt the ecological cycles upoA this

planet.

Authors whose positions on environmental education impiy pro-

grams with characteristics resembling the class 'education about the en-

vironment' often reject some of'the teatures.tof 'education for the en-

vironment' whether it a 'combined progrm program oriented toward

'a single goal. Statements of two'of these authors will, be used here to

illustrate the arguments used.

121
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Ivany is sp4Fifically writing of tha role of science teachers in

environmental,education, and his positiOirdemonttrated in this instance

may not extend to environmental education programs the are based on

other disciplines, of the non=science components of a multi-disciplinary

program: However, he argues consistently for "reason and the intellect-

ual pursuit of Understanding the environmene-And against what seems to

him to be the more popular approach "thKough immediate action under such

glamotous titles as 'ecotiacti&s.' or 'environmental action'."31 AcCord-

ing to Ivany, "the most alarming aspect of'the educational ptoblem is

.the.apparent inability of. our teaching to create among students an in-
,

tellectual posture towards environmental difficulties . . . Increasing-
,

ly, it seems,our students are denying that /rational-empirical ap-
.

- .

proaches to problem solving _/ are feasible. "32

In his reaction to O'Neill's paper that recommends that Aust-

ralian schools become involved in "actively promoting the restoration

1i,and preservation 44e quality of.our total human envirqnment,"
33

Morgan argues that in a society thit values independently thinking

1
adults it is "improper, for a teacher to set out'to develop a.particular

attitude in his students to a particulai soc 1,question:"34 (Enliron-

\!.)

.

-mental,issues are included among drugs, war, racism, and censorship as
\ V

9

3 1J .W. George Ivany, in Environment: Readings for Teachers, ed.

J. George Ivany (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1972, p. 4.

32Ibid.,
p. 6.

33 .
- .

Beverley O'Neill, in Education and the Environmental Crisis,
.

ed. Jeremy Evans and Stephen Boyden (Canberra: Australian Academy of

..5cience,1.970), p.'48.' .
4

34D vid G.. Morgan, in Education and the Environmental Crisis, p.

50.

4
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examplda of social qUes0.ons). .Elsewhere Morgan supplements this ethic
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Am,

al objection to the inculcation9Of particular attitudes by a pragmatic

objection: "there will be many social cv.;tions of the future which we

cannot yet foresee, but whichstudents .avA,,to face: 1135 Therefore,

we will fail in\cur task,of preparing sAp face .their futures if

we only provide ready -made attitudes to usent problems.

xr
Morgan's position suggests that he'would agree with Ivany's

comment that "ways can be found.td support and encourage action.and per-
.

sonal involvement Without jeopardizing the stance of responsible science

t g.
1136 Both are concerned with the preparation of citizens who

value rational thought:'"citizens who are ready and capable of tackling

all social issues responsibly and capably--as citizens--wherever and

,

whenever they .occur."37 Both authors do have, therefore, some over-
'

tones of education for the environment in their positions, but,-their

'basic thrust is rational education about the .environment.

Ivany is closer to advocating 'edUcation for and about he

environment' than Morgan, who notes that "information on `man's

effects on his, surroundings merits inclusion in school programmes

simply because it is part of man's culture."38 Iva1py is perhaps

more inclined to advocate a position that implies that education

about the environment is a prerequisite for effective solution of the

?David G. Morgan, in "Biological Education in AustralianSec-
ondary Schools," ed. A.M. Lucas (Duplicated report presented to the
Australian Academy of Science, 1970), p. 93.

36Environment: Readings for Teachers, p. 4.

37Education and the Environmental Crisis, p. 50.

381bid.
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The:dispute over the use of educational systems to inculcate
. I.

specific attitudes and produce certain types of "ecologically. sound," be-

havior is potentially the most important difference between environment-,

al educators. Theother differences may become-actiponious, but it is

relatively unimportant whether the instruction in environmental educe-
,

, -
tion programs be conducted, in-the environment; in any case, it is a'.

.

. , .., .
... .question that can be settled by empirical experiment. If the,-goals of

the program are achieved more effectively or efficienily out of the

classroom, then there are grounds for advocating teaching,in the envir-

onment ar4nd the school.: The question of including deliberate attempts
s.

to produce an attitude change in 'a directiOn thought 4esirable'by.the
Y .

teacher, school system,' or curriculum developer is not so easily pet-
,

Led; this question will be'exapined in more detail in the next chap-
.

ter.

Referent and Components of 'Environment'. There is as much di-
,

.versity in the referent.of 'environment', and in the components of the

P
environment of the referent,cynsidered relevant -in discussions of 'en-

s

vironmentaledUcation' as there is in discussions of' 'environmental

deterioration' bi..,lenvironmental probleMs' Some discussions are

mainly, concerned with .the environment of the speciesf some with the

.)
"Environment: Readings for Teachers; p. 4: "Approprial* ecolog-

ical ed4cation demands prior knowledge of interactions in the,bia-

40
Environment: Reading's for .Teachers, p. 3: "man's present meth-

ods of interacConvith his ecosphere cannot be continued indefinitely
without-suicidal ousequences" is clearly refering to the species as a
whole.

4
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environment offttie population of the United States,41 and °diets .wifh
,

the environment 0 .the iridividual%
42

Somg programs Include ' other

people' as part of'the environmentl 43 others include only the ore-or-

less patUral biophysical environment;
44

but:Some include human arti-

facts aapart of tlieerivironment with which they are concerned./4-5

All these variations of referent and'of components of the total,

41Public Law 91-516, Sec. 2(a): .-"deterioration of the en-
vironmentand of its ecological balance poses a serious 'threat to the
strength and vitality of the Nation."

42For example, the Wave Hill Center for Environmental Studies
considers' lenvironment' to refer to'th'e "totality of all the 'external
conditions and ialuences affecting the dd.velement of the indiliidual,"
(undated 4scrIptive brochure distributed by the,Wave Hill Center). A
description of the Wave Hill program can. lie found in A Review. of
onmental Education for School' Administrators, .1O. 51.

43In the Wave Hill program 'environment' includes the teacher
and other children within'the classroom, Nave Hill Centei for Tuviroq-
mental Studie, undated,duplicated, paper: "Meaning of the word 'ENVIR-
ONMERTin the title: Urban Environmental Education Program," p. 3).

. ,

.,See also A Review of Environmental Education for School Administrators
for descriptions. of other programs that include 'other people' as. part
of the environment: "Ad8ricans in Cities," (p. 12:8) is designed to
give information about the social and cultural environment of individ-
uals;'Haivard University Social Studies Project materials consider poi.-
itical science.and,ethics, (p. 103). (The latter project appears to
have been included in the review because of its consideration of Skills
needed to effect environmental change, (rather than as an example of ed-
ucation about the environment).

44The. The Conseirvapion'and-Outdoor Education Programof the Ain
-Arbor Public Schools'"stresses the study of community natural resources
under natura conditidns." Ibid., p.38. -

'

- , .

45The National Environmental Study area program of the Natidnal
Parks Service includes sites that are. primarily cultural and historic ,

in addition to tho§e that preserve samples of "original" biotiecOmmu- ,

nities. Ibid., p.- 48. - ,

)
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environment_ _eo nsidered relevant are logically sensible, and all can

-------
.

count as positive instances of 'environmental education'. We saw in

128.

Chapters II and IV that the appropriateness of the particular referent'

chosen, . and the components of the total environment considered rele-

.vant, are a function of the purpose of the investigator. Similarly, iii

environmental education, the adequacy of a program can only be judged id

.
relation to .the

v

purpose of conducting .environmental education. Thus the

: chOice of program depends upon an analysis of the purpose: This choice,

and methodg of comparing different purposes for environmental, education,

are examined. in the-next chapter.

Summary

1Envirenmental education' may refer .to aap one of, or any com7

bination of, education about, for (the preservation of), or in the en-

vironment. The first two piimary classes are distinguished by their

goals: education about the environment aims at producing a knowledge-

able individual; education for, the environment is intended to enhance or

maintain the environment 'of the entity, usually human, being considered.

Education in the environment, by contrast, is a description of axpeda=--

gogic technique. In. most cases where environmental education refers to

'education in:the environment', 'environment' is' intended to mean "out-

side the classroom."

EduCation for the environment entails prodhcing persons with the
q,

technical or social skill's necessary to achieve the goal of the program.

Although it is not a necessary distinguishing feature of programs for,..-
cr

the environment, many diseussions and examples of this class stress the

inculcation of.attitudes favorable.to the preservation and enhancement'
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of environmental quality. It is the emphasis on attitude formation that

leads to some disagreements concerning the propriety of attempting to 'ed-

ucate foe'the environment,.

In many cases th6.-definitions of environmental education given

in the literature are inadequate and misleading. It is necessary to ex-

t.

amiue theM in the context of the program described Vo determine what

class of environmental education is intended. Unlessi the intended class.

is known some incorrect. assessments of the programs could be made.
:

.Existing environmental eduCation programs- consider a range of

different components of the.total environment of the entity used as the

r:r

'referent of 'environment'. The ref,plent used also varies, some using

the individual human, others the population of the United States,and

some consider the environment of the human 'species. Most existing prO-

. - 1

.grams are intended to'be for .the environment. Although many hay.-. com-

bined goals, for and about tire"`enviro.nment, the for-goal...predominates.
. i

z.

a
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CHAVTER VI

CHOOSING AN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
,f)

Choides betweenenvirnnmental education programs must be made

on the basis of value juipments.. That is, the choice canpaXbe

made at random, nor is it completely arbitrary. As Green indicates,

judgements, as distinct from mere guesses, "are always objective in the

sense that they rest upon reason's, grounds," rules, or principles.

However,-the grounds of judgement are not absolute or conclusive, and

'reasonable men may differ in their judgement. We are, therefore, un-

able to provide any techniques that will ensure that all people choose

the same program when deciding among a set-of competing programs. We

can, however, provide guidance on the issues that must be faced when

-;making the decision to develop or implement an environmental education

program,, and exemplify the type of argument that may be used to justify

the final choide.

It is important to note in connection with the status of valup

judgements that there may be disagreements between alternate"positions

without formal contradiction, That is, except in .the case ofinternal.

inconsistencies, it is impossible to use a method of contradiction to

I-Thomas F. Green, The Activities of Teaching (New York:-McGraw-
Hill, 1971), p. 178.

. 130
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"disprove" a position about the goals of education; 'environmental ed-

ucation' or any other type. Argument over the appropriateness of the

goals' can proceed by using emotive language to convince-one's opponent

of the worth of the case, or liy calling attention "to certain-facts that

one supposes him to have bverlooked. u2
These additional facts,. one

hopes, will lead the opponent to see the undesirable consequences of

his position and the worth of one's own. The argument will be settled

if, ziven\t set of ,facts which are riot disputed,_ and prior agreement
.

1
on criteria, one party sees that his position leads to consequences

at variance with his real intent,,and concedes that the alternate po-

sition is more appropri;ate. If, however, the agreed facts do not 4ad

one party to concede that his position .is really, untenable, the parties

must continue to disagree, for there is no sense in asking which of the

conflicting values is true.

-Many of the issues that mustbe faced when judging environment-

al education programs have been implied in previous chapters. In this

chapter they will be discussed explicitly, examining some of the evi-

dence relating tp each, and 'a choice made in each instance. The final

set of.criteria that I choose to use to judge an environmental educationr
program will be by no means the only possible choice. y. be attacked

by challenges based on a nunlber of grounds: 'I may have been mistaken in

the interpretation of empirical evidence; I may have made a choice based

on an ethical system different from the readers, and evidence that my

system leadsto an untenable position could induce me to change my

2
AUred Jules Ayer, Language, Truth and Logic (1946. Reprint.

York:Dover Publications, 1952), p. 22.

I
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choice: or I may not have forseen the implications of a set of empiri-

cally correct data taken together.. But it would be inappropriate to

propose an empirical experiment to falsify my value judgement; if it is

truly a value judgement there is no way in whin this can be done.

The discussion in this chapter is intended to serve two pur-

poses. First, it presents my choices concerning, the issues that must

be considered in discussing environmental education: the purpose of

environmental education; the referent for 'environment' that is used;

the components of the environment of the entity used as referent that

are relevant

gram that is

for the'chosen purpose; and the class of environmental pro-

to be developed. Second, it Is intended to illustrate a

method of approach that could be used by persons who might not make the

'same value c oices.

The implications of the position derived in this chapter will

.be more fully demonsf rated in the following chapters;. in this chapter

onlyimmediate reas ns for the choices are given.

Purpose' and Referent

.

As shown in Chapter II, the fundamental decision that must be

made is-determined by the purpog of considering the environment; unless

this is clear there Id no basis for choice of referent or for the

assessment of the relevance of any component of the environment of the

entity used. The reasons for our consideration of the well-being of

individuals in making environmental decision g were given in Chapter III.

The-case will not be re-argued here, merely.summarized for the sake of

'continuity in the following discussion.

I chose the well-being of the-individual instead of the

140
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continuity of the species or the power of the natidh,.for the latter
0i

two position's can'be used to justify tyrannical oppression or genocide.

This can, and does, lead to denial of individual freedfts because of

the aiversion.of economic and other resources to the ends of group su-

periority., At pcsient, the move to defend the power.of the nation-

state can lead.to situations where actions can lead to perhaps

species, extermination--by nuclear catastrophe, for example. This

would of course eliminate all chance of individual well-being as well.
3

v

The defense against the argument that concentrating on the well-

being of the individual is.akin to advocating anarchy is g earlier:

well-being requires consideration of the well-being of others, for co-

operative efforts are needed\ The argunint that the position is Utopi-

.

an, thus an unobtainable ideal, and therefore not worth pursuing, ,,Yas,

also rejected earliAr.

Relevant Environmental Components

When conside4ng the well-being of the individual, all parts of

the Universe other than the individual,that have a potential effect on

his well-being are relevant. As used- in.earlier chapters, "well-being"

includes at'least physical health. In addition, however, aesthetid sat-

isfactions and. freedom from acute psychological stress are compohents

of "wel- being.'.' .They are useful concepts upon which attention can be.

focussed, although they are not necessarily distinct from physical'

. .

3Bertrand Russell, Has Man a Future? (Harmondsworth, Middlesex:.
Penguin;- 1961).
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health.!) Given this purpose and extended definition of wellbeing we

can briefly examine th e major groupings within the Universe external to

the individual, and deiermind whether they are relevant components of

the environment for our purposes.

One useful classification of the parts of the Universe external

to the individu= considers three broad, classes: the abiotic compo-

nents; other species (biotic components); and conspecifics (socio-cult-

ural components).

Abiotic. It is clear that at least some of the abiotic compo-

nents of the Universe have larted effect on physical health. Cailes

or other non-living Mat6rials such as sandstone blocks can be used to

,?.provide shelter from the extremes of climate, which are another mani-
. .

festation of the abiotic environment. Electromagwftic radiation inter-

acts
,

directly with 'the individual, assisting. in his?-5,nthesis of vita-

min D, perhaps causing radiation sickness, acting as carcinogen, and

.

providing sensory stimulation via the retina.

Aesthetically, theform of the earth's crust can provide psycho-

logical satisfaction, as can the interaction of light rays with clouds

and raindrops.'

t
There can be little argument that at

ti-
least some abiotic compo-

nents of the total environment of the individual are relevant.
,

4Some of the.factors.labelled 'psychological', rather than
'physiological', maybe a function cif.1"gnorance. 'Perhaps additional

0 physiological data will explain some phenomena now called 1psychologic-
'all. The distinction made here is not intended to imply that there is
necessarily a dichotomy between physiological and psychological factors.

. .

fa; e)
t
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Biotic. There is no doubt that.sohe parts of the biOtic envir-

onment, other than other humans, are relevant components of an individ-

ual's environment when we are considering his well=being. Other organ-
,

isms contribute to his nutrition; e.g., food-plants and animal protein

sources; his shelter, e.g., natural fibres; and, in some cases, his.

,psychic satisfaction, e.g., yeasts (fermented beverdges). Other.organ-

isms can also affect him adversely, by, causing disease or competing

with him for food resources, e.g., tuberculosis bacilli and.corn-stem

.borer, respectively.

Socio-cultural. ,Evidence that other people are not normally

spoken of.ppart of the. environment was presented in Chapter IV.

For our purposes, however, They are relevant components of the eriviron-

J.)

ment of an individual. They can adversely affect physiological well-
/

bein/under some circumstances, and it is essential that some other

.person care for infants for at least part of their lives.

The personal satisfactions Obtained by contact with other mem-

bers of the species are also reason's for considering socio-cultural

components of the total environment. The opportunity to participate

in sport, musiclkl and theatrical productions, or conversations con-

tributes to a person's well- being.

For our purposes, then, we are interested in a larger set of

the components of the literal environment than are included in the.

environment.. But because. of this extension it.is.important'that the
2.-

components being considered be carefully specified so, that this usage.

will not be confused with the common implicit meaning of the environ-
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Priorities Among Environmental Components.. The factors. that

affect the well-being of an individual are included' in the abiotic, bio-

tic, and tocio-cultural components of his literal environment. However,

not all of the components of each pare of the total environment are

equally important. This poies problems in environmental education for

it is necessary to select the subject matter to be used in courses,

,

whatever class of'env1ronmental education program is selected. The edu-
,,

cator needs some method of selecting the factors that he will include.

Some selection criteria depend upon the interests of the stu-
(..

dents, as well as their setting. Descriptions of the ecology of the 'Af-

r

rican elephant in the Tsavo National Park are probably of less import-
.

ance to a resident of. Coonabafabran, Australia, than a consideration of

the kangaroo/sheep/native-paSture system of the local plains. But both

these examples may be relevant when considering the general principles

f population dynamics and competition in a Cleveland, Ohio, classroom

following an examination of the ecological relationships in Lake Erie.

In addition, considerations of intrinsic importance to the well-
.

being of the individual can help determine the factors to be included.

.

Something that is likely to have a drastic effect on. the individual is

clearly more impoitant than something that might affect him slightly if

-he ever comes into contact with it. This is a particularly important

consideration if the knowledgeable. individual can facilitate interact -

ion with a favorable environmental component, or avoid.a deleterious

effect. If we.apply this criterion to environmental.educatio4 in the

United States, we find that more emphasis should be given to syphilis

and hepatitis than to sleeping' sickness or trypandsomiasis when

.0
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If we apply the'same criterion to the abiotic component Of the

environment of an indivipival, we have to ,consider the effects of such

things as energy supply, the use of land, and the'supply of mineral's.

It then becomes difficult to rate the relative iMporpnce of an energy

supply and a source of steel; foe,example. The two types of necessity

are not apparently measurable using the same comparative units. LAs in

this particular example, both things are likely to be ierconnected,

and it appears a futile e?cercise to unravel them and decide which is

more fundamental. 5

If, however, we examine the problem of.ranking-priorities-by
. .

.considering specific aspects of well-being we can begin to establish

the contribUtion of the various relevant components of the environment.

Consider the well-being of one individual. If he is to be in a state

of well-being hiS life must not be,threatened, he must be psydhological-

ly healthy, free of serious disease, able to make any contacts*thatiie:

.

5
Ttiere have been attempts to develop common scaling techniques

to allow numerical estimates of total environmental impact of a pro-
posed project and to'determine the relative importance of particular
components of proposed actions. A Battelle study developed an Environ-
'mental Evaluation System for water resource planning, /Norbert Dee et ".

al., "Final Report on Enviionmental Evaluation System for Water Resource
Planning to Bureau of Reclamation, U:S. Department of the Interior. Con-,
tract No. 14-06-D-7182," (Columbus, Ohio: Batelle Columbus Laboratories,
1972)./ Use of the'system' results in a score in Envifoniental Impact- .

°Units 'with' and 'without' the proposed project.' The''Environmental Im-
pact scores are based upon multiplicatismpf parameter importance` and.
environmental quality. The Batelle group identified '78 parameteks,
assigned relative parameter iiVortance'units On the basis of several in-
dividuals' subjective, alue judgements that are treated by a technique
that "is systematic in nature, minimizes individual bias, produces con-
sistent'comparisons, / and/ aids in the convergence of judgement," (p.
103), and provided criteria for converting measurements of the paramet-
ers to an equivalent environmental quality scale. Results of a test of
the proposed system are included in the Aport.
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desires with other people and with organisms of other species, and he-

must be able to co-operate with his fellows to minimize conflict and

maximize mutual support. 6

.

We can attempt to rank these Conditions needed for well-being

by asking "Is there any condition which, if not met, would clearly and

unambiguously result in an adVerse situation, regardless of the satis-

faction of the other requirements?" Taking the extreme condition can

help focus the situation, so we ask specifically "which of these states

muse be satisfied for the person Co continue to live?" Then we can ex-

amiyte the factors in each of the abiotic, biotic, and socio-cultural...

components of 'the total environment.

Clearly the individual will die if deprived of a source of'cell-

ular energy. This supply depends upon three,basic factors: food, Oxy-

gen, and a functional enzyme system. In ranking environmental compo-

nents in terms of their' importance to an individual's well-being their

effects on these three factors need to be considered. We have.seenin

Chapter"IV that there need not be concern about the continued world -wide

supply of oxygen, so this factor 'can be relegated to a lQwer position on

a list of important. parameters presently threatening well-being. But

6Although this statement appears to be an assertion of facts, it
,'shouldbe -realized. that there, are strong value components prdserit. For

, "psychologically healthy" may not be easilymeasuied, for the
conditions er psychological health could conceivably differ for persons
with different value systets. There are also strong value overtones in
the notion that one,ofthe components of well - being is the freedom to- .

-make contact with other organisms and other.people, and the requirement
that co- operation is necessary.
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there are threats to the supply of food, and t, ,addition of new

chemicals to the individual's environment May interfere 1th the

cellular mechanisms that supply his energy.

Food supply is affected in two basic ways. Firstly, the abso-

lute supply of,food.being produced on Fath each year. There are a him-
,

a
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ber of factors that are known to affect this parameter. The increasing

use of arable land fol. building and tranSpoit space'in the developed

countries, the denudation of land through faulty agricultural practices,

including Salinization'of irrigation land, laterization of exposed trop-

ical forest soils, the decreasing fertility of overcropped soils, antf

the increased chances of crop loss by pandemics of plant pathogens in

genetically homogeneous monocultures are exampleS. dome of these fad-
..

tors are being,counterbalanced: for examOle the addition 'of artificial-

lyproducedfertilizers.such.as ammonia can restore some of the soil ni-

trogen removed by'cropping, and the contribution oelthe plant breeders

who introduced high yielding, disease resistant grains has led to

the so-called Greon Revolution. These positive influences also need to

be examined in .a balanced environmental education program, as does'a

consideration of the side-effects of these changes alluded to in earlier

. -.'

chapters. .

t . --
, -

-, ,

Secondly, 4ffective food supply is affedied by the available

food
))
perf.dpita. Clear*, the .number of people who have to Share the

total human food production affecte.:the supply available to any offe per-
.

son. so'do other.factors that may LEhe dependent on the size of
?z,

the human population. Political acid economic considerations govern 'the

supply of foodin world trade. United'Stabes-and AuStralian farmers,

t47
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have in the past been re ated-by governments who have used various

devices to kee arable ler+ out of production sahen it was considered un-

economical to produce to maximum capacity. These policies were in force

1 .
it times when there were shortages of food in some iegions, of the world,

.,/
t bbtt the "needy" countries were lot in a position to. pay for /the grain.

\ 7

As well ad-global inequalities, personal experience shows us

that not all people in a nominally affluent country ar'e equally well

fed: some individuals may be short of food; ornunab e to obtain a bal-

anted diet even 'if they are not Absolutely short of food. Various eco-

nomic and social reasons may be involved, but. they .need not be elabo-

rated here. f.

± When considering food supply, it is,- therefore, necessary to

include agricultural practices, energy supply for food distribution and

production 7 social and cultural arrangements, 'as well .as 'the nutrition-.
Al composition of the food. In countries where'most of the food supply

is
"processed" and has-numerous additives for preservation, ease of

mantitacture and increased attractive shelf it is also necessary
P.

to examine the health effects of thtse additives and political...con-

siderations such as the ."Delaney ammenAment" to the United' States food

and drug laws .'8

7John E. Ross, in a working paper circulated privately, reports
that ",we, are using at least one calorie of fossil fuel to plate one cal-

/ orie of food on the American table."

.8The I'Delaney Ammendment" to the U.S. Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act states no additive shall be deemed safe it is found to induce
cancer when ingested by man or' nimal, or if it is found', a-fter tests
whicharA appropriate for the eyaluation.of the safety of. food addi-
tives, to 141u:trice cancer in man or -animal." The debate over the implica-
tions of, the' law, and O'er the interpretation of "tests which,.are appro-
priates's is clearly,political, as well as technic ' '''`)A recent summary of
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.\
\ is important that the., cause of the resu'ting "diseage" be treated di-

.\ 'w
,

\reedy, rather than by the "ludicrous attempt of the medical profession

141

Similarly, when We are considering the effect of' environment-7

al factors on a healthy, intact enzyme system, we need.to examine the

effects.of pathogenic micre-organisms on,cellular function, and the

possibility of envme poispning.by toxins from the environment. :Lead

from paints in older buildings can have aneffect on children, and it

to leach the lead from peeling iaint by using the human body as'a car-

rier.

V.

Our FDA-approved chelating:agents do not work on walls; we there-

fore allow children to eat the paint so that:we can remove the lead

from the children's circulation, uere our wonder drugs woek so well."9

1

This satirical comment makes the point- very 6e11: we must-examine the

environmental origin of the causative agent, and treat that, not just

the symptoMs.

We,h4e seen from this brief sketch that -when considering the

necessity for a continued supply of,thetabolic energy at least the fol-

lowing factors must be'included:

Oxygen availabilityN.- U

Although oxygen may becoMe effectively absent from the tis3,.

sues in the course of some toxic episode, for example carbtn

monoxide poisoning, there is no reason to,fear that a general

the disputes between scientists.in different public agencies, And those
not employed by.goyernment, can be found in Nichplas Wade, Science 17Z:
588-591, 1972.

9
Frank R. Freemon, Perspectives in Biology and Medicine 15 :311-

312, /972, p. 312.

:0
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shortage of oxygen will occur.
l0

Diseav,

Since pathogenicorganisms interfere with cellular metabo -.

% 4

lism, public,health and waste disposal practices are relevant.

Abiolpic toxins, for example those in air,.water, and'food,

should also be included in any complete discussion.

Food supply --

Fakto"rs facilitating agricultural productivity, Lhe sources

of energy for foOd producttoi and distribution, and the

,socio-political arrangements that influence food supply per

capita ale all relevant variables. The adverse effects of

some of the factors enhancing food supply on other paramet-

ers of well-being must. also tee taken into account, for in-

stance, the dangers of increased concentrations of fertiliz-

er ions in drinking water obtained from run-off from agri-.

'cultural areas must be included when weighing the benefits

of agy_cultural, pfactices.11.

This one function--cellular energy supplyincludes many of.the.

\

environmental problems that are being considered in isolation by many

authofS. Population size, food supply, waste disposal, effects of in-
!

dustrial wastes 'that- may contaminate food, the supply of energy for food

--production` and distribution, and social and political syStems affecting

I °See Chapter IV, footnote 9.

'11The example of food supply is treated more fully in Chapter
'VIII, where it is used to illustrate'the form that a curriculum based
on the principles developed in this chapter may take.
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distribution of food, are all included as part of a system centering on

?' the most lundatental parameter ofwell-being.

The relative importance af each of the factors affecting physi-

ological health could, if necessary, be determined in the, same way:

food supply is more, important than an adequately balahced diet, for

without any food the indii/iddal must very soon .die; with a deficient

he can survive, albeit under some stress. The presence of low

el carcinogens in fold is'of less absolute importance than the possi -f

. ,

bility of botulism, for the latter is almost certainly going to be fat-
.

al, while low levels of cyclamat'es may produce'a slightly greater

chance of death from cancer at-a.felatively long time in tUe future.p
The particular factor of greatest concern will also vary with the 1,pca-

- 0
;
tion and degree of development of the society: in the United States

the danger from carcinogens in food may.in fact"be greater than the risk

of eating food contaminated with Bacillus botulinus. But in a less in-

dustrialized country the risk of death from parasitosis may be greater

than the danger from either botulism or carcinogens added to food.
e

Similar analysis could be made for psycholOgical As

indicated in.Chapter.fV both abioti- and living portions of .the total 'en-

viionmeht-affecta person's psychological health. Environment and the

Social Sqiences: Perspectives and Applications contains data on the

factors that affect satisfaction with housing areas, recreation facili-
;

tied, and architectural and adminigtritive arrangements of '

ii
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institutions. 12 The papers in this collection,. and the references Ehey,

cite; can be used as starting point's to analyze systems centered on the

psychological welt-being of individuals.
0 .

,

As well as minimum requirements for physiological and psycho-.
,

. . 41,

logical well-being, the effects of environmental: variables on paraniet-

...
____.

ers that add to well-being, but which are not absolutely. - essential,, may'
. ---

be considered. Such_faCtors as the supply of personal:ranspot come

into this category. If an individual's desire for transport more-:or-
.

ss continually available'is to'be satisfied, there are a number ;of

facto s that must'be present in his environment: He'ust have a' ve-

hicle At his disposal, a].thodgh not necessarily own it privately; there

must be fuel available for the vehAele; and some sort of right-of-way

over which.itan move. 'The exact nature of the fUel and bf the right-

of-way will depend upon the type of vehicle actually used. The costs

. .

and benefits of alternate types of vehicle, ranging from private car to

a dial-a-bus public transport system, can be calculated if all necessary

data are known. Analysts of the costs of each alternate method of meet-

ing the "need" must include an examination of the effects each has on

the prime requirements for well-being. For example, the effect of eit-'

haust gases from an internal combustion engine on enzyme systems needs

to be compared with the chances of sickness caused by wastes from power

. -

stations that-imuld be necessary for charging batteries of electrically

operated, vvehicles.

12
Joachim F Wohlwill and Daniel H. Carson, ed., Environment

and the Social Sciehces: Perspectives and Applications (Washington,
D.C. : American Psychological Assbci /ion, 1972)

/
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The emphasis on the function desired, iif thig case personal

transport, should lead to a more adequate analysis of the relevant coml..

pohents of the environment' than a simple consideration of the costs in--

curred when.a private car is manufactured, used, and disposed. of. It

avoids limiting discussion to present methods of achieving the desired.

end.

Similar analyses could be madeof other components of the well-,

being of an individual, and finally, a list of functions that should be

fulfilled would be produced. It is this list, 'rather than a list of'en-

vironmental parameters such as water, air, "pollution," fuel supplies,

and mineral resources, that should form the basis of an environmental

education program.

Basing consideration of environmental variables on the criter-

ion of well-being, rather than on the environmental varieables them-.

selves, has a numbei of advantages. It focuses attention on the rele-

vant parameters of the environmental variable, Insures that they'are

not considered in isolation, and facilitatesthe recognition of gaps in

our knowledge. Specific examples of the effects of some environmental

variables on well- being are given in Chapter VIII.

Class of Environmental Education Program

My purpose for considering' 'erfrironmene means that the goal of

any "environmental" program I design should be the enhancement of the

environment to facilitate individual well-being. This is clearly an ex-

. Ample of 'education for the environment'. Thus, according to the analy-

sis in the previous chaptq, my objectives must include the production

of the appropriate interactive skills. The production of specific
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attitudes is also a, possible goal of such a program, but the propriety

of inculcating attitudes must 'be considered. In adpion, I must decide

whether the program developed should have any characteristics of 'educa-

tion about the environment' and 'education in the environment'; that is,

whether the program will be an example of the combined dlass of environ-

mental eduction.

The justification for including 'education about the 'environ-

,

ments' and 'education in the environment' as part of the programmust. be'.
i

empirical. If there is evidence that peisons who are knowledgeabl
/Pr

. about the effebts of environmental parameters on individual well-being

can facilitatethelr ownwell-being and/or that of others, then educa-

. tion about the environment should be a feature of the program. Similar-
-

ly, if personal experience of environmental influences is advantageous

in achieving the goals of the program, then the teaching technique,

'education in the environment', should be.used.
/

. Identification of the assumptions concerning the relationships

of knowledge, attitudes, and actions, made by environmental.educhtors,

can help guide the empirical questions that must be answered when mak-

ing judgements concerning environmental education programs. Identifi-

cation of the assumed causal links can specify the types of data needed,

and, if any set of assumptions If shown to be untenable, then.environ-,

mental educationprograms based on them should not be adopted or emu-

lated.

Sometimes these assumptions take tht form of a sequential Model
ir

of the relationship between knowledge and actions. Southern,. for exam-

ple, explicitly proposes "that if the child acquires particular broad
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environmental understandings (knowledge) he will develop a social con-

.-Science (attitudes) that will affect his behavior actions) toward the

total environment."13 Shc_offers no evidence to support this belief..

If she is correct, 'there would be no need toatteMpt to change attitudes

or provide stimulus for action; producing knowledgeable citizens' would..

be the only'Coriern.fer environmental educators. Her position iS.sub-
.

, .

marized in Figure 1.

Figure 1,

KNOWLEDGE* ATTITUDES ACTIONS

e.

t
. .

/-1 Schematic representation of the assumptions
L - '.underlying Zouthern's conception ofenviron-

mental education. The position of education-
al intervention is indicated by the asterisk..

..

,

'Other authors rarely state their assumptions concning the re- \

lationships between attitudes. knowledge, and behavior as explicitly as

Southern. The University of Michigan definition discussed in Chap der V

clearly assumes that there is.a relationship between; knowledge (both

knowledge 'that' and knowledge 'how') and action, and between action

and attitudes. While it is possible to interpret the definition in

terms of a linear model similar to Figure 1, with educational interven-

tion directed at both knowledge and attitudes, a more reasonable inter-

pretation is given. in Figure 2. That is, the , inition and discussion

13Bevet19 HI Southern, in Ouaines of :nvironmental Education,
ed. Clay Schoenfeld (Madison, Wisconsin: Demba Educational Research
Services, 1971),' p. 57. (Southern's parentheses).



offered by Stapp et al,implieg that educational intervention should

V

occur at the knowledge 'that' level( "knowledgeable concerning the bio-.---

physical.environment")i'the knowledge 'how' level ("aware of how to

.solve these "environmental/ problems"), and the attitude level ("moti-
,

.

vated.to work toward /environmental problem/ solution").,

Figure 2

KNOWLEDGE THATIV-

KNOWLEDGE HOW* ACTIONS

ATTITUDES*

L.

Schematic representation of the assumptions

underlying the Stapp et al. conception of

environmental'edUcation. The positions of

educational intervention are indicated by

the asterisks.

.

A cyclic.model similar to that shown in Figure 3 appears toun-

derly the activities' of other.groups.. Here it is expected that activi-
ti

ties such as collecting litter from:a roadside, or participating in the

diciailed study of a water pollution situation to provide evidence for

political lobbying
14 will influence attitudes and increase knowledge

(usually, but not necessarily, both knowledge 'that' and knowledge

'how'). The changed attitudes and increased knowledge are then assumed

14
Irvin T. Edgar, The Science Teacher 38(4):45-47, 1972; John,

T. Hershey et al., A Curriculum Activities Guide to Water Pollution and

Environmental Studies'(Cleveland Heights, Ohio: Institute fot Environ-

mentalEducation, 1971).
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.to generate new activities, directed toward related goals, or more

effective versions of the original actions.

Figure 3

, KNOWLEDGE*

ATTITUDES*

ACTIONS*

, 1
Schematic representation of art alternate
model relating attitudes, knowledge (both
knOwledge'lthat' and knowledge 'how'), and,
action in environmental education. Aster-

isks indicate sites of educational inter-
vention.

149

In' the sources cited there is an implicit assuMption that know-

ledge ledds.to attitude formation, e.g., "when the litter from a few

blocks is placed in a pile, the results are impressive, and the message)

concerning-an individual's contribution to litter control in his own

community is inescapable "I5-but there is no explicit evidence that the

writers assume that attitude formation inevitably leads to knowledge

.generation. However, the description of the Germantown Academy stu-

dents turning to the collection of empirical data concerning industrial

and community pollution of water supplies to support their lobby of the

Pennsylvania legislature-suggests that the knoWledge was generated.in

15Irvin T. Edgar, The Science Teacher 38(4):45 -47, 1972, p.46..
11

or

4,
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response to'an attitude of concern.16 The nature of the curriculum mat-
.

erials produced by the Tiltonwater'pollUtion program implies that this

lc. relatiorrshiP, is expected to..recur.17 I-

. .

Educational intervention in this cyclic'model is primrily at

NSW

the action level, providing opportunity for the student to participate

in some action that enhances the environment (for example, collecting

trash, attempting to influence legiglation), but educ4tional materials

may be supplieq to facilitate knowledge generation, and educ.it.Ors may.
r

attempt to produce particular attitude changes. For this reason each

,level of the model is indicated as being amenable to, and appropriate

I for, educational intervention.

These models have some features in common. They all are direct-

ed' toward the goal of environmental action.' But they..havebeen pro-.

posed here in terms of an educational program that is essentially 'edu-

cation for (the preservation of) an environment' that will enhance well -

being. It is conceivable that other models cOuld'be proposed if the en-

vironmental education program being advocated was a member.of the class

'education about the environment', in which case the desired end-point

would, be s'knowl 'dgeable indiv uah It is not suggested, therefoie,

that these three models exhaus all possible sets of assumptions

16
Curriculum Activities Guide to Water Pollution,.p. xvii.

17The materials produced by the Tilton r School\Water Pollution
Program, published as the Curriculum Activities, Guide to Water Pollu-
tion cited above, are designed to enable the teacher to "'run with' the
particular interests of his or her students as they alrea exist," (p.

xvii), and to capitalize on the "desire on the part of stu nts today to

be directly involved in their society," (p. xiii).

1

.;.!.1
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relating environmental attitudes, knowledge, and actions.

Each of the models also'shows a cansal lii1k- between attitudes-/
.and actions. 'Unlike the previous feature in commo his is not merely

an artifact of the type of program being advocat d; the link is explic-

itly assumed,toexidt by the authors cited, and reflects the usual use

of "attitude" by environmental educators. The other link, between atti-

. tudes.and knowledge, is not common to all three models, being absent in

the representation of the Stapp et, al. positron,'(Fignre 2).
4-

-Knowledge and Actions. In Chapter. V it was shown that one nec-

essary prerequisite for effective actions leading to the. preservation of

the environment was ,knowledge of hOw to affect the environmental param-

eters. Similarly, it is necessary to know that certain phenomena exist

before they can be consciously affected. But, this does not mewl that

actions will necessarily follow from knowledge'. Indeed, one complaint

'about school programs is that students are given the knowledge, but not.

encouraged to act'.

The failure of action to follOw knowledge is adequately demon-

strated in a.number of instances of individual or-corporate behavior.

Knowing that a stream is being contaminated by wastes from a mine does

not mean that the wasts are diverted or the process changed; knowing

that paper mill Wastes increase the biochemical oxygen demand does not

result in installation of plants to treat -the waste; knowing that some

insecticides can be absorbed through the skiridoes not result in the

wearing of protective clothing; knowing that many people are living in

poverty does not result'in large-scale public assistance. In all of

these examples some other knowledge or belief interferes: economic

159
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factors, for example corporate profits or threat of unemployment, may

influence actions concerning treatment of industrial effluent; knowing

that a protective suit is cumbersome and expensive may prevent an agri-

cultural worker from taking appropriate precautions; and a belief that

the poor are in financini plight because of a preferdnce for living on

handouts may prevent voters approving welfare programs. But whatever

the reasoni*there is no necessary relationship between knowing that an
.

adverse condition exists, and that a possible solution-s available,'in.

implementation or approval of the remedial action.

.
Attitudes and Knowledge. The supposed causal link between atti-

tudes and knowledge repre'sebted in Figure 1 and Figure 3 is not. strongly

supported by research.evidence. There are sufficient instances where

this,linkhas not been demonstrated.to rule it out its a 'valid general-
,

ization. Towler'and Swgn; for example, found that elementary school

students expressed attitudes of concern for "the deterioration of the

environment" when administered a questionnaire related to "air, water,

and solid waste pollution." However, "their answers revealed a surpris-

ing lack of k ledge about the factors which effect the environment,

how they effect it, and the degree to which they are personally in-

volved in the problem."18 A similar lack of relationship was,- demon-

strated in a companion 'survey of tecondary school students reported in

the same paper.

Another example of the absence of a strongconnection between

knowledge and attitude was demonstiated in Barnett's study of the

.18
John Towler and James E. Swan, Journal of Environmental Edu-

cation 4(1):54-57,' 1972, p.

V

1
.14
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members of Zero. Population Growth, Inc; Among members who were under

- thirty yearg of age and had no more than one natural child, (i.e. thgge

who had not yetlexceeded the number of natural children.necelSary for

an .immediate halt to population growth and who were still.in their

child-bearing years),

knowing that one child is necessary for immediate
/ population, stability . . .has no bearing on per-

sonal intentions for less than two versus two nat-
i ural children, an a majority of those recogniling

the necessity ch the one-child family intended to
have two natural children--even when they believe
the United StaAes is already.pastits optimum-pop-
ulation size."

,./i
Even in a larger sample in a repeat, survey of ZPG members; when

it was demonstrated that more membersknew that a onechild family is

required for immediate population stability, the relationship was very

slight; only 7.5 percent of the variance in Intended family size could

beaccounted for by knowledge of the requirement of a one-child fami-

ly.
20

These two examples are sufficient to demonstrate that there is
.

S

no necessary, intrinsic relationship between knowledge about what is

needed to solve a particular problem and personal attetudies predisposing

individuals to carry out the appropriate actions. Thus a dependence on
I

the Southern model of environmental education, with the implication that

it is only necessary to provide knowledge to ensure that actions will

follow, is foolhardy.

19
Larry D. Barnett, BioScience 21:759-765! 1971, p. 764.

20
Larry D. larnett, "Zero Population Growth, Inc.: A Second

Study." Unpublished paper, no date, p. 18.

4
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The reverse relationship in Figure 3, "attitudes of'concein

generate a search for knOwledge,-" is of course an idealized objective.

It may hold for some people with respect to some attitudes, but the

occurence of strong advocacy of "environmentalist positions" in the ab-

sence of supporting data rules.itout as. an inevitable causal re1ation-

ship. 2 1

Adyocates of oviOftwing non-returnable containers. have often.act-

ed without sufficient evidence to firmly base their position'oM hard

data. The argument that.the iise of the same bottle a. number of times

reduces the drain on the natural resources'used in glahs manufacture,

and on the energy needed to manufacture and distribute the bottles,..only

.

considers one side of the question. Adequateldata to assess the conse-

quences of this action do not appear to exist. Answers to the folr4w-
:

ing questions are needed before an adequate judgement can be made: how

much detergent. and other cleansing materials are added to the receiving.

water. f-om the bottle washing plant? What iL the relative energy.con-

sumptIon in reusing bottlek and melting them down for new glass? How

much additional fuel is used in transporting wasteglass to a glaisworks

compared to.returning reusable bottles to a retailer and then ,4C1 dis-

tributors and beverage plants? What is the effect on littgring (i.e.,

21
The campaign used by the Worthington. Ohio, students who

attempted (unsuccessfully) to obtain the passage of a city ordinance
that would prevent the sale of beverages in cans illustrates the point.
The campaign was.mainly emotive, and based on an anti-litter position,
with little argument concerning the possible adverse effects on natur-
al resource depletion: Consideration of 'the economic.aqd "environment-
al" costs of alternatives was not made. (Dean Freund, 4orthington City
Schools, personal communication).

a.
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aesthetic aspects) of a deposit onireturnable b9,1tleiy What is the

risk to health from inadequately washed bottles? (There have seen occa--

sional fatalities frowdeposits of weed killer orother poisons(Stored

ilOittles'before they were Willed).

Attitudes predisposing individuals 'to buy beverages in return-

able bottles do not appear to have generated agsearchyfor thedata

needed to assess this behavitr adequately:. It. may. have generated the

selection of data to,support the action, but a biased selection of data.

"may give a .false senseof rationality, and ultimately hinder full as-

sessment.

.The possibility that widespread public attitudi'incucation"may

stimulate research by an interested party is not.relevantto the as,

sessment of the
I
models shown in Figures1, 2, and 3. The response of

, ..

1% .

the Aluminum Association .to ihe:_belief that the use of aluminum cans,
.

is more "harmful" than' steel cans because of the extra energy required

for production
.,22.

fox example-, is not relevant to this discussion.

though.the industry hasrcalculated comparative energy budgets in re-

',

sponSe to,a (feared?) consumer attitude, this is not evidence to support

the mode).i. The models are based ,upon possible relationships for the

individual learner, and data that show th.6effects of one 'individual

(or'group) Upon another's actions should be avoided in attempts to.
/ /

22The Aluminum.Association has produced three brochures,Summar-

izing their data concerning the economic and energy costs of aluminum in

cans and, other products: "Litter, Solid Waste and Aluminum Recycling;"

"The Solid Waste Crisis: One Answer;" and "Questions and Answers About

Aluminum and Energy Use." (All published 1972, And available from the

association, 750 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y., 10017)..

1.
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Attitudes and ActiVs. There are a number of difficulties in

assessing the relationships between attitudes and actions that are in-

dicated in the models of Figures 1, 2, and 3. One, major problem con

cerns the definition of "attitude." In most of the environmental edu-

cation literature "attitude" is best interpreted as "a predisposition

to act" it a particular manner. Any single 'action cannotbe'used as

evidence that a person has a particular predisposition, and, converse-

failure to act in the anticipated manner on particular occasions

,

does not. constitute evidence that he lacks the appropriate attitude.

There are many things that may interfere with the expression of the at-
,

titude by action. A person may be' under pressures restraining him from

action consistent with his'attitUde; another :competing attitude may

take precedence at a particular_time; or he may. even be attempting to

iplay the role of a person with attitudes different frOmbis. own.

The "predisposition" account of "attitude" preve0s a direct

test of the relationships proposed in the models, for predisposition

does not entail action. At most, it implies that the predicted action

will occur "with a certain p.rob4 lityr As Figa-Talamanca points out

in connection with studies of the relationship between attitudes and

behavior in family-planning

if a woman expresses a favorable attitude toward
the idea of a small family, we might expect her,
with a "certain probability" also either to be a
user br a potential acceptor of some, contraceptive
technique. The only problem is that ). . . it has

been difficult to establish what thig "certain
probability" is, and even if it is established, it

1C4
c
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is so small tht the attitude loses its predictive
value.23

Other difficulties in assessing the relationship between atti-

tudes and actions concern the degree of correspondence of "verbalized"

attitudes to "predispositional" attitudes.' Bart, for example, inter-

prets some data obtained in the Keep America Beautiful study of atti-

tudes toward littering and the actions Of respondents as evidence that
1

"thbugh young adults may have strong public attitudes against littering,

their private attitudes and actions tend to\be in discord' with their

-public attitudes against littering. 24 This "comment reflects the cliff-

icurty with paper and pencil tests: it is posible to report verbal

.sattitudes in public, but hold private predispogitional attitudes. In

'studies of fabily planning it is tacitly assumed that answers concern-
\

ing the respondent's intended family size are accurate measures of the

number of children that a person will actually have. 5 Hoyever, this

statement may be another form of public .verbal attitude, and may not be.

.related to the number of. children that will be included 'in the cm
\pleted family.

The preceding discussion emphasizes-that it is difficult to
s-,

design experiments that. could possibly refute the claim tbat\attitudes

are good predictors of behavior when "attitudes are considered as "pre-
.

dispositions to act," and illuStrates the difficulty of treating

23
Irene'Fig-Talamanca, Journal of Marriage and the Tamil 34:

'336-344, 1972, p. 338. 1

24
William M.Bart, Journal of Environmental Education 4(i):107

14, 1972, p. 10.

Z58ee,-fOr example, Larry D. Barnett; Demography7:53-60, 1970.
I.
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indirect, paper-and-pencil attitude measures as equivalent to predis-
.

positional attitudes. This causes a'number of difficulties for edUca-

tore. For example, if there are no valid measures of predispositianal

attitudes toward completed family'slze other than inference from the

actual number of children in the family, it becomes very difficult to

assess the effectiveness of any attempt to alter student's, attitudes

towards personal fertility in time to have a realistic effect on an ed-

ucational program designed to help stabilize national population size.

To wait for up to twenty years for the evaluative data does not provide

sufficient opportunity fOr revision of the procram in the light of

measures of effectiveness.

Despite these difficulties, data on attitude change techniques4

are available, and are ,often based upon changes in actual behavior.

McGuire, for example, examines the techniques used in attitu4 change

'research, listing suggestion situations where a description of an atti-

tude or behavior is presented repeatedl to a person until he carries

out the suggestion; confoimity situations,'where the attitude change

induction consists of-presenting a normative description of the atti-
/

tude of a peer group or authority figure; group discussion situations,

.where the members of a gioup present their conclusiors,on a topic, to-
1

,

gether with supporting arguments, and specific counter arguments against

the -ubject's position; persausive messages, where a previously prepared

presentation is given to the subject; and intensive indoctrination, in-

cluding "child rearing, psychotheragy and brainwashing. p26

26William J. McGuire, in The Handbook of Social Psychology, 2d.
ed., ed. Gardner Lindzey and Elliot Aronson (Reading, Mass.: Addison-
Wesley, 1969), Vol. 3, pp. 175-177.
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However, results from the attitude change research conducted by

social psychologists such as McGuire are difficult for educators to:-

apply at thiq stage. The research is mainly concerned with. laboratory

studies designed to elucidate the nature of attitudes or. techniques for
A

Attitude change. Even in this limited area the results are far from

conclusive:

Results /of current work/ often seem contradictory
and inconclusive. What is obvious now is that the 2
simple questions with which attitude change and dis--
sonance research began do not have simple answers,
What is needed now is the labor of defining the con-
ditions for one effect as opposed to its opposite:
When dogs fear facilitate change, and when does it
inhibWit? When are ,large incentives most: effective,
and when are small incentives more useful?27

Validity of the Models. The preceding discussion indicates that

there is no evidence to suggest that models are. valid if they are inter-

preted in terms of inevitable connections. 'rims the assumption made

by Southern, for example, that knowledge will lepd,to attitude deVerop-

ment, which will in turn lead to appropriate actions, Is invalidated
4

by. the, evidence. It is still possible that the models may be valid if

interpreted in terms of necessary prerequisites, or pedagogically ef-

fective sequences. Firstly, knowledge is 'a necessary prerequisite for

appropriate action, e'en 1.is only knowledge of rules of behavior

with ignorance of the data that lead to the rules. Secondly, there'Ls
11.

some evidence, presented when the model in Figure 3 was proposed earlier

in this chapter, that attitudes of concern do sometimes lead to genera:

tion of needed information, so that the individual may gain knowledge

27
David 0. Sears and Ronald P. Abeles, Annual Review of Psych-

ology 20:253-288, 1969, p. 279.
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as a consequence of his attitudes.

Provided the models are interpreted in the weak sense, and not

taken to imply necessary connections, it is possible that they may be

valid. How ver, this weak sense is of little predictive value to edu-

cators, and the models are probably of limited utility.

PrOgraMmatic Arguments Against Attitude Inculcation. It is dif-

ficult to justify attempts to .inculcate an array of "environmental atti-

tudes" to particular options: for example, the use of returnableThev-

erage bottles; buying steel rather than aluminum'cans; avoiding colored

toilet paper; prefering non - leaded gasoline; washing with low-phosphate

detergents or soaps; and considering more than two children per family

to be "immoral." There is,a clear danger in this approach, where the

position of the most vocal self-proclaimed "expert" or.the 'opinion of

the "committed environmentalist" is taken to be self-evidently true.

These positions are often advocated on the basis of an incomplete ana--

lysis of the available data, or, perhaps more seriously, are derived

from a complete analysis of the known data, but with unforseen coase-

quences developing. ExampleS of each type will be cited here. The

classification is not meant to indicate a dichotomy of mutually, exclu-

sive types of "errors:" it is of course possible for a particular po-

sition to be suggested after an incomplete anal is of.the existing

data, and when implemented, have consequences that could not have been

forseen from the available data even if they had all been taken into

account.

In the widely circulated Domebook, where advice on construction

of homes based on the geodesic dome of Buckminster Fuller was offered to

1E5
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individuals or communes who wished to break from the "ties'to the es-

tablished building industry and bankers, architects and inspectors,"
28

and live a life, in harmony with nature, builders were advised to use

synthetic materials. This advice was based on the grounds that using

timber would add to the destruction of forests and contribute.to eco-

logical
.

destruction. That is, materials produced from non-renewable

resources,, and which ire often not broken down by soil yganisms it

abandoned, were suggested. .Timber is a renewable resource, and, if

discarded,.wil1 ultimately decay. The recommended cho,iCe is more like-

ly to result in "environmental contamination" and destruction than us-

ing wood.
29

Errors that result in unforseen consequences are likely to be

more serious than the acceptance of advice to build dome hou'ses out of

plastics and steel, for they may directly affect "well- being. Examples

concerned,with attempts to reduce noxious'or toxic gases froth car ex-

I
hausts are instructive. After treatment of industrial sources had

proved ineffective, efforts to decrease Los Angeles smog centered on

the reduction of hydrocarbon content of ca &,exhausts. The addition of

-
crankcase ventilators and the redesign of the combustion and exhaust

systems is effective in reducing the concentration of hydrocarbons in

the exhaust gas. Cars fitted with these devices showed an average

28Domebook2 (Bolinas, California: Pacific Domes, 1971), p. 3.

See also pi 114.

29 Ibid., p. 18, p. 19. (The original argument from Domebook

One is reprinted, and the analysis corrected by presenti4 alternative

data, including the comparison between renewable forest resources and

non-renewable "minerals retched from the earth,*or petroloeum sucked

from the earth.")
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_ decrease of 35 percent in exhaust hydrocarbons,
30

compared witl

of similar 1963 models.' In Twos Angeles, the average hydrocarb

centration in the air decreaded by 12 percent from 1965 to 196

162

results

n con-

31

(The smaller decrease in the city air, is partly a consequence .f fit-

tingting only new cars with the devices).

But these control techniques for hydrocarbons increase'the op-

. erating temperature of the engines, leading to an increase in the pro-,

duction of nitrogen oxides, mainly nitric oxide with some nitrogen di-
.

oxide. Ford and Plymouth models operating in low altitude cities had

an average increase of 44 percent in oxides of nitrogen over the 1963

, baseline; Chevrolet had a similar increase at high altitudes, but a

slight decreasetin low altitude cities.32 The increase in the nitrogen

oxides concentration in the Los Angeles air from 1.965 to 1968 was 28

percent.33 Nitrogen dioxide is toxic; nitric oxide is one component of

' the photochemical oxidation reactions that lead to the formation of the

eye-irritant peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN).34 Thus attempts to appl

knbwn technology to, remove the hydrocarbon compounds from the use

motor vehicle gas produced an increase in another contaminant. Fr m

30
Walter F. McMichael et al., Journal of the Air Pollution on-

trol Association 1914246-248, 1968.

31
Barry Commoner, The Closing Circle (New York: Knopf, 1972)

p. 71, citing Fuller et al., 1967. (See. Closing Circle, p. 307.)

32_
waiter F. McMichael et al., Journal of the Air Pollution

Control Association 18:246-244, 1968.

33
Barry Commoner, citing Fuller et al., 1967. (See Closing

Circle, p. 71 and p. 307.)

34lrving R. Tabershaw et al., Journal of. Occupational Med-
icine 10:464-484,1968, p. 465.

170
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hindsight we can see that the effect may have been predictable, given

knowledge of the combustion temperature and data on the combination of

nitrogen and oxygen at high temperatures, but there were no extensive

automobile data at thd time.

The experience of exchanging one problem for another in exhaust

emission control has been salutary, Much morel extensive investigations

are now being made by groups interested in rectifying the nitrogen ox-

ides emission' problems. The catalytic method of reducing the concen-

tration Of nitrogen oxides in exhaust gases depends upon the'clontinued

activity of the materials that catalyse reactions such as:_

2N0 + 2C0 = N2 + 2CO2

2NO2 + 4C0 = N
2
+ 4CO2

. .

Other similar reactions are possible.35 Catalysts currently under in-

vestigation are, however, "poisoned" by the presence of the lead com-

pounds added to gasoline to increase the effectiVe octane rating. One

study reports that the effective life of some catalysts may be the

equivalent of only 20,000 miles of driving.36 It would seem, 'there-

fore, 'that current advocacy o± the removal of lead from gasolines is

soundly based, particularly as the lead compounds emitted in the ex-
,

haust may have some deleterious effects to health in their own right.

35J.
Bagg, in Air Pollution Control, Part I, ed. Werner Strauss

(New York: Wiley-Interscience, 1971); p. 83.

36
L.J.E. Hofer et al., abstracted in U.S., Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service, Environmental
HeUth Service, National Air Pollution, Control Administration, Hydro-
perbons and 21, Pollution: An Annotated Bibliography, National Air
Pollution Con:I.Administration Publication AP-75,970, p. 467.
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However, unleaded gasolines have some undesirable side effects.

In one study a fleet of cars fueled with unleaded gasoline reduced vis-
,

ibility and deposited more soil on test filters than a comparable fleet

using leaded gasolin.37 'Increased carcinogenesis resulting from expo-

sure to the exhaust pro ucts of non-leaded fuels may be a more serious

danger. The effecti e octane rating of the low-lead or non-leaded f u-

els is maintained in most cases by the inclusion of aromatic compounds

in the formulation.38 The amount' f the carcinogen 3,4-benapyrene-pro-

39
ced increases with the amount of aromatic hydrocarbons in thelfuel.

At best the arguments for the immediate removal of lead from gasolines

/ are based on tenuous data;'the balance of positive and neggtive effects

of such actions is not yet clear. 'Given this situation, Presidential

recommendatiOns that the'use of low-leaded gasoline be encouraged by

tax incentives") and the eco-activists recommendations that consumers

choose low-lead gasolines may be examples of recommending actions based

on an incomplete analysis. But, in contrast to thg proposals to re-

move hydrocarbons'by increasing-combustion temperatures, there is a

*serious questioning of the consequences of immediate lead removal,and

maintenance of the fuel quality by adding hydrocarbons. It is there-

fore more likely that ultimate decisions concerning the fate of lead in

37
John M. Pierrard, Science 175:516-518, 1972.

38
Edwara.J. Farkas, Science 174:545, 1971.

39R.G Temple, in'Air Pollution Control, Part I, p. 183.

4°Richard Nixon, President's Message, in Environmental Quality.
The First Annual Report of the Couhcil on Environmental Quality (Wash-
ington,'D.C.: Government Printing office) 1970), p. x. See also p. 78,
for thationale for a tax of $4.25 per pound of lead used in gaso-
line.
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gasoline will be made on the basis of more adequate evidence than pre-

vious actkons. 41

But suppose that the advocates of lead-free fuels are success-

ful in inculcating an attitude that produced strong buyer resistance to

leaded fuel.° If the ultimate evidence shows that leaded fuel is in

fact. more desirable than one containing high concentrations of aromat-

ics and it is'decided that a partial recycling of exhaust gases to the

combustion chamber is the most effective method of reducing nitrogen

oxides, it may be difficult to reverse buyer preferences. Buyers may

insist on the more damaging fuel.

Thus there are additidnal reasons for rejecting the strategy of

deliberately attempting to inculcate an appropriate attitude concerning

each "environmental problem" that is-Perceived,: The attitude may be

based on a false analysis of the available data; it may be based on a

conclusion that is at best tenuous; or it may be only appropriate for

a narrow geographic or temporal range. The last instance implies that

continual formation of attitudes will be required as new problems

arise; it is highly improbable that any group will 'be able to predict

.1111 attitudes that will be "needed" in 1980, let alone 1999.* The pos-

sibilty of successfully inculcating An attitude that is in fact inap-

propriate is more serious than the implied necessity of continued

41Despite the absence of complete data, some prohibitions Al-
ready exist. New York City, for example, passed an ordinance in Au-
-gu,4t, 1971, which requires a stepwise :reduction of lead in.gasoline
sold there, with complete elimination by January 1, 1974. See Robert
J. Bazell, Science 174:574-576, 1971, for a discussion aQ the arguments 1:4,1

for and against the ordinance. The debate foCussed on the effects of
lead per se, and did not consider the effects of alternative formula-
tions.
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deliberate attempts to produce attitudes toward each new problim.

Continued changing of ''desirable" attitudes best, result in

loss of credibility; at worst,; the populace may continua to act in ac-
.

cord with the "old" attitude, thus worsening the situation the attitude

( "
was intended to alleviate.

The previous arguments against inculcation of particular atti-.

tudes toward specific environmental problems- -lack of educationally use-
.

ful attitude measures and the danger of inculcating the "wrong" atti-,

tude-- are reflected in Hendee's comment V"1 education

should focus on closing The / knowledge and participa4on gap and not

)142 -'/'
on closing minds by trying to specify attitudes.

The Propriety of Attitude Inculcation. In Chapter V some exam-
,

ples of the dispute concerning the inculcation of particular attitudes'

J
toward environmental parame s were given. This conflict will be ex-,

amiled in a little more d tail here although the previous arguments
, .

for rejecting this approach are sufficient to make this discussion re-
.

dundant. The issue Of indoctrination will therefore be treated brief-

ly, although it is not' an Unimportant concern. In the particular case .,

of environmental education, however, the justificatioid for rejecting a

prime focus on attitude formation does not depend upon the issue of in

doctrination; sufficient reasons for denying the utility of inculcating

particular predispositions have been proposed earlier.

.
Opponents of the inculcation of particular attitudes to the

c.

,array of presently recognized environmental problems sometimes refer to

42John C. Hendee, Journal of Environmental Education 3(3), un-

numbered cover page, 1972.
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this procedure as indoctrination. '
I.

Morgan, for example, warns against

indoctrination when discUssing the teaching of social issues in biology

and in environmental education.43

Flew recognizes two.isenses of indoctrination. The primary

sense of indoctrination, wherethe label is applied pejoratively, "is

a matter of trying to implant firm convictions of the truth of doc-..

trines which are in fact false or at least not known) to be true:"

the secondary,sense, indoctrination is a matter "of trying, in any

sphere what ever, to implant beliefs, even those which are true and

known to be true, 6Ycertain disfavoured methods." (Disfavoredmeth-

ods would be those that were in some way "incompatibil.with the produc-

toon of a proper /understanding of what is taught and of a critical 4-

preciation of 'its logical and epistemological status." Flew'points out

that this is a'kactical quOtion, rather than a theoretical one, with

the test of, the method being the understanding demonstrated by the

,

learner).
44 /

Flew ;insists. in hiS paper that any inculcation-of beliefs is

not necessarily an example of indoctrination; the beliefs inculcated as

true, as well as being false or unproven, must be concerned'with ideo-

logies of some sort. Given this account of indoctrination, is there

any justification in using the term in reference to the particular .

43David G. Morgan, in "Biological Education in Australian Sec-
ondary Schools," ed. A.M.. Lucas (Duplicated report presentae to. the
Australian Academy of Science, 1970), p. 93; and in Educatia and the
Environmental Crisis, ed. Jeremy Evans and Stephen.Boyden (Canberra:
Australian Academy of Science, .1970), p. 50.

44Antony Flew, tudies in Philosophy and Education 4:281-306,
1966. All quotations are from p. 305. '

I

H'1
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predispositions of which environmental educators speak when. they

cate the inculcation of attitudes?

We have seen earlier in.the chapter that at least some of the

attitudes inculcated are based on false or unproven premises. But pro-
d

ducing an aversion to purchase of leaded gasoline, or soft drinks in

non-returnable bottles, would scarcely be construed as ideological.

The vehement advocacy by some eco-activists of a "return to na-

ture" and a rejection of the perceived "growth" ethic of industrialized

;societies takes on the fervor of an ideology in many cases. The bel-

iefs and associated predispositions to act that advocates'of these po-

sitions attempt to inculcate may also be false, or at least not known

to be true. The assumption that the source of the nitrogen atoms in

the protein of'grain affects the nutritional quality of the food pro-

duced from it is one example: this belief is held by some of the "nat-

ural food"-advocates within the eco-Activist's counterculture. Appar-

ently they believe that the use of rea produced in a lactory confers

''
harmful attributes on the food comp ed to the urea added 'in the form

of animal wastes.45
CO

Opponents to the counterculture eco-activists also attempt in-

doctrination in many cases. Fqr. example,.the belief that economic

,1

trowth'is'the only measure of.a nation's strength and worth is often

viewed as a doctrine. The attempted inculcation of growth- oriented .at -'

titudes would then count as indoctrination, in Flew's primary sense.

45-See Emanuel Epstein, Science 176:235, 1972, and a letter
from Joel H. Hildebrand, Scienca. 177:944-945, 1972 for some comments
concerning the beliefs about organic gardening, plant nutrition, and
chemical naivete.
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. Even where 'indoctrination' can properly be applied, ti mere

application of the label is not a sufficient argument against the .prac-

tices if the primary serise of'indoctfination' is implied. 'To'bd

vincing it is necessary to show why the label is justified. This will

mean that rguments similar to those used in previous sections will be

necessary: Are the beliefs upon which the attitudes are based knon.

to be false? Is there reasonable doubt about the veracity of the be-

. lief? That is, by demonstrating that indoctrination is occuring we

will be necessarily demonstrating the premises that are in .doubt. It

is on the basis of the doubtftli,fou6dation that theattitude inculca7

tion is rejected; not on the label "indoctination."

Inevitability of Attitude Formation. Despite the arguments

against basing anenvironmental education program on the inculcation of

an array of particular attitudes it.must be recognized that teachers

a

will be,anilAportant influence'on the formation,of attitudes toward

social problems, including those refered: to as "envifonmental ". Class-

room settings inevitably provide at least two of the types of attitude

change situations outlined by, McGuire:, suggestion situations Ind con-

formity situations.

Sufficieat,fapeqitions of situations suggesting the nndesirab-

iliey of furnace smoke may produce an au:i'mkt,19/adverse reaction to

such industrial undeftakings. This need not be repetition -of overt
,

statements. Selection of examples for history, lessons, for instance

the production of the "Black Country" in industrializingsEngland; An
.

biology classes, e.g., the use of industrial melanism to illustrate

evolutionary change in a short period of time; and in mathematics

.
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lessons, (where students may be asked to, use "data" such as 'when the

sulfur dioxide'content of the air in'NeW York city rises above .22

parts per million, ten to twenty people die as a result. In the past,

five years, sulfur dioxide has reached this level at least once every

ten days,"46 as.a basis for computation exercises such as "How many

people died in New York city during the last five years because.of

sulfur dioxide air pollution?1147 )' could conceivably result in the in-
_

culcation of AI attitude of aversion to industrial plants. Continued
4

selection of such. examples, which may be correct in themselves, could

provide a biased'set of beliefs leading to a particular predisposition
o

to act.

Conformity situations arise in classrooms when the perceived

attitudes of the authority figure (teacher) and the perceived normative

belief of the class exert a pressure on the student to bring his own

.attitudes and beliefs into line. Once again, this need not be overt

pressure: Continued discrepancy between an individual'sbehavior and

that of his classmates, and the expected behavior of the teacher,in

similar situations, may exert suffiCient-subtle pressures for a person

to act in a similar manner. According to some theoretical interpreta-

tions of motivation and attitude change-this consequent action can

'eventually lead to a change in personal dispositi9n to act, as the in-

dividual reduces dissonance between his actions and his original

46
George L. Henderson and oMary Van Beck, The Mathematics Teach-

er.64:33-36, 1971, p.33. -

47
Ibid., p. 34.

4
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attitudes.
48

-It is extremely difficult for a teacher to avoid situations_

I .

where pressure4,,.of suggestion or conformity could eventuate, even if
.

.. .

.

he'does not consciously attempt to inculcate particular attitudes to-
-

. .

wara'selected issues'. Perhaps' it is preferable' in this situation to

deliberatelyochoose the attitudes that are to be inculcated., If this
,!

is none, perhaps less damage may be done inthe long run.

Emphasize Rational Attitudes. Both' writers whose positions

were used inChapter V to illustrate the opp&sition of some educators

to the use of environmental educationi programs to inculcate particular

attitudes. to specific problems advocate the formation of general atti

tudes which are applicable in any situation, whether related to envir--.

onmental deterioration or some other social or personal iss'ie. Both

Ivany and Morgan imply development of a disposition for taking rational

actions. They would aim at producing students with a generalized so-

cial concern, who are willing to consider all available. evidence bpfore

making a decision to act in a manner compatible with societal well-
'

being, and who are willing to change their decisions when additionak.

evidence becomes available.

Inculcation of a'predisposition.toward rational actions canndt

!be objected to on the same grounds as the inculcation of particular at-

.

titudes. If the inculcation is successful, then the actions will not

be based on partial analysis of data supporting only one viewpoint,

.

. 48
See E.E. Davis, Attitude Change: A Review and Bibliography Of

Selected Research. Reports and Papers in the Social Sciences No. 19
(Paris: UNESCO, 1964), :particularly Chapter 2, for examples drawn mainly
from research on social prejudices.
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actions will be changed when new evidence that suggests that the pre-

vious analyses were incomplete becomes available,, and a deliberate

search for opposing evidence will beimade when action is contemplated.

That is,:programs attempting to inculcate these attitudes will be aimed

at producing open minds, not minds closed by Troviding the solutions.

"Rational. actions" do not, of course, requite complete certain

ty of outcome. In many cases actions must be taken although complete

evidence, is not available, and cannot be obtained.in the time available

before action must commence. In these cases, therefore, a rational

action will be one-tbat takes-into consideration all of the evidence

preqently available, which.is consistent with the weight of the evi-

dence and of unformed extrapolative predictions, and which keeps open
-

as'rnany options as possible consistent with alleviation of the current

problem. For example, all of the evidence concerning the economics and

necessity of recycling metals is not, yet available.49 What there is

suggests illat in the fqture there will be a need for the reuse of met-

. als, and that the best method of ensuring their future availability is

disposal in landfill. Landfill 'represents an effective method of waste

removal which,,if 'carefully conducted, raises lew public health prob-

lems.

If metals to be buried are separated into ferrous and non-fer-

rous metals, and'each,is buried in known separate positions, the land-

fill can'be a valuable source of mineral's at a later date. The

'49Walter 0. Spofford, Jr., Environmental Science.and Technology
4:1108-1114, 1970, discusdes-someOf the issues, and evaluates the. .

"worth" of'some specific recycling projects, using"bOth a market.and a
Social viewpoint.
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concentrated "ore body" can be easily "mined" if needed later9 But

certain precautions will have to be taken if the option of retrieval

is to be maintained: the land-fill cannot be used for housing or in-

dustrial vurposeS, but its function as a reserve of "ore" will not be

impeded if it is retained as an open space; for example, for recreation

or agriculture.
0

Under some circumstances a rational decision may be to act in

an apparently irrational manner. For example, if it is impossible to

obtain data necessary for a dedision it may be possible to force am.

affected group to obtain.the data by inducing a buyer boycott of cer-

tain gobds. The widespread claim that the use of colored toilet paper

is ecologically unsound, for the dyes impede, development of normal eco-\

\ Lsystems in receiving waters, was not founded upon adequate data.
ti

Never-the-lesS; the claim prompted paper manufacturers to conduct in-.

,

.tensive 'analyses, with the.result that no evidence for deleterious ef-

fects could be found. Thus an aotion by one group of people induced

the geneiation of new knowledge.51 However, the same example points

up another danger.: actions taken to stimulate the generation of data

50The thermodynamic costs of retrieval from such a land-fill
are clearly less than those of recovery of widely dispersed materials.
See R. Stephen.Berry, Bulletinbf'the Atomic Scientists 28(5):8-15,
1972, for an account of thermddynamic cbsts,of recycling in the case of
motor vehicle production. He provides some data on the thermodynamic
costs of complete dispersal of discarded materials that would be appli-
cable in the evaluation' of a land-fill project of tfie type suggested
here, (p. 11)..

51
See discussion between Michael F. Brewer and James Shipman in

Environmental Quality and Social Responsibility, ed. Ravindra,S. Khare
et al. (Green Bay: University of Wisconsin--Green Bay, 1972), pp. 30-32.
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by affeeted groups could be self - sustaining. The moves against colored,

toilet paper do not appear to be diminished by the availability of

data. ''The.credibility of data reported by an inter 4:ed party also has

to be taken into account, for some of the public "converts" may not ac-
,

cept the validity of a company's research concerning the possible dele-

teriouS effects of one of its own products.

Importance of Values. Insistence on a rational
)
approach.in en-

vironmental education does not rule out consideration of attitudes,

values, beliefs. Two groups could accept the evidence indicating

that certain policies will increase the flow of tourists into a natural

area. However, their basic value systfts might produce violent disa-

greement concerning the appropriateness of implementing those policies,

e.g., a motel operator and a backpacker could advocate opposite sides

of the question of building new highways to'a previously primitive re-
.

gion- Citizens need" to be able to recognize the vane differences in

society, as well as judge the ecological, &conomic, and public health

data concerning any issue. Teachers must, therefore, consider the.ef-

fects. of values on decision making.on environmental issues.

But'a mere knowledge of the fact that differences between val-

ues ekist is not enough. Students must be helpedito formulate their

own value 'choices, and the teacher must encourage and guide the examin-

ation of, personal values as they relate to public issues. To do other-

wise, to refuse to consider ValueS at all, is.an abrogation of the duty
,

of the,teacher to adequately prepare students to make decisions con-
.

cerning public issues; A student aware of ae empirical data, but not

aware of thetniluence-of other's. values on their actions, and vague
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about his own personal value systems, will be making his decisions with

data more incomplete than is necessary or advisable. However, in a

society that is not monolithic with respect to values, the teacher does

not have the right to impose his own personal values systems or to so

strongly advocate a particular policy that the student becomes inculca-

ted with his views. The teacher's task is difficult. He must tread

the line-between encouraging the foration and examination of personal

values on the one hand, and the imposition of his own set of values and

policies on public issues on the other.52,

Personal Experience? The claim that education must take place

in the environment to count as 'environmental education' is alsO re-

jected. There is no doubt that exposure to examples of bad planning,

of inadequate solid waste disposal, or of despoiled wilderness' areas

may motivate some students to `study these situations. Personal exper-

ience can also provide a more concrete basis for understanding the is-

.sues than can be provided in'the classroom. But there is the danger

that the students willcofie to. reject evidence collected by others.

There is some evidence from studies of modern science education

curricula, that emphasize student collection of data in personal ex-

periments, that some students tend to become overly.sceptical of any

published data.. Lucas and Broadhurst; in a study of Aology students

using an Australian adaptation of the Biological Sciences Curriculum

Study materials, report a preValent misunderstanding of the role of

cumulated evidence in scientific research. ..They comment that this

52
A fuller discussion can be found in James P. Shaver, Journal

ol'Environmenial Education 4(1):49-53, 1972. See, particularly, p. 51.,
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tendency may be "an unfortunate consequence of a strong emphasis on em-,

piricism and personal experiment in modern science courses. Students

may come to value only data or interpretations that they themselves

have made. "53 Meyer, who found a similar trend in his study of NufL

field 0-level science courses in England, comments that there is a.

"danger that methods other than direct--experience will become held in

contempt even when empiricism is i racticable or inappropriate in a

learning situation."4

This danger must be borne mind by advocates of ,direct exper-

ience in the environment. In many real life situations citizens have

to rely on data collected by persons with the facilities and expertise

required: citizens concerned about the effects of radiation damage re-

sulting from the installation of nuclear power plants cannot generate

the necessary data for themselves. A dispute of this type.requires use

of data collected from other plants in operation elsewhere, historical

data concerning background levels of radiation, and epidemiological

studies of the effects of different levels of radiation on humans.

Even if the affected citizens had the expertise necessary to collect

and interpret radiometric data, they are most unlikely to have cm-

menced collecting background data before plans to build a power station

were announced.

In less extreme situations than construction of a power station

similar lack of'expertise and access to instrumentation are likely to

53'
A.M. Lucas and N.A. Broadhurst, Australian Science Teachers

Journal 3,8(1):.66-74, 1972, p. 72. ,

54
G R. Meyer, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 7:283-

302, 1970, p. 293, (his emphasis).

'1/



interfere with effective first-hand data generation. It is clear that

knowledge of librarysearching is one of the skills needed ,for effect-

ive decision making in environmental areas. Excessive emphasis on ed-

ucation in the environment'may reduce the value students 'place on col-

lection, selection, and interpretation of relnvant;:data from informa-
.

tion already available. Effective use of general library data can, at

the very least,Idirect attention to the needed information about.the

current issue; at best it can supply sufficient data to obviate the ex-

-iapense and time needed to collect equivalent data from the local set-

Summary. '

The issues that mu t be faced. in choosing thd-features of an

environmental education program the choices Made in this chapter, and

the reasons for each choice, are enumerated here. The choices made are
D.

not the only possible defensible positions. They are a funCtion of

particular value system, and it is likely thit a reader with a difter-Aa

ent set of values will reject some or all, of the choices. However,

whatever the educator's values, he must consider the issues ,raised here

if he is to have any claim to a judgement that takd into account the

potential ambiguities in discussion's of .'environmental education'.

Purpose. The basic purpose of my consideration of the effects

of environmental parameters on humans la concern for individual wel-
o

fare. This choice is in accord with a value system respecting.individ-

ual rights, and is less likely to lead to a denial of rights than

choosing to 'consider the effects otthe environment on larger groups,

for example the nation or the species.
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Referent. The entity chosen to be the referent of 'environ-

- tMent' follows from my purpose of considering 'environment' and 'envir-

onmental education'. I use individual humans as the referent.

Relevant Environmental Components. Biotic, physical, and so-
,

cio-culturalcomponents of the Universe external, o the individual are

relevadt for a, discussion of 'environmental education'. The extension'

beyond the environment is deliberate, and has been made to force con-

sideration of social parameters in.!environmental education programs.

Instead of attempting to rank common "environmental problems;"

such' -as resource depletion,. accumulation of toxic products, and dimin-

ution of wilderness areas, to decide which should be accorded high,pri-

ority in educational programs,-I propoge a consideration of the essent-

ial features of individual well-being, both "physical" and "psycholog--,

ical," so that the reasons for studying environmental effects are

- clear, and 4o that the chance of recognizing potential interactions of .

different components of the environment is increased.

Factors affecting cellular respiration are accorded the highest-
.

priority, for without an.adequate supplyof cellular energy lifeis im-

possible, and the other components of well-being become meaningless.

When considering lower priority.compOnents of individual well-being,

such as transport, the cost of this component on the primary factor of

cellular energy is one of the prime considerations in weighing aleer-

,

nate methods of achieving satisfaction.

Class of Environmental. Education Program.. I advocate an_envir-

onmentaltducation program that fits the combined class 'education

about and education for (the preservation of) the environment', with a
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heavy emphasis on education for the environment. The education about
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the environment components act as vehicles for the needed knowledge

'that' and knowledge 'how' that are essential prerequisites for effect-.

ive action. However, existing models connecting knowledge, attitudes,

and environmental actions.are rejected as far as they imply necessary

connections. Evidence presented shows that attitudes do not,entail

knowledge, knowledge does not entail attitude formation of a particular

. type, and neither knowledge noi attitude entail particular actions. In

addition, there are practical dangers if particular attitudes to spec-

ific issues are successfully inculcated. For these reasons, an empha-

sis on inculcation of specific attitudes toward an array of presently

peiceived problems is rejected. How'ver, to increase the chances of

appropriate data being sought,'and decisions based on evidence being

made, when futUre problems arise, I advocate teaching. consistent with

the development of attdtudes of social concern and preference for rat-

ional action. This implies that the effects of personal values be ex-

amined in,environmental education programs, and that students be en,--

couraged to ex'amine the basis and implications of their own value sys-
\

tems. But the teacher should attempt to avoid imposing his own values

and derived policy decisions on his students.

The argument that all environmental education should take place

in the environment, (i.e. outside the claSsroom),.was rejected as un-

realistic and possibly counterproductive. Some motivational and cogni-

tive advantages of education in the environment exist, but the possi-
-\\.

bility that students will come to reject all data that are not gathered

at first hand leads to an insistence that at least some environmental

1,E7
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education be conducted using second-hand data, particularly that found

in libraries.

leS
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CHAPTER VII

'BALANCE OF NATURE' AND 'POLLUTION'

wIR

IN AN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM

The position advocated in.the last chapter requires a critical

examination of descriptions of environmental phenomena. One form of

evaluation that should be use is the examination of the basis of ap-
._%

/plying apparently descriptive labels such as "pollution" and the "bal-

ance of nature." Unless this is done there is a danger that policies 1

will be advocated in the belief that there is such a thing as the "bel-

ance of nature" that can. be restored, and that it is possible to ob-

jectively identify instances' of "pollution" that everyone would agree '

should be eliminated.

These two terms, "pollution" and "balance of nature," are use-

ful examples. They are use widely in pile environmental literature,It-

\ .

and they are both power41 rhetorical devices: it is very difficult

for anyone to be against tha "balance of nature" or for "pollution."

However, e rational approach should get below, the emotive implications

. - of the teens, and examine the validity of their use as descriptive

class labels. 'Pollution' does not seem to;be adequately analyzed, so
.... .. . ,.

the bulk of this chapter consists of an essay amining the nature of
....

'pollution' and its posible use as a descriptive, rather than a

181
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'Balance of ilature' will not be examined .f.n detaili'a\ture'

.here, for it has been well reviewed in a paper by Ehrlich and'Birch.

Their conclusions are summarized below, but the reader is urged to read

their entire paper.

On the basis of an examination of the diverse ecological data

and the models upon which ecologists have based tkvIr conceptions of a

"balance" In nature, Ehrlich and Birch demonstrate that the notion of

"some sort of 'balaAce' with respect to_poptilation size" is false. In

place'of the notion of "balance" they conclude that models should take

"into account the following points: populations of all organisms are

constantly changing in size; there' is constant change in the environ-

pent of all organisthat local populations need to be studied to'ob-

tain a realistic understanding of population size; and,tilat the influ-
:

ence on population size.of various environmental components is a func-
a

tion of time,'place, and affected species}

Uses of 'Pollution'

The validity of the 'balance of nature' gas easy to check, for

' L

it depended upon the gathering of availabl' empireal data. The utili-

ty of "poll tion" as a descriptive tag is not so easily determined, for
\

the usage of the\term is much broader than that OT-(1'balance of nature:".

it has no common st4ect matter, and does nrtllead to a set of.predicr.

tions that can be egted in the way that Ehrlich.. and Birch were able, to

)
test predictions from the 'balance of nature' model; and..its use is

'P.R. Ehrlich and L.C. BirChl American Naturalist 101:971107)2
1967.

.
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rapidly proliferating; with moral pollution and species pollution re-,

cently added to the classic list of air, water, and soilipllution. .

"Pollution" is used as if it were adescriptive; unambi,guoUs
e

word, accurate* conveying information to the reader:. The following..
4

.

examples are sufficiently characteristic of the literature to show. that

it is a common assumption that'
It

pollution is meaningful
-...

(The statements are labelled A-D for later referencd:)

C

A. Biologically we can recognize pollution as
characteristic density-dependentmortality
factor that acts-as A natural check. on the.

expansion of 'populations of.. .post animals:'

B. . . . depecated our'aimost total 'lack Of '

knowledge regarding theecological effects.
long exposure to low-leveldof pervasive.

chemical pollUtants.3

to the reader.

\
.

C. Electric power production from fossil' fuels'
is a major cause of urban air pollution; pr -
duced from nuclear reactors itAs a source f

radioactive pollution. . . Ultimately all é -
ecttic -power; when...used, ii converted 'to h at,

..

causing'increasingly'serious heat pollutio
problems in- cities in the summer.4

D. Pollution of the intellectual environment, in

which ..he human mind must, function . Hltia/. ,
f

'proliferation of trash ideaS and extranedus ,,

inforniation.
.

- .., .

aut,whae information doesuvllution:: zo4ey7 ,feis tlear from'
,

--, = .. .t,
.

. %.

.

,

2Durward.L. Allen, Journal' of Environmental Education 2(:9:r.
., .

13, 1971, p.9. ,. .

...l,

3
Ibid:, p. 12'.

4
Barry Commoner et al., Environ/ent 13(3):2 -19, 1971, p. 4.

5
David.H. 0, , Americo Biology Teacher 331239-240,-I971.

o
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deliberate attempts to produce attitudes toward each new problim.

Continued changing of ''desirable" attitudes best, result in

loss of credibility; at worst,; the populace may continua to act in ac-
.

cord with the "old" attitude, thus worsening the situation the attitude

( "
was intended to alleviate.

The previous arguments against inculcation of particular atti-.

tudes toward specific environmental problems- -lack of educationally use-
.

ful attitude measures and the danger of inculcating the "wrong" atti-,

tude-- are reflected in Hendee's comment V"1 education

should focus on closing The / knowledge and participa4on gap and not

)142 -'/'
on closing minds by trying to specify attitudes.

The Propriety of Attitude Inculcation. In Chapter V some exam-
,

ples of the dispute concerning the inculcation of particular attitudes'

J
toward environmental parame s were given. This conflict will be ex-,

amiled in a little more d tail here although the previous arguments
, .

for rejecting this approach are sufficient to make this discussion re-
.

dundant. The issue Of indoctrination will therefore be treated brief-

ly, although it is not' an Unimportant concern. In the particular case .,

of environmental education, however, the justificatioid for rejecting a

prime focus on attitude formation does not depend upon the issue of in

doctrination; sufficient reasons for denying the utility of inculcating

particular predispositions have been proposed earlier.

.
Opponents of the inculcation of particular attitudes to the

c.

,array of presently recognized environmental problems sometimes refer to

42John C. Hendee, Journal of Environmental Education 3(3), un-

numbered cover page, 1972.
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th4se examples that man need not be invelved,(statement A), that the

changes refered to as evidence of pollution need not be shown to be

' 'harmful to man or other organisms (B), that pollutants need not be sub-

stances (C involves energy), and that the changes need not be physical

in nature (D).*
**I

Most dictionary or Other definitions preclude at least'dne of

these ordinary uses. Thus, the definition of "pollution" ih the un-

abridged edition of Webster's Third New International Dictionary (ex-

cluding the archaic explicitly sexual usage) excludes usage exemplified

by example D since it refers to "physically impure or unclean."

Legislative definitions, such as that of air pollution. quoted

below, exclude both usages B and D:... air pollution occurs when contam--

inants are present

in such quantities and of such duration as to
(a) cause enuisance; (b) be in urious or be,
on the basis of current informa On, potentially
injurious to human 'or animai,We, to vegetation,
or to property; or (c) unreasonply interfer.:4

with the comfortable enjoyment of life and prop-
erty or the conduct of business.6

What Counts as 'Pollution'?

. One source. of difficulty with the term is that it is a mixed

word. 7
As well as appearing to be a descriptive term it has

"Metropolitan Air Pollution Control District, Department of
Public Health, Commonwealth of Massadhusetts, "Rules and Regulations to
Prevent'Pollution or Undue Contamination of the Atmosphere Within the
Metropolitan Air Pollution Control District," (undated), quoted from
Environment Law Review 1:186-213, p. 187.

7John Wilson, Language and the Pursuit of Truth (Cambridge:
University Press, 1965. Paperback edition, 1967), p. '26. That is, the
term has descriptive and evaluative connotations.
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'connotations of an evaluative judgementL-pollution is "badV or "harm-

ful." Thus, to say "X is a case of pollution" is at least to say "I

diSappibve of X." This implication enables "pollution" to be,used

rhetorically.

Additional characteristics of 'pollution' will be examined by

'reference to a number of cases, some of which are clearly considered

instances of pollution, some of which are borderline, and some not

counting as pollution innormalusage, although having some features in "--s

common with clear'cases of pollution..

Example 1: Harmfur Technologicnl Emissions. The addition of

hydrocarbon compounds to the air by automobile engines 'and indus-

trial emission Of particles'and noxious gases, including sulfur diox-.

ide, are classic cases of pollution. In both cases the following char-

acteristics can be clearly seen:

. A compound not normally present is added to thl air ty

a technologidal device;

2.The added compounds and' particles are harmful-to man;

causing disease or hdving demonstrable potential to

.cause physiological damage.

In addition, these pollutants can cause damage to other organ-

isms. For example, the of sulfur dioxide in the air Pas pre-
.

vented the regeneration of vegetation-in a number of copper smelting

regions of the world. ,Queenstown, situated in a high rainfall.area on

the west coast of Tasmania, is a clear example of a desert produced in

this way.

1
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,Products which are termed "pollutants" if produced as unused products

of technological processes may not be considered "pollutants" if they

Y

result from natural phenomena. Sulfur dioxide is emitted by many. hot

.spings and volcanic cones; but the air around th<cones and springs is

geneially refered to as "polluted," even though it may have a sim-

Ilar or higher concentration to thatemitted frpm a powerhouse smoke-

slack.

.--xample 2: Increases in Natural Components. Grois climatic

changes resulting from the operation o.large power stations where the

excess heat origiriating in the condensers is dissipated in large evap- ,

orators are normally spoken.of as conSequencesof pollution by those

plants. In this case the pollutant added to the air, water.vapor, is

a naturally occuring component of the atmosphere, and the increased *,

cloud cover 4nd changed precipitation patterns are natural conse-

quences of the presence of water vapor in air. Comparison witli the

following cpnverse example suggestd that the power station is said to

pollute because the change is an inirtended, or, in the initial cases,

an unpredicted consequence of the installation of the power plant,

Conveide Examplei Deliberate Climatic Changes. The tech-
die .

niqUe of seeding clouds with silver.iodide crystals with the intent
. .

of increasing precipitation has been' extensively practicedlm semi- .

.arid and drought- stricken regions of the world. Most people would not

call the addition of these unnatural _components to-the atmosphere an

example of pollution, although it is little different from-theunin-

tentional seeding of clOuds by particles from aircraft exhausts.

\
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(This example may perhaps be borderline, since it is clear atmot all

people approve of the 'Some'Soma litigAfion has resulted from at

187

tempts to break droughts by cloud seeding, e.g.-,..the City of New York

was sued by resort owners in the Catskiils,8 and it is conceivable

that, under present social'conditions, people adversely affected by

cloud seeding would refer to the introduction of this foreign matter

into the.air as "pollution".)
.,

Example 3: Excreted Metabolic Products. 'the accumulation of

human and/or'animal'eXtrement in streams and in the streets of cities
-,,

i one of the oldest and 'clearest cases of pollution. It is harmful.

IPci the human inhabitants, e.g.,. causing endemic cholera in tinsewered

cities. .Similar4, the contamination of an animal's food supply by its

own metabolic wastes is usually considered pollution (from the pre- '

sumed point of view of the animal?) although no effect can be demon-

strated on humans. Statement A, above, provides one example ofthis

type of use.
,

.

.Converse Example 5: Non - Pollutant Metabolic Wastes. Not all

metabolic products bxcreted 1A, organisms are-called-pollutants. The

clearest use of an excretion never. considered a poilutant.is the oxy-

gen.released by photosynthesizing plants. Presumably'we.do not call

oxygen a pollutant because it is essential for man and most organisms

that he, regards as desirable, although it 'would be possible,.and con-
,

sistent with the non-(buman referent of example 3, to consider oxygen

8
James N. Corbridge, Jr., and Raphael J. Moses, Environment

Law Review 1;109-138, 1970, p. 116, (Slutsky v. City of New-York).

raj
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a pollutant -from the point-of-view of obligate anaerobic bacteria, some

of which play an important role in maintaining favorable conditions for

humarClife. This example suggests' that normallyt the values used in at-

tributing the "pollution" label are anthropocentric; if not egocentric.

As shown ih example 3, this is llot'an exclusive characteristic, but.it

it.likely that the label is applied in those cases in q,n anthropomorph-
.!

is manner.

Example 4: Pollution by Forms of Energy. Pollution by excess

heat,. statement C, is an example of pollution by energy added to some

component of'the human environment. A common example of heat, or ther-.
'

mal, pollution,sis the heating of air orwater.by power.ststionoPera-

tion to the exent that ecological or physiological change results.

There havebeen serious. suggestions that the excess heat froth

suchoperations be used for industrial operations or agficultural pur-
.

. "
.poses. 9 Such suggestions are a clearexample of the tendency to call

% .

useable secondary products of a manufacturing process "by-prod Ats,".

and to call those' that we are unable to use-"pollutants."

Converse Example 4: All Excess Heat is not Pollution. \Some

changes in water temperature greater than.ihose caused by cooling 'power

stations are never called pollution. The temperature of inland ponds,

for example, commonly increaseg several degrees during the summer

months. They may even dry up, but this is not an example,of:'"thermal

pollution" by the Sun. .Apparently, therefore, the label '.thermal pol-

lution' is applied when excess man-caused heat produces changes. But

1971.

.

9
Ronald Stewart andS.P. Mathur, Conservationist 25(3):16 -20',
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this is not a valid. generalization:'-consider the case of a mal-func-
s .

- .

tioning thermostat that'causes acute discomfort to the residents of a.

building which overheats. 'It would be most unusual to"refer to the

apartments as "thermally polluted." Perhaps the change caused in tHis

case is of insufficient exteztt.to rate as "pollution,"

Borderline Examples. Not all cases are as clearly determined

as those used in the examples and converse instances above. Some phe--.

nomena. may count as pollutio4 for some people, but not for others.

Four of these borderline instanceeare-descgibed below. The character-.

.istics of these examples helpsippelucidate the nature of 'pollution'.:.

Borderline example Dust- storms

The Tine particles of dust resulting Ipam dust-bowl episodes

would not generally be cal ed pollutants, although many of them would
(I/

be in the same size range, and would cause physiological lung damage as

serious. as industrial particulate emission. In a few'cases the desig-

nationollUtion" maybe applied,particularly if the soil movement

was'a consequence of farming, but this is unusual. Perhaps the lack of

this degignation in such cases.(1where chemical analyses would be unable

to.distinguish natural froi artificial origin aS in converse.example 1)

. is because we do not place a moral evaluation on natural phenomena?

Borderline example 2: 'Music, sound, or noise?

- Noise pollution' is difficult to delimit. Theie are -few, if

-any, clearcui cases. Even the apparently extreme case of noise from

manoeuvering jets at aitPorts is enjoyed by some people who find
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excitement in the sound. The extreme criterion of damage to the ner-

vous system is Lot sufficient to.identify cases of noise pollution.
V

since few fans'of some of the louder modern music-would consider a

concert of this type an example of noise pollution, even

though the participafits may suffer permanent damage to the organ of

Coiti. Other less appreciative hearers are likely to considertthe

"raucous noise!' a "pollution" of their environment, even though they

may not be close enough to suffer hearing damage.

Bozderline example 3: .Visual changes

As-in the preceding example, aestheticudgements are usually

necessary to determine whether a particulAr event or structure is an
e

exathple of "visual pollution." QuarryAcarson hillsides, or even the

Mt. Rushmore sculpture, may be considered visual pollution by some.

Similarly, the proliferation of billboards alongllighways can be con:.

sidered visual pollution for aesthetic reasons. (It it possible to

argue that:the proliferation of signs may ,cause driver distraction and
.

thus accidental death or injury, and hence use a damage criterion -to

label' billboards "visual pollution." But even if they worked to keep

drivers awake and 'alert, the billboards could' be considered visual pol-

lutants, in as much as they detract from the beauty of an area.)

Borderline example 4: Criterion concentrations

The amount ofthe substance present in the soil, water,,or air
. .

can make a difference in the decision whether or not to call it a ",pol-

:utant." A clear example is found in the regulations related to the
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Control of water quality. Maximum permissible, levels of specified sub-
.

stances can be set for particular streams or lakes. Uneilthese are

exceeded the water is not officially considered polluted. Under United

States Federal guidelines established by the Water Quality Act of 1965\

the standards must take into account the present and future uses of

each body or stretch of interstate water. That the standards may

4
vary fromwaterwaY to waterway, and it is possible that one river could

be designated as polluted, while another with'identical contaminants in

identical concentrations could be considered unpolluted. In the first

river, action could be taken,4ainst.phe "polluters," but in the second

there are no grounds for action against any particular discharger.

It is also releVant to considekcases of high natural concen-

trations of atoms, such as lead or mercdry, in streams uninfluenced by

man. Although these streams may exceed the stipulated levels for prima

facie cages of pollution, the situation is similar to converse example

1, and they are not always called "polluted." In addition, there, is

'the practical problem of reducing this natural leVel to orbelow the

administratively determined levels. If no . reduction is attempted, can

industrialists claim to be discriminated against when penalized for

"polluting," although even after their dischavge,the receiving streams

have concentrations of "pollutant" ions below natural levels in other
. .

'streams?

10-
For a history and summary of the Federal water quality laws

see N. William Hines, Environment Law Review 1:282-348, 1970. The
"standards" approach to regulation is described on pp. 317-324. a
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'Pollution' is an Incidental Consequence of'Other-Actiorre

The examples, converse instances, and borderline cases enable
c

us
4.

attemptttempt answers'to-the following questions? What criteria can ye

%

apply to distinguish cases of pollution? Is there an empirical fest

that can be used to determine whether.any specified event'constitutes

pollution? The statements quoted and examplesgiven.prelliousiy help to
t

'identify criteria we cannot' apply. Pollution need not be technological

(statement A; example 3), a list of subgtances or events' which would

constitute pollutionwhenever they are-detected cannot be made (con-

verse examplis 1 and 4),"and there need not be disease, damage, or

death to manor any other organism (statement.W....

Although we are unable to apply ad empirical test to determine

whether any event is a pollution episode, the use Of the label p011u7

tion" by an individual refering to an event Cells ug something about

that individtial and event. Ass shown previously, we. know that the

individual considers the event Undesirable.. In addition, the examples

presented indicate that the pollution event is an incidental conse-.

quence of some 'oth occurence. "Incidental consequence" is used here;

for although "unintended" can be.used in case s-of pollution by human

agencies, it is not meaningful to speak ,of "intent" in cases of other

organisms or abiotic events.

We can speak of animal pollution by metabolic wastes in terms

of an incidental consequence of the waste-elimination functions of ex-

cretion.
.

Even cases where a natural abiotic event is refered to as

Pollution (cf, converse example 1) can be consid &red' as Consequences

of some other phenomenon. The oil Vollution of Santa Barbara beaches

1;* r



-contains a natural component: oil escapes from fissures'in the sea
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floor, floatd to the surface, and is washed ashore. 11
Id this case the

oil pollution is a consequdime of the geological structure off Coal Oil.

Point. Whether the label "pollution" would be applied if there was no

pilescaping from oil wells, tankers; and other installations and Mix-

ing with the natural oil is a mool%point. Under presdnt conditions it

would be difficult to walk along the beach and say "this oil tar is

pollution; this globule is from a natural soak." In fact, the extent

ornatural seepage goes unnoticed by a majority of people along the

coast of Sante Barbara County. "12

The unintended'aature of pollution Caused by human activities
,

can be .seen in these examples: the industrialist Lies not run his fac-'

tory to produce sulfur dioxide for'release into the air; the driver

does not run his motor vehicle to produce atmospheric hydrocarbonS;the

farmer does not spray DDT to. cause infertility in raptorial birds; the

housewife does not
rk,

use detergents to increase the content of phosphates

in the rivers and lakes; and the citizen does not flush his toilet to

add nitrogen to the lakes and streams. In all these cases, pollution
.

is a consequence of some "desirable" end.

Td show that pollution is alwaye an incidental consequence of

some other action it is necessary to establish that deliberate pollu-

.tion does not occur. Consider the deliberate, addition of a harmful

subStance to some component or. the environment; mustard gas to theair

of a battlefield, for example. It would be'most unlikely that the use

11
Alan A. Allen et al., Science 170:974-977, 1970.

12
Ibid.,.p. .977.

4r). Ci
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of the gas, as a weapon,'''.Vould be considered pollution,' however dis-
-

tasteful its us may be. But roustard gas pollution could occur as -an

incidental cdnsequence of itsuse to kill r1111 at a particular time;

other organisms might be destroyed;-the region mar.remain uninhabitable

after the warois over; and physiological changes could occur in the

descendants of the-survivors because of the'exposure to thisomutagen.

Another case will help clarify this distinction between mali-.

ciou-intent and pollution. Imagine some feuding neighbours, one of ,

whom deliberately fires his incinerator only. when the wind will take
,

t e ash:over his neighbour's washing hanging'out to dry. His intent is.

t damage the clothing by causing soot to he deposited on the wet

clothes. The damage to his' intended victim's goods is much mbie like-
\

ly,tb be labeled "vandalism" or 'malice': than "pollution." But damage

to.the wash'of residents two streets away, although physically indis-
.

tinguishable from that to the Intended yictim's property, is likely to

be called a consequence of air pollution.

The-situation is analogous to a person taking deliberate aim

atan adversary, but killing innocent bystanders who wander into the

line of fire or who are hit by riCochet. Damage to the target,,organ-.

ism:is not pollution., but damage to the innocent victims is.. (The

force of this analogy can be seen by substituting DDT for the bullet's,

insect pests for/the adversary, and raptors for the innocent bystand-
.

ers.)

Two,recent cases of the deliberate addition' of pesticides to

Ohio waters provide an example of the restriction of 'pollution' to

the incidental consequences of a purposeful act, and the distinction
.

dr,

4
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between "pollution" and "malice." In the'first case an ornamental lake
. .

was treated to control excessive plant growth. The newspaper report of
.

the cessation of the treatment implies that it was the incidental addi-

tion of water to a stream into which the pond crrained that constituted

."pollution:".
,4

Physical Plant officials' agreed Friday to stop
spraying Mirror Lake with Hydfothol-47, a com-.

pouti used to Control algae and:other aquatic
.

plants. Daniel goodnae, a graduate student and
research assistant in the Zoology department,
claimed Hydrothol-47 4s highly toxic and is

- polluting the Olehtangy River a, Mirror lake
water drains into the Olentangy.13

Inpthe.second case, reported under the headline "Poisoned Water

Sealed Off,"

. 0 -- - .
State and Federal authorities / moved/ swiftly to
.head off_podSible dangers from poisons dumped'into
Pond liCk reservoir, .. . sealing off the 15-million
gallon lake into which a gallon jug. containing Endrin,
a highly toxic pesticide, and'strychnine was thrown

1June 2."

rh noneof the subsequent articles in the two Columbus daily

papers which reported the trial df the person responsible for this ma- -

licious act was the pond reported to be "polluted;" it was always re-

fered 'to-as "poisoned."15
. '

The Information in "Pollution"

The, brief sketch presented here illustrates two witin.points.

13
Ohio State Lantern, July 12, 1971.

14
. Columbus, Ohio, Citizen - Journal, June 12k, 1971.

15
Citizen Journal:,-Jtine 14; June 19; June 25;.. and June 30.

Evening Dispatch, Jung 11, 1971:
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Firstly, when the label "pollution" is applied we know that the user

considers that the phenomenon that he is describing is harmful, usually

to man, but occasionally to other organsims. Secondly, we know that

the phenomenon is an incidental consequence of some other action. But

we do not know what by-product,of the action is considered the pollu-

tant, or what deleterious effects it is thought to have; nor can we em-
,

4
j pirically evaluate the truth of the claim that the event i>1an example

of "pollution."

It might be oblected that this analysis is knocking down a

straw man, for "pollution" is rarely --sed-ipla totally unqualified

manner. It usually appears in the Iorm"!pollution Of,A by X;"

stance, "pollution of air by carbon monoxide." However, when we try to

translate this statement to read "the Speaker considers that the addl.=

tion of carbon monoxide to the air, a consequence of , is

harmful, for it causes ," we are unsuccessful. The blanks

cannot be filled from the knowledge that carbon monoxide has been

called an air pollutant. In this particular case, we may fill the gaps

with "automobile operation" and "physiological damage" because of our

prior experience. -Even then, we may not be sufficiently acturate-7what

physiological damage does carbon monoxide cause? Are automobiles the

only relevant source of polluting carbon monoxide?

D
But the expansion of "polittion of the Tucson air by light-v."

"social pollution," and "species-pollution" is difficult, if not
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impossible, without ac ess to the papers that use these terms." The

last two are made dv more difficult by Omission of any reference to

medium or locality. 'Species pollution' could be interpreted as pollu-

tion of species, by analogy with 'air pollution'; or pollution bb

cies, by analogy wth 'pesticide pollution'. These examples effective-

ly demolish the "straw man" charge, for they deMonstrae that actual

use of the label "pollution" conveys little substantive information be-

yond the implication that it is an incidental consequence of some ac-

tion, and that the speaker considers it harmful-or bad.

Unfortunately, there is a tendency to accept the evaluation,of

the speaker. This is the basis of the rhetorical use of "pollution" in

political persuasion, but it does not form a sound basis for a rational

educational program. To say that we. are going to study pollution ob-

jectively is a contradiction in terms. The phenomena have been judged

harmful before the study is commenced.
Am/

The argument presented in this. chapter does not deny that qpol-.

4.,,

lution and "balance of nature" are useful rhetorical devices, which
GIP

may help to win political and public opinion battles when used for

their emotive impact. But to use "polltition" and "balance of nature"

as descriptive terms in educational contexts where a rational approach

is being advocated is an abrogation of the responibility to consider

the actual evidence of phenomena and their causes.

16
Robert J. Bazell, Science 171:461, 1971; Astride H. Esser,'

Social Education 35:10-18, 1971i Darrell D. Young, American Biology
Teaches 35:286-288, 1971.



CHAPTER VIII

A CURRICULUM SEGMENT

A small sample of the type of curriCuluM content based upon the

position outlined in Chapter yl is 'given here: It is intended to il-

lustrate the type of curriculum content that would occur for a program

based upon the examination of the primary attributes of individual

.well- being.. It is not complete, merely one segment of a r curric-

ulum outline that would be needed for a complete general education pro:-

gram designed in this manner. Data which could be used in the class-

room are not provided in all cases. The omission is deliberate; in

'some cases the data base is not yet adequate and more reliable and/or

complete data are being generated continually. I0other cases local

data are needed to facilitate instruction.

CONTENT

InChaptir VI it was shown that the most fundamental physiolog-

ical needs were related to the supply of cellular energy. Three funda-

mental requirements were derived from this need: a supply of oxygen;

a source of a substrate to be respired; and a functioning _cellular en-

zyme

.

system. Each of these requirements could be examined in detail,

e'pri7Z
7-1P
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and, in a "complete" program, would lead to a. complex interconnecting

199

network of factors that should be considered. Figure 4 indicates in

broad outline how each of these three important functions is conne2"ted

at the posAtion of the quality and quantity of food supply.

. The Figure does not show all possible connections. For in

stance, a'working circulatory system requires a functional enzyme .

systdm, and substances other than amino acids are - .needed for enzyme

production. The Figure is only extended sufficiently to show that an

exclusive concentration on a direct,Iine from either oxygen supply,

metabolic substrate, or enzyme system would ignore important inter-

connections.

For illustrative purposes, however, we will concentrate on

topics that could be included in the - fragment of a complete curriculum

that considered the factors influencing the supply of metabolic sub-

strates.

The amount and nature of the food available to an individual is

affected by the production, distribution and storage, and final prep"ar-

ation stages. "These three phases are common to all cultures, although

the relative importance of, snd the degree of human control over,each

.stage may vary; In nomadic food gathering cultures, for example,

there is negligible human involvement in the prodUction of food, and

almost no effort expended in its distribution and storage. Contrast

Ads with an indUltrialized, urban society. There are complex systems

of agriculture, food processing and packaging. An individual only has'

control of the final preparation, and even that is being reduced with

the advent of pre-cooked heat-and-serve foods. In this sketch we will
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Figure 4

METABOLIC
SUBSTRATE

CIRCULATORY
SYSTEM

!UNIMPEDED'

ARTERIES

.Excess Fats ?

,INTRACELLULAR
MEMBRANES

Partial network of interrelationships between .

factors needed to ensure a supply of energy
for cell functions. Lines connecting the entries
indicate a necessary dependence of the higher
function on those below them; A bar on a line
indicates a possible inhibitory relationship.
(The "?" after the entry on the inhibitory bar
indicates that there is stillsoble uncertainty
about the strength of the relationship.)
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examine only the production stage of the food supply system.

Requirements for Food Production

Figure 5 outlines some of the' requirements for food production.

Not all necessarv'requirements and included,.(for example, the necessi-

ty for an energy supply for harvesting either plant or animal crops is

omitted), but the complexity of the interrelationships is indicated
I

f feven in this simplified diagram;
v

For our purpo es.we will take.one of the prerequ'isites of har-

\. vested food and examine t in more detail; After a brief statement of

the.type of information that would be expected concerning the effects

of ions on growth' of plants and animals, and the effects the ionic ccim-
k

position of food may hive on human health, alternate methods of satis-

fying the need for minerals are examined:

Ions. The discussion of this requirement should take'into ac-

count the essential role of ions in plant and animal growth, i.e., the

subject matter of traditional plant and animal physiology, and, in ad-

dition, the effects of the ionic composition of food on the health of

,individuals. The health aspects should include a discussion of the

possible adverse effects on health of eating food with an unusual min-

eral content. The incidence of goitre, for example, was once associa-

ted with the regions where the soil had a low concentration of iodine,

but the use of iodized saltthas supplemented the natural supply and

compensates for the lack of the element in the foods-grown in those

areas. (Widespread food distribution systems'also.kend to compensate

for the mineral deficiency, for a persilp diet is no longer restricted

to food grown locally.)

ze9
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BREEDING
STOCK

I

Is

Partial network interrelating requirements
for the production of food for hUmans...
The dashed lines indicate that other factors'
are also necessary. The heavy lines indicate
;pathways discussed in the text. The other
conventions are as In Figure 4. -
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The possibility of plants concentrating_an-excess amount of, a

mineral deleterious to human. health is more Serious, for the possibil-
- -

ity.of easily removing these ions is remote. For example, there is a

.slight possibility that 'selenosis could- occur in people.whose diet con-'

tains a large proportion of food made from, wheat Tlodr,,produced from

grain grown in the western United States, Canada, and Mexico, or soils

in this region contain a.high concentrationgof selenium, which is taken

up by crops. In addition to the slight dangers to human health, selen-

ium can cause "blind1staggers" in animals that eat seleniferous plants,

which may contain up to 5,500 ppm of the element.'

These examples indicate thetype of content anticipated in pro-
ti

grams based on our curriculum model. There should be an indication of

the direct influence of environmental parameters on man, for example,

the possibility of toxicity from a high content of selenium in the

diet, and indirect effects, for example, they effects of-s.-Q1-deficien-

cies on plant growth. -That is, every lesson or unit need not make,dir-

ect reference
A

to man. In fact,it may be advantageous not to slant all

of the material toward man.. To bqse the whole curriculum on man could,

perhaps, tend to produce a feeling that man is somehow separate from

the rest_ of the livilig world. But if sufficient biology, as'distinct

from human biology, is iitluded in the program, it should become clear-,

er that- these'effectson man are not unique, and that many of them are

a reflection of general properties of living systems.
. .

1 --
Alex Shrift, Annual Review of Plant Physiology 20:475-494,

1969.
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Methods of satisfying the supply Of ions are illustrated in
r '
Figure 6. 0n]y one of the paths is traceS out in any detail, but po-

. -

sitions where other factors enter the syitem .art. 'indicated. The par-,

ticular path considered, in the texts indicated in the figure, and

three of the factors on that path are described in some detail in the
,

remainder of this section.

Vitgin Lands -- Managed Farms. The diicussion of methods of

meeting the requirement for a continued supply of ioQs for plant groWth

need not be restricted to the methods commonlylemployed'in the local

area: The principle involved may be more clearly shown by.a comparison

;

'as

,

of "alternate methods. In this case, the choice between virgin lands

and managed farming would need to involve a study of the methods used

by primitive agricultural societies, with their patterns of shifting

! agricultufe; for example the slash-and-burn methods used by some.Amazon

basin aborigines. The effects of attempting to use that system in a

modern society where not all people are farmeis will be apparent to

p

most students, for the time required for the land to regenerate its.

fertility will not allow sufficient-food to be grown for larger popula-

tions.

Modern attempts to perManently clear tropical lane now used in

this manner should also be considered, paying attentiono the losses

involved. These losses are more than soil" erosion and laterization;

quaitions of the loss of genetic potential as plant species become ex-

tinct should all° be raised.2

.2
eA. Gomez-Poma et al., Science 177:762-765, 1972.

sr, -I 7
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Suitable reference sources for this segment of a program in-

clude summary descriptions of shifting agriculture, 3
accounts'of soil

changes under widespread clearing of tropical forests,t and-More,de4 0

tailed research studies of these relationships.'

The historical development of farming, including the develop-
.

ment of crop rotation and fallow in Europe,- the enclosure movement,
./

the introduction of artificial fertilizer, and the modern farming
r

1

practices that enable the same land to be .kept in production more-or-

less indefinitely could be used' as a contrast to shifting agricul-

ture.
6

Added.Fertilizer. As shown in. Figure 6, manned farms require

'methods of maintaining soil fertility. "Fertility" has at least two

'components, soil structure and soil composition, particularly ionic

composition.

If we examine the methods of maintaining ionic compo'sition, we

3
A brief account, together with extensive references, may be

found irk Institute of Ecology, Man in the Living Environment, Report
of the Workshop on Global Ecological Problems (Madison: Wisconsin Uni-
versity Press, 19/2), 173-183.

4Mary McNeil, Scientific American 211(5):96-102, 1964.

5
The-bibliography for Chapter 5 of Man in the Living environ-

Ment provides a recentqstarting point for studies of tropical forests,
tropical savanna, temperate grasslands, and arid and semi-arid systems,
allowing comparisons of "primitive" and "modern" land-use for food
production. A detailed account of the variety of agricultural tech-
niques found in a single regionis contained in Marvin P. Miracle,
Agriculture in the Congo Basin (Madison: Wisconsin University Press,
t967).

6
G.E. Fusse11%-Farming Techniques from Prehistoric to Modern

-Times (Oxford: PergamoA Press, 1965) contains a broadly based account
of the history of agriculture; for a more detailed description of the
evidence upon which the interpretations of agricultUral development
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see that something must be added to the soil if all produce is sold

from therfarm. Unless all "Alants and animals growing in an area die-

and decompose in,that area, the soil must become depleted. . Eventually,

reduced yields will occur. Thus some replenishment is necessary. Crop

rotation that includes,a leguminous speCies in the cycle can help .to

restore the concentration of nitrogen compounds in the soil,,via the

nitrogen fixing oreanisms that grow symbiotically with them, but other

minerals cannot be replenished in this way. Some "outside" source isA

clearly needed if the same rate of production is to be maintained.

The outside source need got_be a result of human activity. The

periodic deposition of silt on theNile delta and flood plains prior
.

to. the building of ,the Asswan Dam provides one example of replenish-

ment of an agricultural area. Of course, this replenishment occurs at

the expense of other, upstream, areas. In fact, some synthetic fertil-

izer use can be viewed as occuring at the expense of some other region.

'The use of rock phosphate or guano as a source of phosphate fertilizer

clearly is effecting a redistribution of the material over the Earth's

surface. These reserves will not last indefinitely, and the effect of

their depletion on food supply should be considered as one facet of an

ar.alysis of this form of agricultural management.

The phosphate example is important, since, on a human time

4 scale, the phosphorus cycle.is essentially an open loop. Almost all

of the Earth's phosphorus is bound-as the phosphates of calcium,

are based see Jaqueline Murray, The'First European Agriculture: A
Study of the Osteological and Botanical Evidence until 2000 BC (Edin-
burgh: University Press, 1970).

fr)
A., . 5
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aluminum,and iron, all of which are sparingly soluble in water. Most

of the phosphate leached from the rocks or added agriculturally is ev-

entually precipitated into ocean or lake sediments. These Sedimentary

deposits, are lost to agriculjiial systems, for they are returned.to

the terrestrial cycles mainly by the creation of new lands, by geolog-

ical uplift for example.

It has.been estimated that the upper limit of the supply of

usable phosphorus materials (in rocks of at least 8 percent phosphorus)

is 3 x 1014 tons. Known reserves have been estimated at up to

2.2 x 10
10

tons; 1968 usage was estimated at a little over 1.1 x 10 6

tons. Although the current rate of usage would not exhaust known re-
--

serves for about 1750years, it is anticipated that population increase

and increasing living standards will increase the demand. As a lower

limit of the time to exhaustion of phosphorus, we can extrapolate pres-

ent rates of increase of population and phosphorus use: presently

known reserves would then be exhausted in the lifetime of some persons

now living--90 years. /This is certainly too low an estimate, for it

is unlikely that the growth rates will continue for that time: other

factors are almost certain to intervene, either (optimistically) popu-

lations undergoing demographic transitions and decreasing their growth

rate, or (pessimistically) mass famine and/or pestilence producing the

same effect. Other factors could decrease the use of phosphorusji

The depletion of phosphorus reserves will not cause the

7
A11 data concerning the supply of phosphorus are taken from

Man in the Living Environment, Chapter 3, particularly pp. 48-59.
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extiction of man, for there sufficient leaching of phosphate ftdm

,rocks that cannot be technically used as a source of fertilizer to

maintain plant, growth at a pre-fertilizer level. This level of phos-.

phate availability has been,estimated to be sufficient to maintain a_

human population of from 1-2 x 109 people. 8

The phosphorus case vggests good arguments for recycling of

nutrients presently being lost, in twage and ga&kge 'rom cities; and

run-off from agricultural land, particularly the cNentrated run-off

from feed-lots. (This is one argument in favor of feed-lots that can

be opposed to the argument that they are major contributors tostream

contamiiation: it is much more likely that run-iff from lots can be

treated to recover the ,phosphorus than it is that the sine amount of

phosphorus could be recovered from wastes of the same animals on open

range.) The phosphorus shortage also presents another argument against

the use of phosphates as a base for laundry detergents: it is much too

valuable to be used in this way.

Sewage treatment plants and the use of municipal garbage as

a compost represent one method of reclaiming much of the phosphorus

presently being lost. Other more novel methods of intercepting 'the

phosphorus from these sources are being proposed and tested. For exam-

ple one scheme that is under trial should be able to use almost all of

the nutrients in sewage by growing algae in the effluent; feeding the

algae to oysters-which filter the water; using worms to scavenge the

oyster.droppings which would accumulate on the bottom of the culture

8lbid., p. 42.

1
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.tank; fish wOuldeat the worms; and seaweed would utilize the nitrogen

compounds excreted by the animals. Man would harvest the oysters,

fish, and seaweed.9

..Thus, possible methods) do exist for prolonging the part of the

phosphorus cycle in ecosystems accesible to man. Tut. it is doubtful .

0 0
that the recommendation in Brave New World will be implemented,.

. In addition-to the beneficial effects ofad ing fertilizer, and. 4

the long term difficulties in satisfying the demand for some fertilizer

resources, deleterious effects of fertilizer use also need to be,exam-

fined.

A
. One of the commonest sources of problems is contamination of

the run-off from fertilized land. The prOblem exists for most, fertili-

zers, for some are .inevitably lost by leaching. However, the potential

fo't dangeeis greatest in readily soluble compounds, for'theie'can eas-

ily attain a high.concentration. Data on the actual and potential dan-

gers 6f nitrogen, one of the major fertilizer components, are readily

:available. These dangers inclUde los); of aesthetic satisfaction as

algal growth in natural waters is stimulated by run =off "fertiliza-
.

.1

tion," (additional. losses, for example, of fish production, occur, but

there is alSo ajarge loss of recreational value)..;_the possibility of

infant methemOglObinemia following the reduction of excess iltrate/in

drinking water to nitrite'in-the digestive a e induced\

9
A referenceto experiments of this.nature by Ruther (cited as

!'personal communication") appears in Man.in the Living Environment,
p.. 234.

10
Aldous Huxley, Brave New Wotld (New York: Harper and Broth-

,

ers,' 1946), p. 86.
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gastroenteritis and diarrhea; and interference with the Sulfur cycle

by inhibiting the reduction of sulfate to sulfide, with a consequent

lowering of the pH of soils and natural waters. These detrimental ef-

fects have to be considered in evaluating the use, of fertilizers to

indrease food yield. 11 :

Data concerning the effects of inorganic fertilizers in water

should be collected from more than one country or region, otherwise

faulty generalizations may be drawn. In countries with a higher

use of synthetic fertilizer than the United States there is apparently

little problem with the run -off in conditions of good husbandry. How-.

ever, other differences also exist in these countries: in Britain, for

example, there are no large lakes, and the shorter rivers are leSs

likely to be slow moving. In this situation, there is a decreased
a

chance of producing algal blooms. that cause aesthetic and mechanical

.damage. (Note, however, that the differences in interpreta,tion of dan-

ger from'excess nitrates in drinking water maybe a consequence Of the

L.
application of different. standards used to indicate a priori' evidence

of danger. The World Health'Organization has set the level, of risk of

,

severe damage at 100 parts pet millibn; some United States authorities

111
M, in the Living Environment contains a summary of the prob-

--lems--mamr§da-EFIlie accumulation of nitrogen as nitrate in soil and wa77
ter, '(pp. 65-67), as well as a version of the nitrogen cycle based on
changes in oxidation state. In addition to the sources cited in the ""
bibliography for that section of 'Nan in the 'Living Environment the,,fol-
lowing publication is a useful lead to the earlier literature: -Kenneth y
M. Mackenthun, Nitrogen and Phosphorus in Water:. An Annotated Selected.
Bibliography of Their Biological Effects (Washington, D.C.:T.S. De- '

partment of Health, Education, `and Welfare, Public Health Service, Div-'
ision of Water Supply and PollutiOn Control, 1965). Jesse Lunin,
.Advancas.in Environmental Science and TechAology 2:215-261, 1972, lists
over 90 related publications.

JA
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allow only 10 parts per million in drinking water.)12

O
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Government actions influence the use of fertilizers, and need

to be at least considered in ari examation of the influence on food

production. These actions may be direct, via subsidies to encourage

,' fertilizer use. Sometimesiother government actions may tend to encour-
.

age fertilizer use,' although it is not the intent of the policy.

Schemes to.reduce the "uneconomic", production of grain surpluses that

' encourage the removal of some land from production, but which do not

limit the yields from the remaining land, may encourage theapplication

of additional fertilizer to increase per hectare yield. Since there is

a diminishing return on fertilizer application, a great deal of fertil-

ize must be.added to achieve increments in already high yields. (An

empirical study of the relationship between increased yield and added

fertilizer suggests that, on average, fertilizer increase must rise

2.7' times as fast as increased yield.)13

In addition to government actions 06voting the use of fertili-

zer, some legislation and regulation may. tend to inhibit.the increasing

rate of application: Laws on. water quality may be Applied to farmers

whose'run-off contributes to decreasing water quality with respect to

inorganic ions. Commoner provides an undOcuMented report thatiState

-regulations to control the use. qf fertilizer were ihtioduCed by.a

12
Barbara.Ward an Rene Dubos, Only One EarthCThe Care and

Maintenance of a Small Planet(New-York: Norton, 1972), p.

13
Man in the Living Environment, p. 53.
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member of the 'Illinois Pollution Control Board." (A recent collec-
,

tion of the Federk'laws related to waterquality'w71d,provide a use-

ful resource ,for United SA4es students interested in examining the
.4 -

possibility of social sanctions expressed through legislation, that

may apply toaccumulation Of fertilizer in.waterways,.)15

Energy for Synthesis. Figure 6 indicates that we can thee °.
. . .

..

requirebents for food'production beyond thenecessity for some method

f.
.of-maintaining nutrients 'in the substrate used to grow Hants. Ode of

the factors shpw in that diagram, "energy," will clearly be a major
r

%
f.

,

meeting place of many paths leading from the components of well-being.

Even within paths related to the production of food it will occur a-

number of times--in the supply of power for Cultivation, distribution,

processing, storage,. and li,naiiis:e137-itation,and in manufacture of the

equipment needed at all of these stages..

In a:practical curricului energy supply need not bc. examined

within every pathway, although it should be included in those pat ways.

Motivational and efficiency reasons.mitigate'against recurring tr

ment of the same topic. Teachers may decide to approach their curricu-

lum-by developing, or assisting students to develop, the interlocking'

systems of analytic pathways.related to the prime components of well-
,

'being, and then 'choose to consider the major nodal points in some

14
Barry Commoner., Th>Closing Circle: Nature, Man, and Technol-

ogy (New York: Knopf, 1972),, p. 92

5U.S, Congress, House, Committee on Public W orks, Laws of the
United States Relating to Water Pollution Control and Environmental

.

Quality, 91st Congress 2d Session, 1970. '(Contains the text of six
Executive Orders-rtwelie Acts, and five. International Conventions..)
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detail with all the students. They may. then require or encourage in-
.

dimiduals or groups to,examine other. pathways inmdre detail, usinff,.1.
.

. .

the techniques developed in 6 study of one of the common factors. En-.

ergy supply is one of "the nodal variables_ that will allow a relatively

'clear cut modelof techniques of examining other links in the pathways.
,

Questions of the form used in analysis of energy supply could be asked'

_about almost any other topic.

41.

'What are the possible energy sources? What are the advantages..
,

-of alternate sources of energy when availability, net return On energy

investment, and economic factors are coesidered?Whattre-the.disad-

vantages of ea ch, when effec ts on health-7-immediate and longerm,
. .

aesthetics, and the satisfaction, of ,other compagents of well-being.

are weighed? If an "ideal" solution to the supply of energy is not

pres5tly available, which available alternative causes the least dam-

age and keeps most options open? Although these general questions

would be examined in a general consideration of energy supply; them

are stMe additional ones that itwould be necessary to pose for each

specific instarict of energy' use iri pathways leiding to the. enhance-
:

ment of well-being. Can this function be satisfied with a mechanism

that requires less energy? Can the energy "wasted" in the process be

used in some -other function716

Data for an analysis of energy supply "needs " .and alternatives

are'cilrrently available in many places, and no attempt to weigh the al-

ternatives will be made here. .The'following sources will rovide a

--IP
' .

"Ronald 9iewart and,S.P. Mathur, Conservatiopist 25(3):16-20,.
1971, consider uses for excess heat from power plants..

2°2
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Useful starting point for instructional.placnera seeking, data concern-

- ing energy resources:

Man's Impact on the Global 'Environment: Assessment and Re-.
commendations for Action. Report of the Study of Critical
Environmental Problems. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Press,J970. See pp. 8-306. - '

The Energy'Crisis. A Science and Public Affairs Book.
Chicago: Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 1972. (An

September, October, and November 197 *ssues of the

anthology of papers that in the 411o,

Bulletin, suppleme ed by additional papers.)

Dean E.-Abrahamson. Environmental Costs of .lectr c Power:
,New York: Scientists' Institute for Public Information, 1970.

These sources are mainly concerned with the technical charac-

teristics of the alternate methods, and the technical aspects of their

effects on other contributois.to well-being. Some of the social ef-

fects are examined -from a legal perspective in papers collected in

Environment Law ReView.117 Economists' views on the techniques of regu-.
S

lation of some of the untoward affects from industrial processes in

general, which may be applied to energy preduction in particular, are

available.18

One further aspect of the social influence in controlling the

emissions from power plants is related to the. differences between

17See Larry J. Jost, Environment Law Review 1:463-481, 1970,
for an account of the law relating to "thermal pollution;" Jeffrey
Fromson, Environment Law Review.1:214-238, 1970, reviews the history
of 'Federal air pollutiqn control in the United States, including the
regulation of 'power plants.

18
_Spe; for example, Richard A. Tybout, Bell Journal, of Econom-

ics and Management Science 3:252-266, 1972; K. William Kapp, Kyklos
23:8 848, 1970; Wilfred Beckerman, Social Science,Information 11:
103 11, 1972; K. William Kapp, Social Science Information-11:113-124,
1972.

dr).01,1.
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cultures. Scorek contrasts the use olicensing authority under the

British Alkali fnspectorate with what he regards as the unsatisfactory
.

United States situation where the tendency is "toward making undesir-
.

able prhcticesllegal and waiting fbr the possibiliey of-prosecution

to compel people to stop them." This philosophy, heclaims, "invites

arguments questioning the constitutionalvalidity of ,.stopping people

doing what they have been allowed to do since time imveMorial."19

This technique also requires the establishment of technical criteria

which "become standards of permissible pollution in so far as they are

capable of having any real effect, and they.support the concept that

there.exists a right to pollute the air at least up to the level, of

objectionable nuisance."2°'

,

SKILLS

/

We hhve seen in earlier chapters that skills are a prereqUi-..
/

site for education for the environment; In the curriculum segment

outlined here no mention. has been made of skills, except the allusion

to the information retrieval and intellectual analysisskills involved

in assesing alternative proposals for meeting the requirements of well-

being. It has been assumed that these skills are sufficiently general-
\ \

iitblethat practice in analysis of sufficient pathways will promote
5

transfer to new situations. This.assumption needs to be tested

19
R.S. Scorer, Atmospheric Environment 5:903-934, 1971. p..916.

20
Ibid., p. 918.
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Other skills that would be'needed.can be listed briefly, using

the example of food pro duction ,again. Some are clearly technical, and.

would notineed to be objectives for general education courses. Engin-

eering, agronomic, biochemical, economic, and ecoldgical skills are

clearly needed by,some)persons, otherwise the necessary data,for evalu-

ation of alternatiyes will not be generated. Practical "job" skills

involved in farming, food processing, retailing, and f paration

are also needed by persons involved in the, supply of food to the table,

but these are also specific 'to the particular role played by each in-

dividual, and do not lead to objectives appropriate for a general edu= \\G.

cation. a

The appropriate skills needed by most people, irrespective 'of

their occupational role, appear to 6e general political skills; needed

to influence public;opinion after a careful analysis.of the data rela-

ted to' an issue has been completed. Of course, the generalized analytic

and information retrieval skills are important'componerits.a ttiis gen-

eral-ability, but, in addition, some. knowledge Of how to attempt to in-

fluence political authorities and public opinion is needed. This

appears to be the skill that should be the-goal of general environment-

.al education.

0

I.



. CHAPTER .IX

CURRICULUM IMPLICATIONS

IMO

Ins previous chapters, we have examined the nature of 'environ-
, .

.

_ment' and 'pnyirOnmentk education', and 'have dev elOped a rationile.
. , .

for an environmental education curriculum based Onthis examinttion.

However, we.have not asked whether. an emphasis on "environmental educa-
.

.

i
tion is worthwhile. That is, is the development of enVironmental'edu-

,

.
.

'- .

cation curricula, programs and materials, likely.to help restore and

maintain a viable life-support sys ?m?

It is impossible to gille a definitive answer to this question,

for it depends upon whether the desired 'social ends are actually " "
achieved. We can, however, examine some of the existing pressures to-.

ward the development of environmental education, and make-some esti-

mates of the most promising trends. These can be no more than esti-

mates, and should not be interpreted as definitive statements.

Transdiscinlinary Nature of Environmental Education

There is nb necessity for a programtg.draw upon more than one

academic discipline to count as an example of education for, about,

and/oi in the environment. However, as the sketch of a possible seg-

ment oT an environmental education. curriculum in Chapter VIII shows, a

a program based upon the principles of Chapter VII cannot avoid drawing

on several disciplines. In developing the sample concerned with the
42)

supply of food data%from 'anthropology; history, plant and animal phys7

iology,'medicine, agronomy, ecology, geology, sociology, laW, and

218
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economics were ail.neFessarY. ,This approach, directed toward the com-

mon purpose of enhancing the quality of the human environment through

A
actions 'based on an understarOing of thenetwOrk of Rathways leading to

human well-being, fits the concept of transdiscielinarity proposed. by
7

Jantsch.

4 '
.Transdisciplinaritx, in Jantsch's terminology, is distinguished,

(by its pursuit of a common goal) from interdiEciplinarity, which does

not necessarily pursue a common -goal, althou* in both trans- and

"6.
inter-disciplinarity.there is synthesis and coordination between disci- ,

plines concerned with common supia-disciplines. pluri-, and

cross-disciplinarity are characterized by a'lack of coordination, al-
,

though there may be cooperation.'

Educational programs proposed in responie to 'the "environmental

crisis" are often pluridisciplinary, rather than interdisciplinary or

transdisciplinary. That is, various courses are juxtaposed in group-

ings that will enhance their interrelationships but no overall common
'rc,

'purpose directs the-courses or promotes interaction and coordination

between them.

One example each of a pluridisciplirary and a transdiscipiinary

program will clarify the distinction. The original Envir,nmental Qual-

ity Program of Hampshire College consisted ,of seven seminars: Chemist-

ry and the Analysis of Pollutants; No deposit, No Return; Campus

. 6 t 11.1

'Erich Jantsch, in Interdisciplinarity: Problems of Teaching
and Research in Universities (Paris: Centre. for Educational Research
and Innovation, Organization for Economic Co-opergtion and .Develop-

1ment,-1972), pp. 105-107.
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De61141,EkplOsion and Controls Man-Made. Environment; Enzymes and Eco-

systems;.and Environmental Law. These were parallel programs, with a
, . s,.

'core lecture weekly to keep, the perspective of environment before the.

.students. They were not directed toward
*
a specific common goal. This

4prograt exemplifies.a pluridisciplinary environmental education. At

the same college a transdisciplinari program evolved. In itstudents

concentrate on understanding a particular system in order to effect'

change. For example,,one project studied _the Concord Rivet, b'rin'ing

chemical, ikplogical; legal, and `design sk9,1S to bear on .a common

problem; another used skills from a number of disciplines-in -a study. of

the:urban, environment in Holyokes,with.the intent of providing the un-

derstanding and data needed by the local Model

The .curriculum segment outlined irothe previous chapter is not.

a concurrent treatment of environmental issues by a series of separate

courses. It is transdisciplinary for it draws upon a particular.dis'ci--

Nine when it- is needed to provide skills or data required for an un-
- . .

derstpnding of a particular problem. I did not start with the disci-.

plines and 'develop nenv4onmental geology," "environment al biology,"

"environmental sociology,", Aenvironmental economics," and . .

Cities program.2

-A corollary of the advocacy of.transdisciplinarity must be.

kept firmly in m ind. Separate disciplines will need to continue to ex-

ist, for at least at the research level there are certain, techniques.

2 <

.,Raymond P. Coppinger and Lorna L. Coppinger, in Environmental
Education. Academia's Response (Washington, D.C. ::: Commission on Under-
graduategraduate EduCatiOn in the Biological Sciences, Publication 35, 1972),
p...69-7.40-:
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and intellectual skills which require specialist expertise. However,

the specialist disciplines can, and should, be harnessed for transdis-
a

ciplinary social and educational purposes..,
Courses in_EnvironmentarEducation?

The transdisciplInary nature of education directed toward the
V

enhancement of individual well -being by maintaining and improving the

quality Of the. human enixonmentsuggests that it is inappropriate to

'concentrate on the developaent of curriculum materials specifically for

.6-7-case of monolithic curriulum projects of the tYpe.initially funded by

. .

a course in environmental education% This is particularly true.in the

.

. the National. Science FoundatibA to upgrade science instruction.

P
Projects aimed at producint texts, laboratory manuals- teach-

ers' guides and associated audio-visual aidstsimilar to the packages

produced by the PhysicalSciences Study Committee and CHE1 StUdy are
41e.

not viable as environmental'idaation.courses. Single, hig ly struc:

tured courses could not'hope to provide an adequate rational approach

to enviTonmeltal education. A course of this nature could not provide

the necessary social, science and natural science background' upon which
..,

students could draw in'assessing alternate methods 'f 'satisfying the

prerequisites of wellTbeing in an individual's en ironment:.The most

that a monolithic curriculum couldihope to provide would be predigested:

exAples, analysed according to particular pre-Selected concepts from
0 .

the various necessary disciplines. Even the most successful course of

this nature could not provide all the skills needed to .draw.upon the

. . z.
relevant disciplines when evaluating a newly arisen alternate method of 411\o

satisfying some component of well-being.
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Given this analysis, there is a need for supporting, and per-.

haps strengthening, the teaching of the basic disciplines, and for

models of the way in which .they. can be used to evaluate the conse-

quences, for human well-being, of proposed manipulations.of environ-

mental variables.

Descriptive "environmental" case studies, showing theamifica-

tiond of some specific actions; technique descriptions, ranging from

simple methods of sampling particulate fall-out from the air to.de-

scriptions of technique6 of public opinion determination; and materials 4

to help teach'the basic concepts of the relevant disciplines, all need 4'.

o be provided.

These needs could be met in a number of ways. One possible

.method would be.the preparation and distribution of single-concept mod-
,

ules from which.the teachers-could construct their own courses and up

. on which the students.could draw wheVhey discover a'neeMor a par-
,

titular skill or understanding. Schools could plan, their programs to

provide the appropriate understandings in the special disciplines, and,
.

in Some 'type of general btudies program, (provide.the7necessiy.experi-
,

,

ence in selecting the principles of, eaCtLfield when evaluating propos-

als to solve "environmental problems" at the lo5617-national, or inter-

nationallevel. Selected. modules could constitute a complete course,

within a=program; alternatively, some might be used by teachers as sup-,,

plementary materials.

airridulum development,' in the sense of preparation of materi-

als-foresingle-couzses called."environmental'education" intended to be

added to the course offerings within school, is most unlikely to lead
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to a tranidisciplillary approach. If environmental, education has the

same separate subject status as history, algebra; pyics, and civics,

even though It may contain some activities that "belong" in the'other

-single discipline courses, it may not be vieFed as a synthesis of the

insights of these 'In the .secondary'school setting, transdis-

ciplinary environmental education implies that a, program is oriented

toward a specific problem or set of related problems, and that each

course in the program is, directed toward the "program goal. The program

might be the total program 'of the whole school, or it may constitute a

portion,of the whole. 'That is, it is possible'that a team-teaching ap-

jproach based on the natural and 'social sciences .for one grade level

could develop to trade one or more of the paths leading to the satis-

faction of individual well- being..

The necessary expertise in identifying, proposing, and testing

possible solutions to problems may be given-in a number of ways. Sim-

cl.ulations, of actual decision-making procedures may be useful to demon-

strate the ramifications of political conflict,

Ai
and, perhaps, in pro-

viding prctiCe in finding data and presenting it to other groups.

The simulations may. be "role%playS" based.'on actual situations, for ex-
.

ample,."The Redwood Controversy" where players take the roles of sena-

tors, lumber industry'spokesmen, conservationists, and other interested

parties,,and.simulate genate.hearings and debates during consideration

of the establishment of a Redwoods National Park.3 Alternatively, the

simulations may be based on a hypothetical situation, as. in "The Planet

3
Frederick.A. Rasmussen, "The Redwood ControVersy" (Boston:

Houghton Mifflin,',1971).
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Management Game," where a team

planet Clarion by deciding,
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he resources of the mythical

the planet's development budget is to

be spent; players become involved in balancing population, food;Eapply,

income .and environmental quality.4 (Simulations May also be used for

professional training purpbses, not only-general education. APEX sim-

ulates the conditions in.a small city and is intended to provide exper-

iehc for sir pollution control personnel by means of role plays and

computer simulations.)5

In addition to simulations, students may become involved in

"environmental Actions" In their own right,'either by forming-e..quasi-

political organization to press for local legislation to regulate per-
A

ceived local 'actions that have an impadt-on the well-being of iudivid7

uals, or via a more formal approach simillr to Stapp's "environmental

encounters. n6
Ill both these situations transdisc.iplinarY study is

.

almost Mandatory if the gr96p,is to succeed in answering the questions

posed by opponents to theii proposals; the group must consider econom-

ic, social, scientific and technical, and aesthetic issues if they are

4
Victor M. Showalter.,- "The Planet Management,Game" (Boston:

Houghton Mifflin, 1971). Descriptions of this game, "The Redwood Con-
troversy," and two other games prepared for-the Educational Research
Council Life Science program can be found in Paul Holobinko, Frederick
'A. Rasmussen, and Victor M. Showalter, in Environmental Education: A
Sourcebook, ed. Cornelius J, Troost and'Harold Altman (New York: John

rWiley and Sons, 1972).

5
The computer 'simulation is

.Exercise) Volume 1: Ga6e Director's
North Carolina: U.S., Environmental
_power Development, 1971).

described in APEX (Air Pollution
Manual (Research Triangle Park,
Protection Agency, Office of Man---

6
William.B. Stipp, Journal of. Environmental Education 2(1):35-

41,'1970.
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to 'be convincing. Cases of actual involveient need not progress'out-

rside the school. Making decisions about school policy toward litter-,

izt .ing, or even the establishmen't of.a dress tode, will provide experierte

of Political influence, and, almost inevitably, raise the difficult

issue of enforcement. Students who have to weigh the issues involved
.

4

in establishing policies, and providing mechanisms' for enforcement, are

atleast likely to appreciate some of the difficulties faced by soci-

etrat-large.

strate

The examples O1 inVolvement in an actual issue help to demon-
!

one important point concerning the nature of transdisciplinari-,

ty. Each individual need not be equally competent in 'all disciplines

to have an important impact On the success'of the group working toward

common goals. In addition to forming a framework for providing each

individual with the minimum competencies in each discipliie that are

-needed to enable its relevance to be seen, a transdisciplinar'y ap roach/ 4

/ also gives an opportunity for each person to exercise fmterests and

/ .

ti

abilities that-tbeY may have. This is an important potential education-
.

al spin-offof'predsing for transdisciplinary environmental education.

'In programs prep&ed for an adult audience of the mass media a
k

transdisciplinary planning bade would also be useful. Aconscious de-

cision to base the program on a consideration t..? a transdisciplinary

&al. would not only ensure the representation of the diverse viewpoints

. .

of.social scientists, including psycholOgists, political'scientists,

and ecomomists; natural ecientists, chemiets and biologists for exam.-

'pie; and affected individuals; it would also increase the likelyhood of.

identifying gaps in the necessary data. Identification of these gaps,

223
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even if they didA nothing else but provide the realization that actions

are being taken in the absence of data, should be salutary. Recogni-

tion of ignorance may make uleSs likely to support actions proposed

by an interested part without at least raising questions..

Recent Trends

Funds committed to curriculum development und er the Environ-.

mental Educition Act. have not been used for large scale curriculum de-

Velopment in attempts to produce monolithic courses. Those funded

for 1972 have typically been for relatively small-scale programs (the

median grant for all projects funded under the Act, i.e., including

those.-for community awareness, persOnnel training, and evaluation and

dissemitption, was $13,600; the mean was. $18.,544). Projects7develop-

t,ing curriculum materials have been planned to provide soto of in-

struction on relatively specific topics: for example, the city as
.

.

waste prodUCer ( Sacramento, California); slIpplementary materials on

demography (Population Education Inc: WaShinilton,, ;,river ecology
4
1

.

. .
(Hudson River Sloop Restoration,' ew York);Inc.,, hed monitoring

. .

(InSfttute for Environmental Education, Clevelailc Ohio); air pollution

simulation (Carnegie-Mellon University); and pesji.cide use (Oak Ridge

Associated Universities): Many of the other prc cts listed are in-'

tended.to provide supplementary materials for environmental education.?
.

Despite the misgivings of members of the Congressional Select,

7
U.S., Office of Education Grants for Environmental Education,

1972. Compiled by USOE Environmental Education office, (Columbus,
Ohio :, ERIC Center for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental' Education,
1972).
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committee on Education that an insufficient proportion of the funds is..

being spent on, preparing Curritvle for environmental studies,8 the

present.trend'of funding from the Environmental Education Act appears
. ..-

to be satisfactory.: That is, the type of prpject being supported prom-
,

ises to increase the supply of modules that could be used in 'Parts of

programs oriented toward environmental enhancement. Whether there are

Aufficient funds being allocated is a different quest/J-0, but.Ai least
.

. -
. .

. .
.

.

the pattern of funding seems appropriate. .

The use of other Office.of Education programs to 'support simi2.

la'r activities, and the involvement of other Federal agencies in the

development of modules of the type envisioned is also occurring. For

example, the Environmpntal Protection Agency funded the Tilton project

that developed a' series. of Activitiesconcerned with water qUality0

a program to assess "Solid Waste Disposal. Alternatives for

Pities",,' was supported\hy the Higher Education Act;1° and staff'of the
-.

National Science Foundation have proposed supporting module development

Maine -Comm:-

,for environmental education prograths.11_

Each module produced for Inclusion in the program described

here need not, and probably should not, be tranddisciplinary in nature.

-The-modules should be prepared so that.student6 can draw upon the ;

8
See comment by Representative Brademas in U.S., Congress,

House, Committee on Educatilon and Labor, Select Subcommittee on
Education; Oversight into Aicdministration of-the Environmental
Quality Edvcation Act' of 19g0, 92d *Congiess, 2d Session,
1972, passtm.

4 o

9
Ibid., prepared' statement of Tom darrol, p. 50.

10
Ibid.,statement'of Don Davies,

11
o .

Greg. Edwards, NSE. Letter to Robert W. Howe.
401
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materials needed to complement their;existing knowledge and skills.

Individual modules should be planned so that all disciplines are rep-

resented in the set of activities available for a particular topic, but

the inclusion of both economic and engineering information, for exam=

ple, in one module concerned with the use of underground water for

irrigation is undesirable. A multiplicity of disciplinary viewpoints

in each module' must reduce flexibility of learning approach; inevitably'

4:1i,presenti a preconceiVed view of the relationships between the discip-

JE

.

ites,, and is not as readily updated by revised. information for one of

the disciplines. The distinction between a tiansdiiciplinary program

-a-nd-unidisciplinary modular materials shOuld be. maintained:
t

If the use of fu \ds to stimulate the production of a large num-
.

ber of units that .canbe used to supplement or Up-date existing comrses
itt

,

continues,- a d the basic disciplines are not neglected in favor of a,

total conce tration on popular environmental topics, there is a good

'chance that the current emphasis-on environmental education Can make
.

some diflerence.-to the physical and biotic factors that affect each in-
-

°dividual united Statesresident. This is particularly true for the en-.

tire educational responsibility is 'not being left to the formal school

years. Environmental Education Act grants are also being used to pro-.

a

vide funds for public education programs;12 we may hope that informed

political support\of needed change willoccur'even before the present

generation of StudentSforMs a large-proportion of the adult population.

42
i
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The concurrent emphasis on other methods of effecting changes

in the environmental parimelers that influence individual well-being

229

is encouraging. Technological advances in particle control-devices

have .had an effect In reducing the amount of particulate matter from

moke stacks, particularly when supported by clean air legislation re-
...

'quiring the use of the appropriate technology. Environmental education

programs are not being left to carry the major responsibility for en-.

vironmental improvement. Education programs can, of course, be in-'

volved in providing a public climate suitable for legislative acti&L.

This is particularly true of educative efforts aimed at voters, and,

although'there is'a danger of a group promoting an incompletely. evalu-
13

aced action sucdeeding in influencing legislation to the extent that

laws that maybe-dettimental tyhe long-term preservation of a quality

environment are passed, a responsible use of the transdisciplinary mo-
.

,

del by public commentators should minimize'this possibility.

The use of direct political, and technical methods to influence,

ti
envi nmental parameteri.removes the possibility of a charge against

,;1i
env mental edUkaition dimilar to those leveled against almost exclu-

,

sively eduCational 'attempts, cp remove social and- economic inequality:

"if we want economic equality in our. society,. we win have to get it

by chafiging our economic institutions, not by changing our schools.
14

In addition to.increaaing the chandes'of achieving an

.1.1

13
See Chapter VI, pp.,

14
Mary*.Jo Bane and Christopher :Jencks, Saturday Review of Edu-

cation September 16, 1972, 37-42. -13-b 38.
a
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environment conducive to individual well-being, the committment to. di-. '.
rect action has a two-fold advantage with respect to the success of enz-

vironmental education. Firstly, evidence is presented to students and .

other members of the public that at least something is being done, ra-

ther than being merely discussed--that is, there is evidence thht at

least some persons in power "practice what they preach/" Secondly,

data concerning the effect of various typesof al nate actions are

becoming available, and the public, can see that some of the actions

taken toorednce the incidence of heavily contaminated air, for'example,

do actually produce the piedicted results.

Questions for Curriculum DeVeropers,..

Any curriculum developer,. whether he is the classroom teacher

planning an instructional sequence or a specialist curriculum develop-
. ,

er proddcing modules for' doption by teachers, has'a number of regpon-

"a.. 0"..
sibilities if heAntends to 'produce curricula tagged "environmental

education." These responsibilities include the normal ones of taking

into account learning theories and the. background of 'the intended iudi-

ence, testin; and evaluating the materials in'some form, and attempting

to provides alternate methods of instruction to suit different teacher/.

-student combinations. When dealinewith environmental education the
C.

* developer must also Clarify his positions to:prevent confusion result=

'ing from the diversity°of interpretations of the terms'"envirOnmede:.

and "environmental education." The analysis in this volume has sug

iested a mumber of questions w4ch must'be answered explicitly if ambi-

guity is to be avoide4 These questions are collected 'in this section,
(

together with\a short summary of the arguments 14ding tO'the

r
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What Referent for 'Environment' is being used? The entity used

as referent for 'environment' may vary. It need not be human, .although

in discussions of the environment it is invariably an individual person

or group of people. The group may be of any size, from the family to

the Species. The curriculum developer needs to specify with which of

these possible entities he is concerned. Although the examples given

in the text have been based on the environment of individual humans,

this'is not the only viable position. If a different position is ta-

ken, using a humap group as the referent, the possible implications of

this posit ion need to be recognized. The.possibiliti of.a considera-'

Lion of the environment ofthe species iendirig tq actions incompatible'

with value systems that emphasize the dignity of each human has been.

discussed' in Chapter III, (pp. 58-66). TheSe issues should be kept in

mind when preparing materials or.planning a program.

What is the Purpose of Preparing Environmental Education

Curricula/ The purpose of offering environmental education affects

.

the type of material to, be included. This arises because not all parts

.
fthe literal environment Of the entity chosen are relevant for all

,purposes. Although is rarely explicitly statedeven in formal dis-
.

cuesions the purpose can often be,' inferred from the,deectiptive'quali-

fying term used: ,the social environment, the cultural environment; the

aesthetic dhvirontent& and" the institutional environment: are all used,'
. ,t

k.,

in the literature and all imply a different purpose of studying and, ;
t

perhaps, manipulating environmental variables.. Once the purpose is

knOwnor inferred, Phe:relevance of a parameter can be determined by
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answering the question "Does this component oaf the total environment

of the entity being considered have ,an. effect, or a potential effect,.

related to 'the purpose ?"

There is oneexception'tO this simple criterion. When identi-

fying components of, the total environment.of an individual human that

forWpart of the environment it is also necessary to show. that expo-

sure to the.factor.being considered is both unintentional and inevita-,

ble if a person is in the appropriate geographic region; (Other people

are not normally considered part Of the environment, although theyi'

lit these criteria.)
.

Faced with these possibilities the curriculum developer needs

at least to specify the qualifying terms he IS using with 'environ-

mentT ideally the purpose for considering environmental variables

should be explicitly stated, and not left foi the-reader to infer.

Which Class of Environmental Education is Appropriate? The de-

cision.concerning the purpose of studying environmental education will

parfially 'determine the class of environmental 'education program to be
.

developed.' The goals may be to 'produce a knowledgeable individual, in

which case a program, of education about the environment will be devel-

.oped, or the aims of the program may be to enhance the quality of the
..-

environment leading,'for example,.to increased chances of individual

well-being. If the aims Are of this second type the curriculum devel-

oper will attempt to produce'a program for (the preservation of) the

environment.' He may, and'almost certainly should, wish to provide a

knowledge base from which students can draw in addition to the essen-

tial skills that must form a basis for programs for the environment..*

240
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If this is so, he will prepare a program that fits the characteristics

of the combined class 'education about hnd for the environment'.

An empirical decision will have to be made concerning the worth

Of the pedagogic technique education in the environment. In many

cases the provision of practIcal;"concrete experience with the "real

world" will be effective in motivating'learners'or assisting in 'the

development of concepts, but there is no absolute necessity for in-

structionstruction to.be outside the classroom for it to count as 'environment-

al education." Indeed, the curriculum developer needs to look very

carefully at the position he may be conveying to students if he insists

that all data concerning the environment must be gathered at first

hand.

The curriculum segment developed in Chapter. VIII is an examp e

of education for and about the environment that is based on the assylmp -r

tion that it is 'not appropriate to aEtempt.tb inculcate specific tti- ,

.tudes toward an array of "environmental issues." Instead
1

the position
. .

that students should be encouraged to develop a generalized rational

'attitude is advocated. That is,.the program can be considered success-
.

ful if citizens ask questions. of .the' form "Aat is the evidence that

the propose` action.44.11 have no deleterious. effects?" "What is the

balance of positive and -negative' effects.on well-being of Ailese,ac-

tions?" "Is there an alternate Method of satisfying the need, And if

9Q, what are the comparative costs and benefits?"

'Should Emphasis be placed on Courses or Programs?'The gener-

alized rational position leads to the possibility of a transdisciPlin-

arytase for education, and 'curriculum developers should examine the

9-11, 41
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possible impliCations Of developing courseSbase.0 oespecificexamples

of social problems and hoping.t4at this approach will provide a suf-

ficient grounding in the necesSary.discipUnes to enable citizens to

as the appropriate specific questions when new problems arise.

It is,
.
however, necessary that all students have the experience

of drawing upon the appropriate; disciplines when a particular issue is

being considered. One example of the types of questiogs.and alterna-

iIve positions that need to be considered in this approach is given in

Chapter VIII, and, in this chapter, some.reCommendations 'concerning the

.place for such a discussion are 'given.

. The curriculum developer needs, therefore, to ask two types of

questions concerning his program. Firstly-, are the appropriate basic

skills being provided so that students may, ask the correct questions,

(and understand the answers), when confronted with a new issue? That

is, are future citizens being given a sufficiently strong base in the

social and natural sciences and the humanities? .Secondly, are oppOrtu-

nities being 'provided' for synthesizing data derived by applying the

concepts and techniques of the various distiplines to specific ques-,

tions?

If the curritulum,developer provides, specific answers to' these

illikie0tions,'cind if critics clarify the positions which these questions
.,

are designed to elucidate before attacking.anTenvironMental educator's

position, the abundance of definitions of "environment" and of "lenvir-
\..-,N.

onmantal education" will cause few probleMs. If these positions are

not ,clarified; discussion of any' particular program claiming. to be an

instance of "environmental education" is likely to be confused.
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Asking these questions is also likely to'direct discussion-to more

profitable lines--consideration of the details of 4bals.erid instruc-:.
, a

ti nal programs rather than attempts to redefine "environment" to suit

a p rtidular concept of education

Justi ication

. The Congruence of educational and social actions augurs well

for.the success. of activities designed to enhance the quality.of the(

environment of each individual. It is by no means certain that tie

goal will be achieved, but there are some' .promising indications Xhat

least some.orthe objectives are being bet. Some potentially harm-

ful actions have been.halted while data were gathered on the possible.

side effects of the proposals, for example, the trans-Alaska oil pipe-

line.. Although econonlic factors may

'merit of the United States version of

have played a role, the develop-
.

4.
a super-sonic passenger jet (SST)

was stopped atlleast partially because of the evidence presented con-
.

cerning thW possibilities of deleterious change in the-world climate.

The risk was not taken. despite

uncertainties in

the lack of firm conclusions: "due to

the information and its interpretation, we.

cannot be certain about the magnitude of the various effects."13

Citizen 'action has also produced some desirable' changes. For

example,_a proposal to raise about $2,000,000 p.a. froni local.taxes to

buy and maintain open space wasapproved by the voters in Jefferson '

15
Man's Impact on the Global Environment: Assessment and.Re-

commendations fbr Action. Report of the Study of Critical Environment.-
al Problems (Cambridge, Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press,.
19L0, p. 107.
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County Colorado, in the 1972 general e

'Althotigh-attions such as these r .y not be the-direct result Of

environmental education inally of,its senses, the prospects of
7
increas-

,,.

lions. 16
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.

ing support by informed individuals for private and governMental ac-
, ,.

\

tions is a strong justification for the development.of transdisciplin-
,

ary programs focIssed on the. relationships of components of an individ.-

environment to his-well-being. Provided that environmental edu-

cation is not eXpeCted to be a panacea, with other direct methods, of

preserving.a supportive erNfonment being forgone in favo4of educa-

tkor11 expenditilte,.4 is worth supporting. Even if it cannot be shown

that environmental education is' ever responsible for any environmental

enhancementhe, expenditure 'will have been WOrthnhile if it increases

the .contact between the various school subjects. Although this may

-seem a trivial achievement compared with the perceived magnitude of

the "environmental crisis" the destruction of strictly compartmental-

1zed'auk6ectteaehl,ng by. encouraging each, discipline to contribute to-

ward, the achievement ofa,comMon goal should have far reaching.eduna-

tionareffeCtewhich may, continue even;; if the immediate goal of

improved well-being is achieved.,

16'
Time November 20, 1972 p. 18.
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